The Alliance for Wise Energy Decisions (AWED) is an informal coalition of individuals and organizations interested in defending citizen’s rights by improving national, state, and local technical policies, worldwide. Our premise is that technical matters (like climate change, COVID-19, etc.) should be addressed by using Real Science.

A key element of AWED’s efforts is public education. Towards that end, every two weeks we put together a detailed Newsletter (a collection of recent relevant articles, reports and studies), to try to balance what is found in the mainstream media, about a wide range of national-interest issues. We believe that citizens can’t effectively defend their rights unless they are educated about the societal options we have.

To check out the last 14± years of our Newsletter, see this. For single years see: 2022, 2021, 2020. The purpose of this extensive compilation is to make it easier to search for pertinent studies, reports and articles on a specific topic (e.g. wind energy interference with the military). It is advisable to try multiple search words — e.g. military, army, navy, etc. (Search terms are case-insensitive on this PDF document.)

Note 1: The Newsletters complement what is on AWED websites: WiseEnergy.org, Election-Integrity.info and C19Science.info and my Substack on Critical Thinking.

Note 2: For links to other excellent sources of articles on Energy and Environmental matters please see the “Current News” page on our WiseEnergy.org website. See also our list of quality books on Climate Change and Energy.

Note 3: If you’d like your own personal (free) copy of this unique Media Balance Newsletter, please email John Droz [aaprjohn at northnet dot org] and simply ask.

Note 4: We originally verified that all the links below worked — but over time these can change. If you find any errors, please email John Droz [aaprjohn at northnet dot org] and we will try to make corrections. This is Revision: 12-18-22.

— Some Special Media Balance Reports —

COVID-19 —
C19Science.info (dozens of reports about COVID-19 by independent experts)

Elections —
Promoting American Election Integrity (ten major election reports, plus more)
Global Warming —

The Four Pillars Supporting Climate Change Claims (referencing 60± studies)
Climate Change: The Defense of CO2 (referencing 250± studies)
Taking the Wind Out of Climate Change (referencing 60± studies)
Sample Good Books on Climate Change

Wind Energy —

Multiple Reports on Industrial Wind Energy (and more on offshore wind here)
Taking the Wind Out of Climate Change (referencing 60± studies)
US Military vs a Political Fad
Wind Energy Interference of the Military: An Overview

Misc Energy —

Sample Good Books on Energy
“All of the Above” — Not a Good Idea
Solar Realities (and more here)
Offshore Fossil Fuel Exploration and Development: A Review Of Some Concerns
Michael Moore’s Movie: Planet of the Humans (not ours, but well worth seeing)

Science —

Science is a Process
The Scientific Method
Peer Review is Just Brass Plating — not a Gold Standard

Politics —

The Big Picture
The Russian/Chinese Plan to Bring Us Down

Public Relations —

Terminology: Some Deceptive Phrases — and Suggested Substitutes
Are Conservatives Winning or Losing?
Why Aren’t Conservatives Doing a Better Job of Public Relations?

Education —

The Relentless Attack on America
Education Emergency: Our Children (and Us) at Risk
The Importance of Teaching Science
Recommended Academic Curriculum Additions
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COVID-19 — Repeated Important Information:
My webpage (C19Science.info) with dozens of Science-based COVID-19 reports
*** World Council of Health: Early COVID-19 Treatment Guidelines
*** COVID-19: What You Need To Know (Physicians for Informed Consent)

COVID-19 — Scientifically Proven Therapies:
*** Denial of Early Covid-19 Treatment – A Crime Against Humanity
*** The Left’s resistance to ivermectin is shameful
*** A Myth is born: How CDC, FDA, and Media wove a web of ivermectin lies that outlives the truth
*** Report: Did Dismissals of Safe Outpatient Drugs Cause Needless Covid Deaths? Dissenting Doctors Say Yes
*** Biden Ignores Science on COVID-19 Treatments and Vaccines
*** Hospitals Choosing Death Over Ivermectin
*** Study: Combination Therapy For COVID-19 Based on Ivermectin in an Australian Population
*** Study: 20-Week Study of Clinical Outcomes of Over-the-Counter COVID-19 Prevention and Treatment

Short video: What is Ivermectin?
Video: The Inexplicable Suppression of Several COVID-19 Treatments
FDA Ignored: Seventy-One (71) Scientific Ivermectin COVID-19 Studies

COVID-19 — New Therapies:
FDA Authorizes First Oral Antiviral for Treatment of COVID-19 (Pfizer’s Paxlovid)
FDA Authorizes Additional Oral Antiviral for Treatment of COVID-19 in Certain Adults (Merck’s molnupiravir)
Paxlovid: What we should know about Pfizer’s new COVID treatment drugs
Do Paxlovid and Ivermectin have Similar Method of Action?

COVID-19 — FDA Fact Sheets:
FDA Fact Sheet for Healthcare providers for Paxlovid
FDA Fact Sheet for Healthcare providers for Molnupiravir
FDA Fact Sheet for Healthcare providers for Ivermectin
Merck sells federally financed COVID pill for 40x what it costs to make
Pfizer’s COVID-19 Oral Antiviral Cost $529 per Course
FDA Warns That Pfizer’s Experimental Covid Pills Cause Life-Threatening Reactions When Used with Many Common Medications

**COVID-19 — Injections for Children:**
*** Report: Are COVID-19 Injections Safe for Children?
*** Report: Should You Vaccinate Your Kids?
Expert testimony regarding Comirnaty (Pfizer) COVID-19 mRNA Vaccine for children
Expert testimony regarding the use of Moderna COVID-19 mRNA Vaccine in children
The Dangerous Push to Give Boosters to Teens
CDC: Heart inflammation cases among 5- to 11-year-old kids after COVID-19 shot
Study: COVID vaccination and age-stratified all-cause mortality risk
The American College of Pediatricians Supports Parental Choice
California School District Reverses Vaccine Mandate after Thousands of Children Refused to Comply
Texas AG gains federal injunction against another Biden vaccine mandate
Fauci: Hospitals are ‘Over-counting’ COVID-19 Cases in Children

**COVID-19 — Injections (Others):**
*** Unintended Consequences of mRNA Shots
*** Endless Boosters Threaten To Destroy Normal Immune Function
Ontario’s ‘top doctor’ says double-vaxxed people should stay away from triple-vaxxed relatives
World Council for Health Calls for an Immediate Stop to the COVID-19 Experimental “Vaccines”
‘Killing our patients’: Nurse exposes hospital failures, side effects of COVID shot
Japan Puts Warnings on COVID Injections
Real Not Rare website: a collection of some post-injection stories
New York Times Editor Who Won Pulitzer For COVID-19 Coverage Dead of Heart Attack One Day After Booster Shot
Study: Maternal COVID-19 Vaccination and Its Potential Impact on Fetal and Neonatal Development
RT-PCR Test Loses FDA Emergency Use Authorization On January 1, 2022
Army working on COVID-19 vaccine that may provide protection against all variants
Sarah Palin: ‘Over my dead body’ will I get the COVID-19 vaccine
Why Does Trump Keep Promoting the Vaccine?
The FDA Wants to Hide Pre-Licensure Data Until You’re Dead and Now the CDC Wants to Hide the Post-Licensure Safety Data
COVID-19 — Injection Mandates:
*** Boeing halts vaccine mandates for US workers
*** What’s Your Vaccine Discrimination Story?
*** U.S. Navy warship remains in port after COVID-19 breaks out among '100% immunized' crew

COVID-19 — Models and Data:
*** ABSOLUTE (effectiveness) vs RELATIVE (efficacy) RISK REDUCTION in Research Reporting Bias
Looking at COVID infection levels after vaccination versus natural immunity
More Americans Have Died From Coronavirus Under Biden Than Trump
Why This New Virus Testing Makes No Sense
Oregon Health Authority: 622 Fully Vaccinated Residents Died Of COVID
I tackled a COVID modeler on Twitter and it was quite the revelation
Cheap, at-home COVID-19 testing is the quick fix we need

COVID-19 — Omicron:
*** Short video by MD: Beat Omicron Before You Catch It!
*** Omicron prompts rethink of vaccine impact, COVID-19 mandates
Physician Interview: All You Need to Know about the Omicron Study: Vaccine effectiveness against SARS-CoV-2 infection with the Omicron or Delta variants following a two-dose or booster
Omicron - Conclusions
Omicron Policy Implications
CDC Confirms 80% of COVID-19 Cases Caused by Omicron Variant in the US are Fully Vaccinated Individuals
CDC significantly reduces estimate of omicron prevalence in US

COVID-19 — Misc:
*** Proof that the CDC, FDA, and NIH are corrupt and/or incompetent
*** Federal Agencies: Should We Trust Them?
*** Pfizer's History of Fraud, Corruption
*** Archbishop Viganò's startling warning to the American people
Video: The pandemic will end when the digital monetary system is in place
The CDC’s Flawed Case for Wearing Masks in School
NY suburban Dems, Republicans refuse to enforce Gov’s mask mandate
Aaron Rodgers video: If science can’t be questioned it's not science
WHO insider exposes GAVI, Bill Gates for perpetrating coronavirus plandemic
COVID-19 Whistleblower on Why She Won’t Be Silent Despite Threats to Her Life
Criminals have stolen nearly $100 billion in Covid relief funds, Secret Service says
Gates, Fauci, etc charged with Genocide in Court Filing
Dr. Mercola Files Lawsuit Against US Sen. Elizabeth Warren
Study: SARS-CoV-2 infection and persistence throughout the human body and brain
This Scientist Created a Rapid Test Just Weeks Into the Pandemic. Here’s Why You Still Can’t Get It.
COVID-19: A constant fight against misinformation and propaganda

Greed Energy Economics:
Green energy firms the biggest corporate welfare recipients ever
Thank you Senator Manchin — as he Says No on Build Back Better Green New Deal
Here's how much energy prices rose in 2021
Europeans Face a $395 Billion Hike in Energy Bills Next Year
NYS Playing a Climate Shell Game with NY Ratepayers

Wind Energy — Offshore:
Texas Public Policy Foundation brings fishermen’s lawsuit against Vineyard Wind
Vineyard Wind Harpooned By New Federal Lawsuit
Offshore wind developer tries to calm worries
Oswego County Legislature (NY) formally opposes wind turbines in Lake Ontario

Wind Energy — Other:
Which Country Or U.S. State Will Be The First To Hit The Renewable Energy Wall?
No benefits, only negative impacts from proposed wind turbine
Industrial Wind Turbines Once Again Demonstrate their Unreliability
Energy Security Can’t Be Assured by Unreliables
Fort Indiantown Gap (PA) leaders pushing back against proposed wind farm near base
A rural community in Spain is fighting wind energy

Solar Energy:
Paving Virginia with solar slabs is bad law
VA Solar project — will be considered, with conditions
The Uselessness of Solar Energy
Nuclear Energy:
*** World’s first nuclear power plant using 4th generation high-temperature gas reactor officially enters operation in China
Europe’s biggest nuclear reactor receives permission to start tests
Zoom: Exploding the nuclear myth: the role of nuclear in the energy transition
Shift to nuclear brightens Asian energy future

Fossil Fuel Energy:
*** US Sends Fleet of LNG Ships to Fuel-Starved Europe
Biden’s Oil Price Heading to $100 a Barrel
Decarbonization cannot manufacture products demanded by civilization
Germany Burning More Coal, Renewable Energy Share Falling

Misc Energy:
*** Netherlands Goes Nuclear In Massive Atomic Humanist Victory!
The Biden White House’s Energy Incompetence
Report: Realism or Utopianism?
Lights Out for New York?
Europe Shows the Way to Energy Chaos and Disaster
Video: Angry owner blows up his Tesla
How and why Youngkin should quit the RGGI
New Joint Office of Energy and Transportation Created
Boris Johnson: Declare an energy emergency or risk economic disaster

Manmade Global Warming:
*** Senator Manchin “cannot vote” for Biden’s “mammoth” “Build Back Better” Bill
*** The Science of the People who will not be Slaves again!
*** Unsung Zeroes: The Top 10 Under-Reported Climate Flops of 2021
*** The Climate Movement and It’s 10 Biggest Failures of 2021
New AGW Book: Hot Talk, Cold Science
Many Climate Ambitions Will End With 2021
CLINTEL 2021 Report

US Election:
Election-Integrity.info (10 major election reports by our team of experts, plus much more!)
*** The Power of 3/10 of 1% of 74 million
US Election — State Issues:
Court Fight Over Dead People on Voter Lists Heats Up in Michigan
Hearing to Ban Georgia’s Dominion Voting System Marred by False AG Claims,
Irrelevant Judge Interruptions
Lawsuit Reveals Fulton County 2020 Absentee Ballot Results Were Physically
Impossible and Files Were Modified
Pennsylvania Court Will Allow Inspection of Fulton County Dominion Voting
Machines

US Politics and Socialism:
*** Who is to Blame for the “Industrial Revolution”?***
*** John F Kennedy vs today’s Democrats***
*** Facebook Admits in Court that its Fact Checks are Just Opinions***
How Do We Stop the Cancel Culture’s Formula: Diversity, Inclusion, Equity = DIE?
The Sandcastle
Why BBB Would Be Hazardous to Your Health
Video: Bowing Down to China (10 minutes)
Biden’s EPA Turned Its Science Advisory Boards Into Woke Green Groups
Judge Hears Opening Arguments on Biden Administration’s Alleged Purge of Industry
from EPA Panels

Other US Politics and Related:
*** The Real Misinformation Problem***
*** AP’s Hit Piece on RFK, Jr. Symbolizes Intellectual, Moral Collapse of Mainstream
News Industry***
*** Documentary: The Complete Documentary of What is Happening In This World***
British Medical Journal on Facebook “fact check” ‘... inaccurate, incompetent and
irresponsible’
How Did the FBI End Up in This Mess?
The Danger of Nuclear War is Very Real
No, Congress should not codify ‘Chevron deference’
We Shouldn’t Allow Progressives to Limit Participation in Regulatory Process
Please—Stop the Coup Porn
The Fed’s Doomsday Prophet Has a Dire Warning About Where We’re Headed
Religion Related:
*** Why gratitude should be a part of your daily routine
*** Fake pastors and true
Christian Nationalism Is The Only Godly Option
Russia Fines Google With Record $100 Million For Corrupting Minors

Education Related:
*** Let the Buyer Beware!
*** No Critical Race Theory in Schools? Abundant Evidence Says Otherwise
*** How Marxists Captured the Universities and Will Soon Capture the Nation
Children are being 'brainwashed' by TikTok videos on 'cool' trans surgery viewed 26 billion times, campaigners claim
Many NC Students Are Missing out on Core Knowledge
Homeschooling Gifted Students: 9 Tips for Curriculum and Teaching
10 Books on Education That Are Worth Reading
Education Reform in 2022: Our Hopes for the New Year

Science and Misc Matters:
*** Censorship update: record keeping
*** Implications of the retraction of a recent paper for scientific integrity in the White House
*** The Problem With Science is Scientists
If You Can’t Question It, Don’t Call It Science
EPA Announces Nationwide Monitoring Effort to Better Understand Extent of PFAS in Drinking Water
The Dirty Secret of America’s Clean Dishes
Dodge Is Cancelling The Hemi V8
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COVID-19 — Repeated Important Information:
My webpage (C19Science.info) with dozens of Science-based COVID-19 reports
*** World Council of Health: Early COVID-19 Treatment Guidelines
*** COVID-19: What You Need To Know (Physicians for Informed Consent)
COVID-19 — Therapies:
*** Why suppress early safe treatments for COVID-19? Here’s $24 billion reasons
*** I Don’t Know How You Sleep At Night (a story about ivermectin)
Will curcumin be the next promising antiviral alternative in COVID-19 treatment?
Here’s what you should know about Pfizer’s new COVID drug
5 Things To Know About Bamlanivimab
Doctors Outraged After Biden Regime Shuts Down Monoclonal Antibody Treatments

COVID-19 — Injecting Children:
*** What our leaders have done to young people is unforgivable
*** Sacrificing Children to COVID-19 Injections
*** End Covid Vaccination of Children Because the Risks Outweigh the Benefits, UK Government Told By Doctors and Scientists

COVID-19 — Injections:
*** The Powerful Pfizer Presentation that got Dr. Robert Malone Kicked Off Twitter
*** Are Unvaccinated Lives Unworthy of Life? We Are Slipping into Nuremberg Space
*** Over 1,000 studies published in peer-reviewed medical journals say the COVID-19 vaccines are dangerous
*** Harvard Study: Increases in COVID-19 are unrelated to levels of vaccination across 68 countries and 2947 counties in the United States
*** Massive 145-Country Study Shows Sharp INCREASE of Transmission and DEATH After Introduction of COVID Vaccines
Rhode Island went from firing unvaccinated health care workers to allowing the COVID-positive to work
Vaccinated people are dying from autoimmune attacks against their own organs
Study: COVID-19 Vaccines and Neurodegenerative Disease
Bhakdi/Burkhardt pathology results show 93% of people who died after being vaccinated were killed by the vaccine
Treating Disease With Health Not Vaccines
Wealthy man w life insurance for his family’s benefit, died from COVID jab. Insurance company refused to pay out because he took experimental drugs, treatments
Booster Bust: Medical Establishment Changes Its Mind
EMA warns that booster jabs can oversaturate the immune system
A Religious Perspective: Charity and Vaccines
Vaccines Not Durable, Omicron Might Turn COVID-19 Endemic: Bill Gates
COVID-19 — Injection Mandates:

*** Doctors Supreme Court Brief: Injections are not Vaccines, but rather Treatments
*** 146 Research Studies Affirm Naturally Acquired Immunity to COVID-19
*** Harvard study shows recovered immunity is far stronger than vaccine protection
800+ Members of Boston College Community Demand COVID Booster Mandate Policy

Recognize Natural Immunity

Dr. McCullough: Your Right to Optimal Health Now and For Eternity

Justices Hear Case on Vaccine Mandate for Health Care Workers

Japan health ministry shoots down mandatory COVID-19 injections

Worldwide Bayesian Causal Impact Analysis of Vaccine Administration on Deaths and Cases Associated with COVID-19: A BigData Analysis of 145 Countries

COVID-19 Letter to a Governing Body

A Vaccine so Good, Australia has to Punish the World’s Best Tennis Player?

COVID-19 — Models and Data:

*** Flu deaths reality check

Official UK data shows the Triple/Double Vaccinated accounted for 80% of COVID-19 Deaths in December

Unprecedented: Deaths in Indiana for ages 18-64 are up 40%

Life Insurance CEO: Working-Age Deaths Up Whopping 40%

CDC Sued For Keeping COVID Vaccine Data Secret

CDC new paper that admits that VAERS is underreported by at least 6.5X

Federal judge orders FDA to quickly release all Pfizer vaccine data

Two years of Pandemic have caused excess deaths that need explanation

Reality Versus Fear, Data Versus Delusion

COVID-19 — Omicron:

*** Study: Vaccines and most monoclonal antibodies are not effective against Omicron

*** Dr. McCullough on Omicron Realities; VAERS Reports on Vaccine Injuries & Deaths

Omicron Spurs Media to Reassess Reporting (about time!)

Dr. Campbell video: Science indicates less severe omicron disease

Dr. Campbell video: Symptoms and Sequelae

Omicron Less Likely to Cause Lung Damage or Death, Studies Find

COVID-19 — Misc:

*** ‘Mass Formation Psychosis’ Defines Psychology of Covid Hysteria

*** Shame on the US medical and public health establishments
Project Veritas Video: Military Documents about Gain of Function contradict Fauci testimony under oath  [Note at 4:23 re ivermectin]

SCOTUS Denial of Natural Immunity in CMS Vaccine Mandate ‘Unprecedented in Modern History’: Dr. Scott Atlas

Hanson: Politicizing COVID-19 from the start
Video: Three ways government agencies are harming your health
Failed Government Policies Plus Failed mRNA Shots Spell Disaster
Top 12 takeaways from the Joe Rogan and Dr. Robert Malone interview
Forty-Five Years of Mask Studies Prove They’re Worthless
The Day Jake Tapper Sold His Soul to Pharma
Dr. Campbell video: Interactions of health
Mass Formation (Psychosis) and the Coronavirus Narrative
Great Barrington Declaration now has over 900k signatures — please sign!
Meet the woman launching multiple legal challenges to make America free from COVID-19 tyranny
Professor’s Powerful Letter to the Israeli Ministry of Health

Greed Energy Economics:
How green policies are fueling the energy crisis
Calculating The Full Costs Of Electrifying Everything Using Only Wind, Solar And Batteries
A wind and solar electric grid? That's a terrible idea
Families are “rationing fuel or turning off fridge freezers” due to soaring energy prices
Climate “Leadership” Will Cost New Yorkers More than $5,000 Each

Wind Energy:
Finally, Bloomberg Admits Renewables Mania Caused Energy Shortages
Huge wind energy project gets harpooned by new federal lawsuit
A Detailed Submission Against a Great Lakes Wind Project
Will Europe Abandon Green Energy?
Wind turbine dismantling method prompts debate among North Dakota regulators
Feds sued over New Jersey offshore wind turbine leases

Solar Energy:
Farming leaders fear solar projects will steal prime farm land
Alberta Solar and Wind Gave Only 2.5% of Capacity When Vital!
California’s Misguided Rooftop Solar Debate
Storm clouds ahead for solar projects
Lawsuit: Biden-Backed Solar Company Lied About Effectiveness of Solar Modules

Nuclear Energy:
*** Why Greta’s Climate Panic Failed
The EU finally admits nuclear and natural gas are part of the energy solution
Three Reasons Nuclear Power Has Returned to the Energy Debate
Nuclear Power Gets a Fresh Look as Nations Chase Climate Goals
Giving nuclear power a second look to fight climate change
Why Nuclear Power Plant Life Extensions & Upgrades Matter
Fusion finance: could private capital deliver energy’s holy grail?

Fossil Fuel Energy:
*** Life Runs On Energy, Connected by Oil and Natural Gas (Energy TV Commercial)
Climate Industrial Complex Left Clueless as Fossil Fuels Proliferate
Biden’s fuel afflictions
Fossil Fuels Aren’t Going Anywhere, So Get Over Your Vapors

Misc Energy:
*** New York State’s new climate plan is a bunch of electric schlock
Imagine electric vehicles in bad weather
Ammonia combustion analysis: powertrains, turbines & power generation
Bringing Britain’s woes to America?
Diversity Is What It’s All About When It Comes to Energy Supply
Environmental Justice Is Energy Elitism Wrapped in Condescension

Manmade Global Warming — and Disasters:
*** Global Weather and Climate Disasters 2000 to 2021
Why Disasters Have Declined
Cold still causes far more deaths than heat in India
Geologist: Claims of Accelerating Sea Level Rise And Skyrocketing Rate of Extinctions Are False

Manmade Global Warming — Some Deceptions:
*** Report: 10-years-to-save-the-climate is based on flawed forecasting and distracts from real solutions
Two minute video: Recent UN Votes about Climate Change
The New Climate of Panic Among the Panic-Mongers
Multi-billionaires and their Mind-blowing Hypocrisy
Video: Ambulance Chasers Arrive In Colorado
Dutch Lawmaker Refutes the Claim that '97% of Scientists Agree on Global Warming'
Climate authoritarians and the lessons of history

Manmade Global Warming — Misc:
*** Tyranny in the Name of Climate Change
*** 140+ Scientific Papers Detail the Minuscule Effect CO2 Has on Earth’s Temperature
New study confirms nature controls atmospheric CO2
Good AGW submission to FERC
Measuring Climate Change
Will the Climate Industry Move the Goalposts Again?

US Election — The Freedom To Cheat Act:
*** The Freedom to Cheat Act: The Radical Left’s Latest Attempt to Undermine Our Democracy
*** The 10 worst provisions in Biden, Schumer's voting rights bills
Dr. Alveda King & Ambassador Ken Blackwell on Biden-Harris Speech Regarding the Freedom to Cheat Act
Media May Again Be Leading Dems Toward Disaster with Radical Election Law Push
Dem ’22 Strategy: Cheat
Democrats skeptical of McConnell’s offer to talk on election law

US Election:
Election-Integrity.info (10 major election reports by our team of experts, plus much more!)
*** Video: An Election With More Rigging Than a Five-Masted Clipper Ship
How anyone with an Excel spreadsheet can prove the election was rigged
Heritage Experts Fact Check Biden & Harris’ Statements About Elections, Voting Rights, and Filibuster
Michelle Obama’s midterm push to recruit thousands of lawyers, 100k volunteers, register 1 million voters

US Election — State Issues:
*** VOTER ID LAWS: And The Many Myths of ‘Voter Suppression’
State by State Guide to Voting Laws
Judge Deals Huge Blow to Democrats: Bans Use of Drop Boxes in Wisconsin
Georgia ‘Ballot Trafficker’ Admits To Being Paid Thousands In 2020 Election Ballot Harvesting Scheme
Georgia opens investigation into possible illegal ballot harvesting in 2020 election
RNC sues NYC Mayor Adams over law allowing non-citizens to vote
Cyber Ninjas CEO Says Arizona Senate Shut Down Firm Not Leftwing Judge
Maricopa County Auditors Speak Out
California Just Became Permanently Democrat
11 executive actions new VA Governor signed on day one

US Politics and the Senate Filibuster:
*** Top Democrats Want to Take Over the Senate to Take Over Elections to Take Over America — Forever
*** Democrats’ Rule-Breaking Senate Takeover Would Silence Millions of Americans and Permanently Damage the Institution
2017 Letter signed by several Senate Dems against changing the filibuster
Schumer’s Scorched-Earth War to Put D.C. in Charge of Our Elections
Warner says Manchin carrying Byrd’s torch as he fights filibuster changes

US Politics and Socialism:
*** Tucker video: This is worse than we thought
Environmentalism has lost its way
The Democrat Party and The Red [Marxist] — Green [Islamist] Alliance
Welcome to the end of democracy
The Sadly Ubiquitous Karl Marx
Domestic Terrorism: The Nation’s Biggest Threat?

US Politics and January 6th:
*** America’s Justice System Says Jan. 6 Was Neither A Terrorist Attack Nor An Insurrection
Pelosi Owns The J6 Commission, And That’s Why It Failed
RealClearInvestigations’ Jan. 6 vs BLM Riots Comparison
The Real Threat to Democracy: Dems to Want “Rule or Ruin” Once Again

Other US Politics and Related:
*** What Is the Great Reset?
Hunter Biden . . . and the Coverups
Declassified documents show assurances against NATO expansion to Soviet leaders
Biden administration hits the Hill to lobby Dems against GOP-backed Russia sanctions
Where Does NATO Enlargement End?
Documentary: Battleground Melbourne
The ‘New Normal’ and the Assault on Reason

Religion Related:
*** Video: How the Left is Stealing Your Church
Remembering when Josef Stalin’s daughter Svetlana became a Roman Catholic
Biden Administration Institutionalizes Religious Discrimination

Education Related:
100 Reasons to Homeschool Your Kids
How the Woke Mob Captured Business Schools
From Hiring to Admissions, Universities Seek Ideological Conformity in Applicants
More Than 1 Million Fewer Students Are In College, the Lowest Numbers In 50 Years
Restoring Merit to Higher Education: An Entrepreneurial Approach

Science and Misc Matters:
*** The Winner of ‘The Leading Cause of Death’ in 2021 is: Abortion!
*** The Political Hijacking of Science
Former Theranos CEO Elizabeth Holmes Found Guilty of Fraud and Conspiracy
Baffling illness affects growing number of young adults in Canadian province
Binary [Science] or Non-Binary [Myth] — That is the Question!
Short good video: In the Dutch Parliament, speaking truth to power
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COVID-19 — Repeated Important Information:
My webpage (C19Science.info) with dozens of Science-based COVID-19 reports
*** World Council of Health: Early COVID-19 Treatment Guidelines
*** COVID-19: What You Need To Know (Physicians for Informed Consent)

COVID-19 — Therapies:
*** Get FREE Ivermectin by Participating in a US Study!
*** The Scientific Misconduct Story Behind Ivermectin
Large, peer-reviewed research study proves ivermectin works
New Hampshire Pharmacies Could Soon Begin Dispensing Ivermectin
If only our COVID healthcare was as good as El Salvador
Really Stupid NIH COVID Treatment Guidelines

COVID-19 — Injections:
*** Adverse Health Consequences to Children from COVID-19 Injection
*** Strong statements by Professor Christian Perronne re COVID injections
*** Dr. Campbell: Injections do not improve on Acquired Immunity [ref Study]
Doctors Don’t Know Full List of COVID-19 Injection Ingredients
Injected people who then test positive for COVID
Dr. Robert Malone’s Epic Speech at Defeat the Mandates Rally
Criminal complaint accuses COVID-19 injection makers of crimes against humanity
Intracranial infection cases up 60-fold since injections rolled out

COVID-19 — Injection Mandates:
*** Schools Shouldn’t Mandate ‘Most Dangerous Vaccines in Human History’
*** CDC Study: Natural Immunity Beats Injection Against Delta Variant
*** The revolution will not be televised, at least not on mainstream media
NFL halts daily COVID-19 testing for unvaccinated players
Canadian 'freedom' truckers massive vaccine mandate protest convoy may smash world record
Short video of convoy
Another short video
Injection mandates: There is no COVID-19 virus exception to First Amendment
Paypal Terminates Service For Nonprofits Fighting Vaccine Mandates
In defense of National Federation of Independent Business v. Department of Labor
Doctors and Scientists Support for H.R. 5816, National Informed Consent Exemption (NICE) Act
OSHA withdraws COVID vaccine mandate for employers

COVID-19 — Models and Data:
*** DOD medical data that blows vaccine safety debate wide open
*** PhD Study: No Increase In Death Rate By COVID-19 In The United States
*** The Censorship of Dr. Briand
*** Dr. John Campbell video: Actual Deaths from COVID may only be 1/8 of the reported amount
As COVID-19 Cases Plunge Across America, 'Models' Are Once Again Warning Of Imminent Deathmageddon
Covid and Corrupt Federal Statistics
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COVID-19 — Omicron:
*** Israel study: 4th vaccine shows limited results with omicron
*** FDA halts use of monoclonal antibody drugs that don't work vs. omicron
COVID-19 boosters for omicron are not 'highly effective' and Americans are not 'highly protected'
Washington state reports two cases of omicron sub-variant BA.2
Omicron Survives Slightly Longer on Plastic, Skin Than Other COVID Variants

COVID-19 — Children:
COVID and Kids: Prevention and Treatment Protocol in Children and Adolescents
Facemasks Caused A Massive 364% Spike In Children With Speech Delays
Video: FLCCC — Kids & COVID
WHO: Children under 12 should not risk receiving Pfizer’s COVID vaccine
COVID Parenting Has Passed the Point of Absurdity
Sweden Just Announced They're Not Recommending Covid Vaccine for Children
The “Most Radical Medical Experiment in Human History,” Targets Children

COVID-19 — The End Is In Sight:
*** Jordan Peterson Finally Shares His Views On The Pandemic
The Pandemic Narrative Is Undergoing A Radical U-Turn
The Last Days of the Covidian Cult
The end of COVID-19
Short video: It's Over
Top Immunologist Letter: Ministry of Health, it’s time to admit failure
Dr. John Campbell video: Specialists now agree on endemic ending
Pfizer Board Member Suggests End to Mask, Vaccine Mandates
Denmark Ends Almost All COVID Restrictions

COVID-19 — Masks:
*** Letter to the Oregon Health Authority re Mask Mandates
Judge rules that NYS mask mandate is unconstitutional
Study: Face masks are causing a surge in dry eye cases

COVID-19 — Misc:
*** For US Citizens: Four free at home COVID-19 Test Kits (via USPS)
*** The Government Scientific Agency Oxymoron
*** Short COVID-19 video: Silence
Video: Senator Johnson’s Roundtable Discussion with COVID Experts
I Must be Doing Something Right!
2021 Year in Review: The Rise of Centralized Healthcare
Incriminating evidence
Nebraska protects healthcare providers from censorship by state medical boards
The media blackout on Fauci’s damning emails
Researchers highlight COVID-19 neurological symptoms and need for rigorous studies
Pam Popper: How to Win the War Against Tyranny
A Covid Origin Conspiracy?
A Rapidly Mounting Case Against Fauci – and His Former Boss

Greed Energy Economics:
*** Report: Cost of onshore wind has been rising for 20 years
*** Some Cost of Renewable Electricity Web pages
Net Zero Watch pours scorn on Tony Blair Institute claims about ‘cheap’ onshore wind
Revisiting the Keystone XL Pipeline and Joe Biden's False Promise of 'Green Jobs'
Activists, progressives say NY needs to spend $15B in climate fight
College symposium on climate change should look at costs of putting big solar, wind energy in rural NY

Wind Energy — Offshore:
*** Furious Fishermen Take On Offshore Wind Industry Wrecking Atlantic Fishing Grounds
Video: How offshore wind development threatens the environment, and human livelihoods
Biden 30,000 MW Offshore Wind by 2030 — An Expensive Fantasy
New York State just sealed a deal for 2.5 GW of offshore wind
Developer Requests Delay Putting One of NY’s First Offshore Wind Projects in Operation

Wind Energy — Other:
Texas Energy System Remains in Peril
Two More Contributions On The Impossibility Of Electrifying Everything Using Only Wind, Solar And Batteries
Another Low Blow — Wind Energy Falters (Again)
VCEA makes Virginia’s electric grid dangerously unreliable
New York’s Heritage Wind Decision Aims To Reduce Project’s Impact On Birds
Backlash Against Renewables Surged In 2021, With 31 Big Wind And 13 Big Solar Projects Vetoed Across US

Solar Energy:
*** Unreliability makes solar power impossibly expensive
Supervisors delay decision on VA solar facility as neighbors speak against proposal
Pennsylvania community may ban future solar projects in ag zone

Nuclear Energy:
*** Nuclear power: The case for small modular reactors
*** Modular Molten Salt Reactors Starting 2028
*** Report: Without Nuclear energy, there is no large-scale decarbonization
This Alaskan Air Base Will Host An Experimental Mini Nuclear Reactor
The Idaho National Lab Director speaks out for urgent action in support of nuclear
Russia will use nuclear energy from the world’s first land-based small modular reactor
Lab hits milestone on long road to fusion power
South Korea to explore hydrogen production in ‘close to its largest’ nuclear plant
California’s Nuke Follies

Fossil Fuel Energy:
*** Extreme Shortages Guaranteed!
How long can humans survive?
Icarus, the billionaires and global resetters
China coal output hits record in Dec and in 2021
As coal use surges, America finds it's hard to unplug from carbon
Biden rattles his saber at oil producers as prices surge to 2014 high
Fossil Fuels Aren’t Going Anywhere As New England Learns
As Colorado coal plant shuts down, a town dependent on coal for jobs grapples with a bleak-looking future
Civilization needs courageous warriors, — not pitiful, helpless giants
UK Court rejects legal challenge of Oil & Gas Authority strategy
Russia Moves Into the Arctic As Biden Surrenders to Putin

Misc Energy:
Pumped hydro provides the vast majority of long-term energy storage
Electric Vehicles Need Uncle Sam’s Help
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Rolling blackouts possible this winter, New England grid warns
New York must develop a coherent energy strategy
Britain Goes Off the Rails on Energy and Biden Is Following!
400 miles (650 km) Wintertime Trip With VW E-Car Took 13 Hours, 3 Recharges And
Lots Of Warm Clothes
Biden's war on American energy made us dependent, again
We should not compare electricity sources using nameplate ratings
Short video: The Power of Power Density

Manmade Global Warming — Some Deceptions:
*** Global agency sows fear with misinformation
Reducing reason to net zero
The EU is sabotaging its economy in the name of unattainable climate targets
Climate Activists Keep Moving the Goalposts
Linking Cold and Snow to Global Warming: An Extreme Climate Conundrum?
Dispelling the Milankovitch Myth
Climate Action in New York Is Nothing But Virtue Signaling
Bigger spend needed for net-zero world than assumed
The Unrealistic Myth of Carbon Neutrality

Manmade Global Warming — Misc:
*** E.O. Wilson and the climate cult
Weather- Just How Does It Happen?
Climate Claim: Joe Manchin Controls “the fate of the world”
The global warming question that can change people’s minds
Video: An Alternative Climate Change Theory
Biden Plans to Force Banks to Push Climate Policies
I’ve seen how climate change is being used by alarmist politicians to promote their
own agenda

US Election:
Election-Integrity.info (10 major election reports by our team of experts, plus much more!)
*** No, YouTube, election integrity concerns are not 'misinformation
Restoring Trust In American Elections
Biden: It’s Not Who Can Vote, But Who Gets to Count the Vote
US National Poll Worker Recruitment Day (although passed, still valid)
Custody Chain Analysis Finds 106,000+ Suspect Ballots, Uselessness of Drop Box Videos
Dominion Voting Machines Class Action
IRS Will Soon Require Visual ID for Online Access

US Election — State Issues:
*** Biden's 'voting rights' failure is election integrity opportunity for states
*** DeSantis Aims to Fix Failure to Prosecute Florida Election Crimes
Florida’s Governor Makes Smart Proposal to Go After Election Crimes — So Corrupt Media Attacks Him
Wisconsin Assembly Votes to WITHDRAW State’s 10 Electors for Joe Biden
Mapping a more democratic New York State
U.S. court rejects Alabama redistricting as violating Black voting rights

US Politics and Undermining Senate Traditions:
*** Just the Kind of Shortsighted Power Grab this Body Was Built to Stop
Nearly Every Democrat Tried to Shatter the Soul of the Senate for Short-Term Power
The left-wing dark money behind the push to kill the filibuster
Saving the Filibuster is a Victory for Democracy

US Politics and Socialism:
*** The Fascist Threat
*** Unhinged Leftists: Now, That’s Entertainment!
*** Tucker: We’re watching civilization collapse in real time
*** Savor the Democrats’ Humiliation
*** Tucker video: Candace Owens — They Really Do Want A Global Technocracy, Don’t Let Them Gaslight You
The American Medical Association Falls to CRT
We Have Had a Narrow Escape from Tyranny But the War on Freedom Is Not Over
The Folly of Pandemic Censorship
On the Subtlety of Monsters
Cuban immigrant enrolled at Syracuse works to ‘dismantle the socialist deception’
OAN Gets the Boot From DirecTV
Steve Milloy talks about Biden’s ‘Build Back Blunders’ on Newsmax
Biden And His Clown Car Have Failed America!
Joe Biden: The Price of An Illegitimate, Incompetent Ideologue
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US Politics and China:
How Big Tech elites are helping China achieve global supremacy
Bringing China’s grey zone challenge into focus
China’s Sissy Problem—and Ours
China Builds 27 Empty New York Cities

Other US Politics and Related:
Biden won’t fire his all-powerful, Master of Disaster, Chief of Staff Ron Klain, who is behind the White House’s biggest failures
Europeans are still free-riding off American security
Trust Is Gone, Institutions Are Corrupt, It’s Now Up to Us
The Three Types of US-Led Regime Changes
Woke Capital Won’t Save the Planet – But It Will Crash the Economy
Leaked video shows federal contractors flying migrants to suburban NY

Religion Related:
*** Are Satan Clubs Coming to your School?
*** Decline in Christianity among Democrats bringing steep polarization
Biden Admin Compiling Database Of Religious Objectors To Vaccine Within Obscure Agency
At many churches, pandemic hits collection plates, budgets
Record-breaking 360 million Christians Persecuted in 2021
Human Augmentation – The Dawn of a New Paradigm

Education Related:
*** UNC Schools Indoctrinate Future Teachers
*** Jordan Peterson Fed Up with “DIE” Ideology
Lawsuit: Elite Colleges Gouge the Poor
University slaps a warning on George Orwell's 1984 as it contains 'explicit material' which some students may find 'offensive and upsetting'
Freeing the Soul from Ignorance: Why Students Should take Hard Classes

Science and Misc Matters:
*** NeoCoV: Here’s what we know about the new coronavirus
*** Understanding p-hacking and HARKing
*** Fact-Checkers Are Used to Confuse the Public
Autonomous Semi Truck Completes First Driverless Trip
How A.I. Conquered Poker
Why doesn’t Apple formally support more older macOS versions?
Medical Patient Satisfaction: Is It Overrated?
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COVID-19 — Repeated Important Information:
My webpage (C19Science.info) with dozens of Science-based COVID-19 reports
*** World Council of Health: Early COVID-19 Treatment Guidelines
*** COVID-19: What You Need To Know (Physicians for Informed Consent)
*** If you have received a COVID-19 injection, here’s how to Detox

COVID-19 — Therapies:
*** Two New COVID-19 Treatments, in Perspective
*** Short video: Nurse’s powerful commentary at Senate COVID-19 Hearings
*** The Scientific Misconduct Story Behind Ivermectin
*** The Global Disinformation Campaign to Suppress the Evidence of Efficacy of Ivermectin
Short video: Dr. Pierre Kory: The War on Hydroxychloroquine, Ivermectin, and Other Cheap Drugs to Treat COVID-19
Physician Challenges Medical Board’s Misinformation Allegation
Nebraska allows Doctors to prescribe Ivermectin or HCQ for COVID-19
India Government Declares Most Populated State Officially COVID Free After Widespread Use of Ivermectin
How the Media Lied about Japan using Ivermectin for COVID-19

COVID-19 — Injections:
*** Senator Johnson’s Letter to DOD re Reported Vaccine Adverse Outcomes
*** Study Compares Innate Immune Suppression to mRNA Vaccinations
*** 1000 Peer Reviewed Studies Questioning Covid-19 Vaccine Safety
*** Cancers coming back with a vengeance is very common after the COVID injection
China Has Not Administered a Single mRNA Vaccine to any of its 1.45 Billion Citizens
How COVID Shots Suppress Your Immune System
Pharma Liability Shields Could Be at Risk if Fraud is Found
Researchers Explain the Nanotechnology Found in Covid Injections
Technocrat Vaccinators Have No Intention To Stop Vaccinating
Pfizer Quietly Adds Language Warning That 'Unfavorable Pre-Clinical, Clinical Or Safety Data' May Impact Business

COVID-19 — Injection Mandates:
*** Defeat the Mandate Rally DC HD Full Video
*** The High Cost of Disparaging Natural Immunity to COVID-19
Canadian Truckers press conference
Canadian Truckers Unite Against Marxist State Policy
Video: The Last to Leave Ottawa? Romanian Trucker Speaks Out!
Study: Risk of myocarditis following sequential COVID-19 vaccinations
Video: Dispelling the Myth of a Pandemic of the Unvaccinated

COVID-19 — Masks:
*** Studies Have Yet to Show Face Masks Protect Public from COVID-19
*** Mask studies reach a new scientific low point
New York eases COVID-19 mask rules, Massachusetts to drop school mask mandate
Canada province lifts all Covid restrictions amid protests
Illinois Court Halts Mask and Vaccine/Testing Rules for Schools Across the State!
New Jersey joins U.S. states ending school mask mandates as Omicron ebbs
Mask-Optional Schools Hit with Suspiciously Identical Suits Alleging ADA Violations
Biden’s Mask Mandate War on We The People
As CDC Holds the Line, Doctors Debate Lifting School Mask Mandates

COVID-19 — Children:
*** Pfizer pulls plans to have COVID vax for kids under 5 approved this month
*** The CDC’s Flawed Case for Wearing Masks in School
*** New Jersey, Delaware, and Connecticut announced Monday they will end their mask mandates for students and teachers
CDC Data: Nearly 35,000 Reports of COVID Vaccine Injuries Among 5- to 17-Year-Olds
NC Commission for Public Health taps brakes on children COVID vaccinations
Stop FDA Approval of Pfizer Shots for Kids 6 Months to 4 Years
Pfizer vaccine for infants and children under five: 5 facts you need to know
Face masks disrupt holistic processing and face perception in school-age children

COVID-19 — Models and Data:
*** Short video: Relative vs Absolute Risk Reduction
**A Meta-Analysis of the effects of Lockdowns on COVID-19 Mortality**
**Let’s Look At All Cause Deaths Again**
**This Medical Data from the U.S. Department of Defense is Explosive**
The Nefarious Goal Behind COVID-19 Testing
COVID-19 Death Data from States Called into Question
mRNA Jab Deaths And Injuries Are Soaring In Europe
Unvaccinated vs. Boosted: What the COVID Death Toll From Israel Reveals
Omicron Subvariant 1.5 Times More Contagious Than Omicron

**COVID-19 — Surety Bonds:**
*** How to Use Bonds to Get Your Child’s School District to Drop Mask Requirements and COVID Policies
Video: The School District’s Worst Nightmare — Losing their Bond
Website: Bonds for the Win
Webpage: State Codes
Webpage: Federal Violations
Telegram: https://t.me/bondsforthewin

**COVID-19 — The End Is In Sight:**
12 Countries Roll Back COVID Restrictions
The Lancet surrenders and declares COVID pandemic is almost over
Crumbling Narrative: Now Sweden Ends Virus Restrictions

**COVID-19 — Misc:**
*** Here is a list of top US COVID misinformation spreaders
*** Does watching the news actually make us stupider?
*** Scientists speak out on being silenced when raising concerns about coronavirus lab leak theory
*** The Most Comprehensive List of U.S Lawsuits on COVID Vaccines, Mandates and Treatments
Video: Mass Psychosis - How an Entire Population Becomes Mentally Ill
Video: Tucker Carlson interviews Dr Robert Malone
Video: Canadian Doctors Hold COVID Press Conference
Dr. Lee Ritz’ message to other physicians
Quotes from the doctors who actually do know best
Fauci’s gain-of-function conspiracy…
New Zealand’s Euthanasia Bill For “Severely Hospitalized” COVID Patients
Opening Session of the Grand Jury Proceeding the Court of Public Opinion Day 1
Revenge of the Covid Moms
Doctor Destroys Treasonous Medical Agencies Saying They’re Complicit in Genocide

Greed Energy Economics:
*** Cost and Reliability Implications of the Virginia Clean Economy Act
*** The high cost of the Virginia Clean Economy Act
Upstate Economy at Risk Under NYC Renewable Energy Plan
Virginia and Climate Change – Separating fact from fiction
High Electricity Prices Are Unavoidable with Solar and Wind!

Wind Energy:
*** Green energy cannot save us
Worthless Wind & Solar: Once Again Output Totally Collapses During Freezing Weather
Virginia Taking An Overdue Hard Look at Green Energy Scams
Turbine 'torture' for Greek islanders as wind turbines proliferate
Ohio residents challenge first-of-its kind wind farm on Lake Erie
The Sierra Club Loves Wind Turbines, Not Whales

Solar Energy:
*** Report: Solar Energy and the Threat to Food Security
Maine official warns community solar projects might not be as 'clean' as they suggest
Overwhelmed by Solar Projects, the Nation’s Largest Grid Operator Seeks a Two-Year Pause on Approvals
Tesla supply chain issues now extend to solar roof, stops scheduling new installation
California’s Solar-Power Welfare State
Arnold Schwarzenegger Gets a Sunburn
Homeowner calls utility on huge $1,247 bill — finds it maybe due to solar

Nuclear Energy:
*** Why nations are backing Nuclear and Gas
*** France announces a major buildup of its nuclear power program
*** TVA Unveils Major New Nuclear Program, First SMR
*** Fusion facility sets a new world energy record
Archives: Nuclear Cognition
Fossil Fuel Energy:
*** How Russia and green activists killed shale gas and paved the way for Putin’s energy war
*** Biden is disconnected from American’s reliance on fossil fuels
A Russia-Ukraine war would mean global energy shock
EU Unveils Controversial Green Label for Gas and Nuclear
Pennsylvania sent more electricity to neighboring states than any other state in 2020
Pennsylvania Power Plant Closures Would Cause Real Harm for Illusory Environmental Gains

Misc Energy:
*** Energy is the most important issue in the world
*** Electric power reforms gain ground in Virginia
There’s a big supply problem in New York’s energy plan
How Green Energy Fantasies Can Amplify Civil Unrest
Wall Street’s Green Push Exposes New Conflicts of Interest
Are electric cars the new 'diesel scandal' waiting to happen? They generate polluting particles just like petrol vehicles, are not even that cost-effective…
Biden Looking to Spend $5 Billion on Charging Stations For Electric Cars
Suspend the Gas Tax, They Cried

Manmade Global Warming — Some Deceptions:
*** Climate Scientists Encounter Limits of Computer Models, Bedeviling Policy
*** Short video: Dr Vernon Coleman – It’s Past the Time to be Terrified!
*** Short Video: Jordan Peterson Criticizes Climate Change Types
Lomborg: Facebook, Tech Giants Censor Inconvenient Facts About Climate Change
New Study: Worst-Case Climate Change Scenarios Are Highly Implausible
Study: A critical assessment of extreme events trends in times of global warming
Recent changes in Antarctic sea ice are unique since early 20th century
How “Climate Actions” Actually Kill People, Not Save Them
Climate Action in New York Is Nothing But Virtue Signaling
Delaware Climate Plan misses on facts and policy path
The Dairy Cow Manure Gold Rush
Climate Act Coverup of Real Numbers Underway in NY State

Manmade Global Warming — Misc:
*** Judge blocks key Biden climate metric — Social Cost of Carbon
Environmentalists Pose a Bigger Obstacle to Effective Climate Policy than Denialists

Short Levin Video: This Is the Death of Science

Solar Update

Coming soon: Climate lockdowns?
The U.S. Just Took a Step Closer to a Legal Climate Standard
Let’s shoot the groundhog, warm the planet and eradicate winter
Short video: Escaping Climate Change

Video: The Causes of Climate Change, Global Greenhouse Gas Emissions…

Virginia Withdrawing From The Northeast's Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative

US Election:

Election-Integrity.info (10 major election reports by our team of experts, plus much more!)
Major update: Status list of all 2020 Election-related lawsuits, plus Overview

Democrats’ hypocrisy on election security exposed

It’s time for Dems to accept that GOP voting reforms won’t hinder ballot access

Democrats want to pass a skinnier Build Back Better, but Manchin seems more interested in tackling election reform first

Dinesh D’Souza releases explosive footage of 2020 election ‘mules’

House Passage of COMPETES Act Emboldens Congressional Candidates for Midterm Elections

US Election — Pennsylvania Issues:

Broken but Fixable: The Deep Corruption and Disregard for the Rule of Law in the 2020 Pennsylvania Elections
40% Of Pennsylvania Ballots In The 2020 Election Were Unconstitutional
PA Court Strikes Down Unconstitutional Mail-In Voting Practices
Dems miscount votes in Pa. Senate endorsement meeting

US Election — Other State Issues:

States Have the Power to Restore Faith in Our Electoral System - Will They Use It?

A worthy proposed update to Florida’s election laws
DeSantis is right: A state election crimes agency will make elections more secure
Virginia Senate passes bill to clear dead people from voter rolls every week
North Carolina Agrees to Release Records Showing Foreigners Voted
NC Board Asserts Right to Disqualify Madison Cawthorn as an “Insurrectionist”
Midterm elections: GOP redistricting setbacks prompt lawsuits, gerrymandering accusations
Fighting the Good Fight for Election Integrity in Franklin, Tennessee
Memphis Black Lives Matter Founder Sentenced to 6 Years for Illegally Voting
Black voters sue NYC over noncitizen voting, claim it violates civil rights law
Is Democracy Down for the Count in New York?
Wisconsin Supreme Court allows lower court's ban on the use of ballot drop boxes for April election

Citizens Defending Their Rights:
*** Homeland Security: Summary of Terrorism Threat to the U.S. Homeland
*** Video: The Enemy’s Censorship Plan Exposed
*** Biden Admin Officially Targets Free Speech As Domestic Terrorism
Cawthorn Challenge Raises the Question: Who Is an ‘Insurrectionist’?
Why Canada’s truckers will lose
Don’t believe what Canadian media tells you about the Freedom Convoy
More Protests on the Way Unless Cancel Culture Ends

US Politics and Socialism:
*** What Should We Do About Critical Race Theory?
*** The Biden’s Administration’s First Year in Review
*** Report: Combating Big Tech’s Totalitarianism — A Road Map
*** Short Video: Illegals Dropped Off In Florida
The Guardians in Retreat
Is Tulsi Gabbard the GOP’s Dark Horse?
Making Sense of the Insane Journalism Competition and Preservation Act (S.673)
Time to Rethink the Fed
Does the Fourteenth Amendment Destroy Federalism?
John Stossel: Inflation

Other US Politics and Related:
*** Why Ideology Is the Ancient Enemy of Civilization
*** How Empires Die
*** Short Video: Exposing the Truth Through Film in an Era of Falsehoods
*** Hanson: Russian Appeasement Was a Left-Wing Monopoly
Hunter Biden and associates received 2019 subpoena over business deals in China
Three reasons why America must defend Ukraine from a Russian invasion
Americans Can’t Afford a Central Banker Who Wants to Bend the Rules, Bankrupt Industries, and Kill American Jobs
Republican National Committee overwhelmingly votes to censure Cheney, Kinzinger
Chris Wallace, Jonah Goldberg, CNN, Jeff Zucker and Moral Clarity

Religion Related:
Finland Puts the Bible on Trial
The Real Cause Behind the Rise in Crime
Short video: Aliens, the Multiverse, or God? — Science and God
Short video: Are Religion and Science in Conflict? — Science and God

Education Related:
Cheaters Never Prosper—Or Do They?
Racially Sensitive 'Restorative' School Discipline Isn't Behaving Very Well
The Post-Truth Classroom

Science and Misc Matters:
Technocracy’s ‘Science Of Social Engineering’: MindSpace, Trance Warfare And Neuro Linguistic Programming (NLP)
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COVID-19 — Canada:
Canadian clergy strongly rebuke Trudeau
Short video: Top European legislator hits vaccine mandates (directly applies to Canada)
Short video: Freedom Convoy Organizers Arrested
Short video: Police On Horseback Trample Canadian Citizens
Short video: Canadian Legislator Addresses Trudeau’s Poor Responses
Canadian Journalist: Trudeau’s monumentally misguided emergency measures are an insult to Canadians
Ottawa Freedom Convoy Tears Down Illusion of Democracy in Canada
Canada Reveals The Core Conflict Of Our Age
Dr. Malone to Freedom Convoy truckers: Defend your country from the globalists
Canadian Covid Care Alliance: FAQ re the Freedom Convoy
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I cannot say more today...
Ottawa police chief resigns as Trudeau triggers Emergencies Act
Police March On Freedom Convoy: ‘Starting To Feel Like The Beginning Of The End’
Video: Dr. David Martin — Canada and the Conflict of Interest
Short video: Jordan Peterson re the Truckers
More data on Canadian 'Freedom Convoy' donors leaked
Trudeau Demands Protesters Stop Shutting Down City So He Can Shut Down City
Why They’re So Afraid of the Truckers
Canadian truckers get support from their American 'big-rig' brothers
Thousands in Calgary March in Support of Freedom Convoy
More Protests on the Way Unless Cancel Culture Ends
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Ukraine:
*** Why Does Ukraine Matter?***
*** Short Video: Gravitas — The Russia-Ukraine Crisis Explained***
Short Video: Gravitas — Russia invades Ukraine
*** McConnell Statement on Russian Invasion of Ukraine***
Failing to understand evil — then and now
Video: Russia Ukraine Conflict (Live)
Short video: On the front lines in Ukraine
How Ukraine Fits Into The Global Jigsaw
Germany's Spiegel Asks "Is Vladimir Putin Right?" Over NATO Expansion
Short video: President Zelenskyy’s, speech to the Russian people

Ukraine and Energy Policies:
*** Ukraine Action by Biden Doesn’t Use Best Weapon We Have***
*** Fake ‘Environmentalism’ Fueled the Ukraine War***
*** The Molly McCann Memo: Vol1, Issue 2***
*** You Can Thank Environmentalists for the Invasion of Ukraine***
*** Standing Up to Putin Means Ditching Net-Zero***
Biden's war on fossil fuels has strengthened Putin and weakened America
Biden’s Regulators Empower Putin
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The Green Dream Goes Lethal
The True Cost Of The Green Energy Boom Is Now Being Realized
Should We Grow Up About Energy?
Sanctions Are Not Enough
How the Greens Brought War to Ukraine
Re-Gretas, Ukraine has a few
Germany suspends Nord Stream 2: Q&A on what happens next
John Kerry’s response to Ukraine invasion: 'I hope President Putin will help us to stay on track with respect to what we need to do for the climate'

Ukraine — What You Can Do:
*** Pray for the safety of the Ukrainian people
*** A well-rated source to make a Ukraine donation

COVID-19 — Repeated Important Information:
My webpage (C19Science.info) with dozens of Science-based COVID-19 reports
*** World Council of Health: Early COVID-19 Treatment Guidelines
*** COVID-19: What You Need To Know (Physicians for Informed Consent)
*** If you have received a COVID-19 injection, here’s how to Detox

COVID-19 — Therapies:
*** Yet Another Study Confirming Vitamin D Benefits to Fight COVID
*** Why Are Hospitals Spending So Much On Ineffective C-19 Treatments?
New JAMA paper show Ivermectin blows the COVID vaccines out of the water
FDA Okays New Monoclonal Antibody That's Effective Against Omicron

COVID-19 — Injections:
*** Video: Tricia Lindsay — the most powerful speech so far this year
*** Excerpts From a New, Most Important Research Article
*** 33% of New Zealand’s Covid-19 Hospitalizations in the last 6 months have occurred in the past 12 days, & the Fully Vaccinated account for 80% of them
Study: Innate Immune Suppression by SARS-CoV-2 mRNA Vaccinations
Pfizer drops India vaccine application after regulator seeks local trial
Researcher blows the whistle on data integrity issues in Pfizer’s vaccine trial

COVID-19 — Injection Mandates:
*** It’s time to end the mandates
**Study:** Data Reveals Risk of COVID Vaccine-Induced Fatality is Equal to or Greater than the Risk of a COVID death for all Age Groups Under 80 Years Old

**List of Over 100 Studies Proving How COVID Vaccines are More Harmful Than What We’re Being Told**

Resistance Not Futile: History Lesson On How To End Vaccine Mandates
Alberta county passes policy that stops businesses with vaccine mandates from winning contracts

New Zealand Protesters against Vaccine Mandates, gain Traction

---

**COVID-19 — Masks:**

*** New short video: Masks — Science vs Political Science
*** If Science is the Jury, Mask Days Are Over
*** Letter from 8 industrial hygienists complains about flawed CDC mask guidance
Virginia passes bill banning mask mandates in schools, Governor expected to sign
Harvard Students Are COVID Sheep
Short video: Buck the CDC
CDC Announces Loosened Mask Guidelines
Senate To Vote On Bill To End Mask Mandates On Airplanes

---

**COVID-19 — Children:**

*** Archived video: Peter McCullough, MD testifies to Texas Senate HHS Committee
*** Open Letter with Notice of Legal Obligations and Potential Liabilities to anyone Advocating or Administering COVID-19 Vaccines to Children

*Please sign my petition: We Oppose COVID-19 Injections of NC School Children*
Dr. Campbell Video: Most children now have natural immunity

---

**COVID-19 — Models and Data:**

*** Natural Immunity Really Lasts According to New Data
*** How the CDC Abandoned Science
*** We the people, demand to see the data!

See the CDC corruption for yourself
Follow the Data, the CDC Said, and then They Hid It
Dr. Robert Malone discusses scientific fraud
The Millions of People Stuck in Pandemic Limbo
CDC data show mass vaccination with the COVID-19 vaccine has had no measurable impact on COVID-19 mortality in the U.S.

German Health Insurance Claims Show 31,254 Deaths Following COVID-19 Vaccines
While Official Government Stats Report Only 2,255

---

---
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COVID-19 — Canada:
Video: Archbishop Viganò’s Important Message To Canadian Truckers
Carlson: What's happening to truckers in Canada reveals the future of the U.S.
The Truckers, GoFundMe, and the CIA; connecting dots
California truckers vow to “Let Freedom Roll” in convoy to Washington, D.C. in pushback on pandemic mandates
Canadian Parliament Confirms Trudeau’s Tyrannical Actions
A fascinating leaked map of BC donators to the Freedom Convoy
Trudeau lifts Emergencies Act after clearing Freedom Convoy from Ottawa
Canada is destroying its banking system

COVID-19 — Misc:
*** America’s Lethal Dose of Quack Science
*** Former Harvard Prof. Martin Kulldorff: ‘Science and Public Health Are Broken’
*** Video: Former Blackrock Portfolio Manager Exposes Pfizer Fraud
*** How scientific ‘groupthink’ silenced those who disagreed with Covid lockdowns
*** COVID "Myth Buster" series
FDA’s Cole: "$1B a year going into FDA’s Budget from the people we regulate"
SARS-CoV-2 Treatment: An Independent Assessment of the Medical Establishment
NC passes No Patient Left Alone Act
COVID expert: Vatican’s vaccine mandate violates code of bioethics and must end
"A Recurring Fountain Of Revenue": FDA Exec Admits Biden Planning Annual Shots, Including Toddlers
CDC Admits Some COVID Swabs Ended up in a Lab for Genomic Analysis
A Kennedy’s Crusade Against COVID Vaccines Anguishes Family and Friends
Pfizer & Moderna Investors Run for the Exits

Greed Energy Economics:
*** The green industrial revolution is a lie
*** Wind farms were paid not to generate HALF their potential electricity

Wind Energy:
*** Limits to Green Energy Are Becoming Much Clearer
*** America’s Power Grid Is Increasingly Unreliable
The stampede of green lemmings
Wind Energy Developer Compares Opponents To Hitler And The Holocaust
Offshore Wind Power Has a Long Way to Go in America
One Year After Texas Blackouts, ERCOT Expects Massive Increase in Solar and Wind Capacity
Lies My Wind Developer Told Me

**Solar Energy:**
Large Western NY Solar Project In Planning Stages
China Extracts Yet Another Favor from Biden to Sell Us Solar
Spain’s Solar Energy Crisis: 62,000 People Bankrupt After Investing in Solar Panels
Wind and Solar expansion is a threat to biodiversity — but by how much?

**Nuclear Energy:**
Why smaller is better when it comes to nuclear power
NRC puts license extension for Turkey Point nuclear facility on hold, calls for new environmental review

**Fossil Fuel Energy:**
*** America and the unanswerable case for fracking
*** American Gas to Europe’s Rescue
Russia Has This Under Control…
Report: Restarting UK Shale Gas
Why NYS Energy Prices are Skyrocketing
The Future Of Global Coal Production
Canadian Gas Line Equipment Destroyed by Vandals
A little history of the hydrocarbon processing that meets society’s demands
Dakota Access Pipeline loses Supreme Court appeal, leaving its future unclear
China Negotiating Purchase of 100 Million Metric Tons of Russian Coal

**Misc Energy:**
*** Short video: Excellent Electricity Analogy
*** Excellent Discussion of Batteries
Lithium-ion Batteries From Electric Vehicles Aboard The Felicity Ace Are Keeping The Fire Alive
Swiss government plans hydropower reserves and power plants

**Manmade Global Warming — Some Deceptions:**
*** Before You Save the Planet, Save the People Who Live in It
**Report:** Major problems identified in the data adjustments applied to a widely used global temperature dataset

**Study:** World Atmospheric CO2, Its 14C Specific Activity, Non-fossil Component, Anthropogenic Fossil Component, and Emissions

Biden’s Cost of Carbon Inflation

DOE: If You Don’t Embrace Climate Change, You Are Spreading ‘Misinformation’

Report: Virginia and Climate Change — Separating Fact from Fiction

Study: Onset of modern sea level rise began in 1863

Doomsday Climate Studies Turn Out To Be Overblown Nonsense

Climate Science Is A Lot Less Than It Appears in Some Cases

Movie: An Inconsistent Truth

Graph: Deaths from natural disasters by type, World, 1900 to 2020

Particulate Matter in Indoor/Outdoor Air Does NOT Cause Death

White House Hosts Roundtable Focusing on Climate Denialism

**Manmade Global Warming — Misc:**

*** Greenland’s Melting Ice Is No Cause for Climate-Change Panic

*** Steered Science (Review of ’Unsettled’ by Steven E. Koonin)

*** Joe Rogan interviews Dr. Steve Koonin

*** Supreme Court Must Curtail the EPA’s Regulatory Overreach Immediately

Will the Supreme Court Rein in the EPA?

Farming the air (CO2)

Why global warming is good for us

Climate Change Strategy of “Saving the Planet” Misses the Point

Engineered bacteria convert captured carbon dioxide into chemicals for fuels, fabric and cosmetics

Facebook, other tech giants censor inconvenient facts about climate change

Report: The State of the Polar Bear

A Quick Guide to Climate Change Jargon

**US Election:**

Election-Integrity.info (10 major election reports by our team of experts, plus much more!)

*** Update: List of 2020 Presidential-related Election Lawsuits (plus Text Summary)

*** How the Left Upended Our Election Laws in 2020

Election experts sound alarms as costs escalate and funding dwindles

Election watchdog: 'Not ready for 2024' elections, 'still have many of the same problems' from 2020
US Election — State Issues:
Heritage’s Election Integrity Take Action Page (by State — with more to come)
Systemic Voting Issues In PA County Even More Extensive Than Previously Known
RNC Sues Key Pennsylvania County for Absentee Ballot Transparency
Three Things You Haven’t Heard about Redistricting Litigation and the Alabama Map
How South Carolina took Millions in California Cash to Boost Vote-by-mail
8 indicted for voter fraud in NC after State Board of Elections investigation
Judicial Watch Settles North Carolina Voter Roll Lawsuit After State Removes Over
430,000 Inactive Names From Rolls
Against All Odds: The Real Findings of the Maricopa County (Arizona) Audit
Michigan Election Fraud Evidence Wall
States Want a Huge Federal Top-Off to 'Zuck Bucks' for Future Elections. But They're
Already Sitting on a Pile

US Politics and Durham:
*** John Durham’s Explosive Motion
*** What Is Durham Really Doing?
John Durham sent a message to the attorney general and the country
The Checkered Past of the FBI Cyber Contractor Who 'Spied' on Trump
Ted Cruz reveals major developments in the Durham probe

US Politics and Socialism:
*** Internal Democrat Research Holds Bad News for the Left
*** ESG Is Modern Day Fascism and It Is Going to Be Deadly
Making America think and speak again
U.S.-Bound Migrants in Southern Mexico Are Counseled on Controversial 'Repressed
Memories'

Other US Politics and Related:
*** Yesterday I Was Levi’s Brand President: I Quit So I Could Be Free
*** The Media is the Massage
Clintonworld takeover of Black Lives Matter
Democrat Takeover of BLM Means a New Multimillion-Dollar Hub for Race Hustling
Kellogg Foundation now paying illegal aliens $500 per month for being non-white,
non-American
What Happens When Oklahoma’s Sen. Inhofe Retires?
Religion Related:
Private Schools Nation-Wide Pushing ‘Queer Inclusive’ Curriculum, Trans Ideology Starting in Pre-K
How Anti-Smut Activists Made 'Louie, Louie' Famous

Education Related:
*** GOP pushes schools to post all class materials online
*** Series: Programming the Children
Political impartiality guidance for schools – what you need to know
Conservatives, don't give up on going to college
Schools 'lying' about grades for decades, alleges reporter

Science and Misc Matters:
*** Why People Believe Wrong Things
*** The Military-Industrial-Academic-Political-Scientific Complex
*** 'Follow the science': As Year 3 of the pandemic begins, a simple slogan becomes a political weapon
Biodefense experts to Congress: The United States is still unprepared for pandemic and bioweapons threats
A little bit of everything: The Short Story of Science
Is Firefox OK?

Ukraine:
*** Short video: Biden 2019: ‘If I’m President, Putin’s Days of Tyranny and Trying to Intimidate U.S. and Eastern Europe are Over’
*** Putin's Real Goal is Toppling US
*** Answers to 6 Big Questions About Putin’s Nuclear Threats
*** What is Swift and why is banning Russia so significant?
How to get to a place of peace for Ukraine
More than 150 senior Russian officials sign letter condemning Putin's Ukraine invasion
Lies and Truth about Ukraine
Ukraine’s finest hour
A Ukrainian Climate Scientist is Uniquely Positioned to Explain the Real Global Threat
As Russia Wages War, US Army Announces Woke Mandatory Training
Ukraine’s Deadly Gamble

Ukraine — What You Can Do:
*** Pray for the safety of the Ukrainian people
*** A well-rated source to make a Ukraine donation

Ukraine and Energy Policies:
*** US must lead again on energy before it is too late
*** Short video: Anyone with a ‘functioning frontal cortex’ knew the dangers of a Russian energy superpower
*** The West’s Green Delusions Empowered Putin
*** Germany Goes For Full Energy Policy Overhaul Amid Ukraine Crisis
Stop Letting Russian Funded Environmental Groups Dictate America’s Energy Policy
Energy Policy Is Too Important To Be Left to Climate Activists
Putin blows up NetZero and the green reset
Ukraine Trigger: New Energy Order, Digital Transformation, Health Architecture
Ukraine And Energy Realism
Biden's green agenda becoming casualty of Russia's Ukraine invasion
Biden admin accused of 'embarrassing' the US as energy agenda is exposed by Russian invasion
Europe’s ‘green’ transition put it at Russia’s mercy
European Industry Faces Shrink or Shut Decisions on Energy Pain
Stop these Fuelish Policies
Energy Realism Emerges In Germany While The US Doubles Down
We need to talk about energy
Stop Worrying About Chernobyl – It's The Russian Invasion That's Deadly
Former Head of MI6 calls for ‘immediate lifting of fracking moratorium’
European Ships Sail For South African Coal After Russia Sanctions
UK is sitting on gas gold mine which would blitz bills & Putin monopoly – so it’s madness not to frack

US President State of the Union Address:
*** President Biden's State of the Union report card: Experts give their grades
*** The Delusional SOTU
*** Senator McConnell: President Biden Needed To Pivot — But Chose Not To
*** The Five Biggest Takeaways from Biden’s First State of the Union Address

The Climate Crisis Disappearing Act
Gov. Kristi Noem Responds to Biden’s State of the Union Address
Iowa Governor Slams Biden in Republican State of the Union Response
Video: ICAN CEO Delivers States of the Union Response
Biden Disinforms on the State of the Union About COVID Vaccines
Biden’s SOTU reassured nobody
Biden Using Ukraine As An Excuse for His Own Failures
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Ukraine:
*** Ukraine Bioweapon Labs
*** This Invasion Is Brought to You by...Western Environmentalists
Why Did the US Embassy Official Website Just Remove All Evidence of Ukrainian Biowarens Labs?
Greenwald Slays 'Fact Checkers' After Nuland's Ukraine Biolab Bombshell
Zelensky rubbishes Biden’s war on Russia
The end of the age of globalization
Russian Sanctions and sovereignty
Video: Making Sense of The War In Ukraine
Ukraine Worked With Democrats Against Trump in 2016 to Stop Putin. The Bet Backfired Badly

Ukraine and Cyber Attacks:
Russia Threatens Cyberattacks Against The West
Hackers Successfully Penetrated 21 U.S. LNG Producers Just Before Ukraine Invasion
A Large Scale False Flag Cyber-Attack Is Now Imminent
Anonymous Claims More Than 2,500 Targets Hacked in First Week of #OpRussia Offensive

Ukraine and Energy Policies:
*** War in Ukraine: We Need to Talk About Fossil Fuels
The Green Immoralists
Ukraine and the Great Energy Reset
Short video: Horrific Decision
Biden Sells Alaska Back To Russia So We Can Start Drilling For Oil There Again
Biden White House Frantically Looks Abroad For Energy That Americans Can And Should Produce At Home
Democrats’ War on American Energy Hurts Families and Cuts Our Global Leverage
Russia warns of $300 oil, threatens to cut off European gas if West bans energy imports
Biden Bans Russian Oil, Blames U.S. Oil for Sitting on Sidelines

Ukraine — What You Can Do:
*** Pray for the safety of the Ukrainian people
*** A well-rated source to make a Ukraine donation

COVID-19 — Repeated Important Information:
My webpage (C19Science.info) with dozens of Science-based COVID-19 reports
*** World Council of Health: Early COVID-19 Treatment Guidelines
*** COVID-19: What You Need To Know (Physicians for Informed Consent)
*** If you have received a COVID-19 injection, here’s how to Detox
*** Place Your US Order for Free At-Home COVID-19 Tests

COVID-19 — Therapies:
*** Video: Dr. Andrew Hill and Ivermectin Suppression Likely Killing Millions
*** Dr. Campbell video: Ivermectin in Florida and Brazil
*** Ivermectin and the Price of Life
*** Video: MD and Former WHO Consultant Exposes Takedown of Ivermectin
*** Data Show FDA Process for Emergency Authorization of Pfizer, Merck COVID Pills Not Based on Science
Nasal Spray Kills COVID-19
Omicron escapes the majority of existing SARS-CoV-2 neutralizing antibodies
Triaging “Ivermania” (some legal cases involving ivermectin)

COVID-19 — Injections:
*** MIT Study: Worse Than the Disease? Reviewing Some Possible Unintended Consequences of the mRNA Vaccines Against COVID-19
*** Pfizer COVID Vaccine Has 1,291 Side Effects Reveals Released Documents
COVID infections in Britain are rising again, and 90 percent of the dead are vaccinated. Have mRNA jabs ruined our chance at herd immunity?

Dr. John Campbell has been red-pilled

Video: Dr. Campbell’s serious concerns re some of the Pfizer documents

Pfizer February 2021 “Post Marketing” Vaccine Side Effects Tally Raises Alarms
Judge Unseals 400 Pages of Evidence, Clears Way for Pfizer Whistleblower Lawsuit
Neurological Injuries Soar After Shots: Strokes, Bel’s Palsy, Paralysis, MS
Study: Pfizer’s COVID-19 Vaccine Goes Into Liver Cells and Is Converted to DNA

The federal government paid hundreds of media companies to advertise the COVID-19 vaccines while those same outlets provided positive coverage of the vaccines

Fox News & Newsmax took Biden Money to Push Deadly COVID Vaccines
Facebook Called Out For Vaccine Marketing Alliance
Official New Zealand Ministry of Health Data shows the Fully Vaccinated are developing Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome

CDC/FDA Smoking Gun of Smoking Guns
17 Reasons why it is irrational to trust the medical community re the COVID vaccines

COVID-19 — Injection Mandates:

CDC Director Finally 'Comes Clean' on Covid Vaccine Mistakes
Critique of “What Economics Can Tell Us About Mandating Vaccines”
UK Deaths by Vaccination Status in 2021
Covid Deaths Continue to Decline in the Unvaccinated But Not in the Vaccinated
Correction, Mr. President: It’s a Deadly Pandemic of the Vaccinated Too

COVID-19 — Masks:

*** Short video: Florida Surgeon General — Masks do not save lives
*** Masks and performative pseudoscience
*** Instead of Admitting Mask Mandates Harm Kids, CDC Lowers Expectations for Speech Development
Study: Cloth masks allow 90% of particles to filter through giving them little ability to prevent COVID transmission
New Poll Shows Most Americans Want Mask Mandates Gone

COVID-19 — Models and Data:

*** CDC Withheld Troves Of Critical Data To Suppress ‘Vaccine Hesitancy’
Study: Effectiveness of the BNT162b2 vaccine among children...
How did 1+ million US COVID-19 deaths become normal?
COVID-19 — Misc:

*** Video: An amazingly detailed history the COVID-19 virus
*** Video: Dr. Naomi Wolf Interviews Edward Dowd
*** Return to Normal Driven by Politics, Not “The Science
*** Dr. Robert Malone and Dr. Peter McCullough Accuse CDC of Scientific Fraud
*** Doctor: Public Relations has created the current state of medicine
Maternity wards are shuttering across the US during the pandemic
Sweden REMOVED all restrictions. Covid infections COLLAPSED
WHO is World Government. Power grab scheduled for May 1, 2022

Study: A Third of People Report Lingering Symptom 6-12 Months After COVID-19
New Book: Covid-19 - The Great Deception
Banned Film Exposes the Real Reason for the COVID Pandemic
Short Video: SNL COVID Skit

Greed Energy Economics:

*** Why “cheap” solar increases the price of power
Battery System Capital Costs, Losses and Aging

Wind Energy:

*** The shell game methodology behind America’s reported wind energy production
*** Changes to the regulation of wind turbine noise (Australia)
Do wind turbines change the weather? (See also here.)
Satellite outage knocks out thousands of wind turbines
Dominion’s deception hits new high with offshore wind

Solar Energy:
Brussels, we have a land problem
One of this year’s biggest Virginia solar bills is all about forests and farms
Duke’s proposed Net Metering 2.0 rule change in North Carolina meets opposition

Nuclear Energy:

*** Nuclear, coal, gas: 'no taboos' in Germany’s energy about-face
America’s Energy Future: Oil, Natural Gas and Nuclear
Belgian Greens make U-turn to consider nuclear plants extension

Fossil Fuel Energy:

*** Climate Act War on Fossil Fuels Based on Enviro Fairy Tales
Recent USGS oil and gas estimate for the Bakken and Three Forks Formations in the Williston Basin of Montana and North Dakota — an enormous amount!

Peer-Reviewed Study: 'Climate Impacts' of Fossil Fuels in Today’s Energy Systems

Fossil Fuels Should Evoke Pride, Not Pandering, From Supporters

Biden Continues To Flip-Flop On Crude Oil Policies – OpEd

US Oil and Petroleum Imports from Russia Explained

Why Is New England Paying The Equivalent Of $180 Oil For Natural Gas?

Boris Johnson’s ‘climate change pass’ for natural gas welcomed

German operators prepare for extending runtime of decommissioned coal plants

Biden’s ‘We Are Going to Get Rid of Fossil Fuels’ is a Primary Cause For Shortages and Inflation

Misc Energy:

33 controversial conclusions about energy, environmental, and climate issues

Biden’s new deal with Iran is more dangerous than the original

A Serious Proposal on US Energy

Why Rust Batteries May Be the Future of Energy - Iron Air Battery Technology

Green Is Dead: EU Energy Roadmap Has Shifted From Decarbonization To Energy Security

America’s Deteriorating Energy Grid Will Be Major Driver In Great Reset

High Energy Prices Are the Fruits of A Biden Sellout

Manmade Global Warming — The IPCC’s Latest:

A Stunning Lack of Evidence for Shocking Claims

The IPCC goes all in with implausible scenarios and political exhortation

There is no Climate Crisis

Global Warming And Pandemic: Two Scams Seen Merging To Try To Scare Us To Death

U.N.’s New Climate Change Report Underwhelms

Ian Plimer details the latest IPCC climate change data

Climate Risk, Climate Policy, and the Ukraine Crisis

Manmade Global Warming — Some Deceptions:

The astronomical costs of pursuing a Net Zero utopia

The end days of climate hysteria

Carbon Dioxide Is Life, Not A Pollutant

Union of Concerned Scientists: Hub of Rational Inquiry or Political Activism?

Russia Funneled Cash to Anti-Fossil Fuel Climate Extremists: 2018 Report

Short video: CO2 And Tornadoes
Manmade Global Warming — Misc:

*** The Supreme Court Should Rein in the EPA
*** Putin blows up NetZero and the green reset
*** The Strategic Threat from Net-zero Emissions

Major Update: Sample Books on Climate Change
New Book: The Great Climate Change Debate
Climate Cleanup at the Supreme Court

Big Troubles at 350.org

New Comic Book for Children about CO2 (written by realists)
Study: Infrared Forcing by Greenhouse Gases
Free online book: The Rational Climate e-Book

US Election:

Election-Integrity.info (10 major election reports by our team of experts, plus much more!)
*** High-powered group targets Trump lawyers’ livelihoods
*** We are still in need of the qualities of great leadership

Economic concerns hurt Biden’s approval, keep Democrats in peril ahead of midterms

US Election — Arizona Issues:

*** Election Report on Mesa County (AZ) Electronic Machines
ETI Applauds AZ Legislature for Sending Commonsense Voter I.D. to the Nov Ballot
Defend and Decertify 2020 AZ Elections! Secure ‘One Man, One Vote’ Now!

US Election — Wisconsin Issues:

*** Did You Know Green Bay’s Election Was Run From A Hotel Room?
*** Wisconsin Special Counsel Alleges Massive Misconduct in 2020 Election
Wisconsin Special Counsel Finds ‘Widespread 2020 Election Fraud’ in Nursing Homes
Wisconsin's Voting Machines Were Connected To The Internet During The 2020 Election

US Election — Other State Issues:

Heritage’s Election Integrity Take Action Page (by State — with more to come)
*** VoterGA Provides Conclusive Evidence Showing Fulton 2020 Election Results Were Electronically Manipulated
Florida Continues to Lead the Nation in Strengthening Election Integrity Laws
Florida Legislature Passes Election Integrity Legislation
Texas Sees Higher Voter Turnout After Election Integrity Law
Texas county finds 10,000 uncounted ballots from last week's primary
Dominion Kicked out of Tennessee County…
Teneessee Election Integrity Group Releases Key Timeline in Their Attempts to Work with Local Election Officials…
Analysis of Supreme Court’s Response to NC Gerrymandering Case
The tale of Tina Peters (Colorado), and the dark days ahead for whistleblowers

Other US Politics and Related:
*** Biden has managed to drive both Israel and Saudi Arabia toward Russia
*** Report: An Eleven Point Plan to Rescue America
The Unfaithful Are In Control
Democrats Demand Big Tech Censor Trump’s Truth Social
The Curious Case of Stefan Halper, Longtime 'Zelig' of American Scandals Who 'Crossfired' Trump

US Politics and Socialism:
*** Five for Freedom: A Simple Message For Reclaiming America
*** Short video: How to End Systemic Racism
President Trump answers Bill Barr

Misc Science:
*** Science Needs Honesty, Not Affirmative Action
*** Confronting the threat to compounded hormone therapy
The Biden Administration’s Shocking Scientific Abuses at EPA
Federal Govt (2005): Final Information Quality Bulletin for Peer Review
FEMA: In case of a nuclear explosion ‘maintain social distancing’ and ‘wear a mask’

Religion Related:
Protest Against “After School Satan Club” for 5-Year-Olds
Boise real estate agent accused of running $82M Ponzi scheme that defrauded investors
Russia's Putin distorts shared Christian roots to justify war

Education Related:
*** Short video: Marissa Streit — Why I Dedicate My Life to Saving America
*** School System Reform: How and Why is a Price-less Tale
Careers without College

— Page 47 —
Academic Freedom
Law Student Complains about a Question; Professor Sentenced to Re-education Camp
Even With ‘Defund the Police’ Discredited, Some Schools May Still Shun the Police

Misc Matters:
*** The Media Are Children Behaving Badly
The Creation of Silicon Valley
Former CNO Thomas Hayward Remembered For Professionalizing Navy, Taking on Soviets
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Ukraine:
*** Report: 8-Year CIA Program Helped Provoke Russian Invasion
*** How Russia Ukraine War Could Trigger Global Food Crisis
*** Heroic Ukrainians are shining light in the darkest hour of war
Video: U.S. Navy Has a Nuclear Sub That Could Destroy Russia and China in Minutes
McConnell on Ukraine: “Here Is What President Biden Should Be Doing Right Now”
Trump didn't think Putin would order Ukraine invasion
Russian/Ukrainian War: Part Two (a), President Vladimir Putin
Ukraine Is the Ruling Class’s Latest Propaganda Ploy
Volunteers Rally to Archive Ukrainian Web Site
NATO And Russia - Whistling Past Each Other's Graveyards

Ukraine and Energy Policies:
*** To Beat Putin, Europe Needs America’s Clean Energy
*** Short video: The End of Russian Oil, due to Halliburton’s Exit
*** Has Russia Been Financing Western Environmentalism?
With The Ukraine War, The Green Chickens Have Come Home To Roost
Replacing Russian Energy
How Public Opinion Ended COVID, and Started the Next Thing
Experts lay out a strategy for U.S. energy independence amid Ukraine war
The Russia/Bermuda Dark Money Subterfuge
Ruble Surges After Putin Ditches Dollars and Euros for Russian Oil and Gas
Ukraine — What You Can Do:
Please sign Petition to hold Putin accountable
*** Pray for the safety of the Ukrainian people
*** A well-rated source to make a Ukraine donation

COVID-19 — Repeated Important Information:
My webpage (C19Science.info) with dozens of Science-based COVID-19 reports
*** World Council of Health: Early COVID-19 Treatment Guidelines
*** COVID-19: What You Need To Know (Physicians for Informed Consent)
*** If you have received a COVID-19 injection, here’s how to Detox
*** Place Your US Order for Free At-Home COVID-19 Tests

COVID-19 — Therapies:
*** Doctors Finding Hurdles to Using Pills to Treat COVID-19
Returning to Our Roots: How Nature Prescriptions Can Help Patients

COVID-19 — Injections:
*** Watchdog sues feds over COVID vaccine's 'adverse events' reports
*** US Govt Paid News Media $1 Billion For Propaganda to Promote mRNA Vaccines
'Overwhelming' Need to Study COVID Vaccine-Associated Tinnitus
Pfizer's CEO Says Fourth COVID Shot Is Needed. Is He Right?
The controversial quest to make a 'contagious' vaccine

COVID-19 — Injection Mandates:
*** COVID-19 Vaccine Mandates: 20 Scientific Facts That Challenge the Assumptions
*** Military Doctor Testifies in Court That a Superior Ordered Her Not to Discuss Data Showing Massive Spikes in Illness After Vaccine Mandate
*** A Pharma Giant Imposed ‘Follow the Mandate’ on Vaccine Objectors. They Are Now Ex-Workers
12 Massachusetts State Troopers fired for refusing to comply with vaccine mandate

COVID-19 — Models and Data:
*** 10 Million Unnecessary Pandemic Deaths due to Public Health Actions
*** Probe finds officials miscalculated COVID-19 death toll
*** A simple way to end vaccine misinformation immediately
*** These schools did less to contain covid — and their students flourished
COVID-19 — Masks:
CDC sued over airline mask mandate
Vulnerable Democrats eye GOP transit mask repeal

COVID-19 — Misc:
*** Dr. Campbell short video: The illusion of evidence based medicine
*** COVID’S Tough Lesson That Few Want to Believe
More Than 60,000 Doctors & Scientists Have Signed The Great Barrington Declaration
Video: Robert Kennedy, jr COVID-19 Q&A Presentation
Video: Dr. Jessica Rose COVID-19 Q&A Presentation
Proposed: Countermeasure Injury Compensation Amendment Act
Why Is Our Government Still Pushing at-Home Covid Tests if They Know They Produce False Negatives?
Good riddance to Dr. Fauci
Dr. Rand Paul Introduces Amendment to Eliminate Dr. Fauci’s Position as Director of NIAID
10 biggest COVID mistakes
COVID-19: We Can’t Live With It
 Anyone, at anytime, can spread mal-information

Greed Energy Economics:
*** The New Greenwashing – False Advertising about Green Energy Jobs
*** Sow the Wind (Power), Reap the Whirlwind

Wind Energy — Offshore:
*** NJ to study environmental impacts of offshore wind projects
Environmental Organization Opposes Lake Erie Wind Project
Wind Turbine Generator Impacts to Marine Vessel Radar
Tsunamis may sink West Coast offshore wind
Indian tribe and conservationists fight California offshore wind turbines

Wind Energy — Other:
*** Wind project ordered to stop emitting night-time noise, pay neighbors damages
*** Energy reliability is everything
*** No Amount Of Wind And Solar Power Can Ever Provide Energy Independence
The wind projects angering renewable energy fans
Renewable Failure
Iowa’s claimed wind energy percentage is wildly exaggerated
Judge says proposed VA wind project needs further review
More Confirmation of the Infeasibility of a Fully Wind/Solar/Storage Electricity System
Wind Turbines of Madison County: MidAmerican Energy Prevails In Lawsuit
Leading Environmentalists Now Vigorously Oppose Turbines In German Forests
Local voices quashed in NY wind siting process

Solar Energy:
*** Virginia community tightens solar project rules
*** Solar’s dirty secrets: How solar power hurts people and the planet
Protect NY farmland from solar and wind development
California’s solar market is now a battery market

Nuclear Energy:
*** Study: Radiation Hormesis: The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly
*** Indiana SMR bill signed into law
*** White House pivots to nuclear energy
What Happened To Nuclear Cruise Ships?
The Use of Nuclear Power Beyond Generating Electricity: Non-Electric Applications
Tech Billionaires Rally Around Nuclear as Energy Crisis Looms

Fossil Fuel Energy:
*** The fact is natural gas is accelerating our clean-energy future
*** How lying Putin spent millions spreading fake news about fracking
*** “ESG” efforts to rid the world of fossil fuels will drive us back to medieval times
Oil And The Eclipse Of Pax Americana In The Middle East
The world faces both a hydrocarbon shortage and a divest fossil fuels movement
China plans massive increase in coal mining
China Upping Its Use of Coal
Blame Biden for High Gas Prices
ESG Is Just Plain Evil and It’s Time to Fight Back!
What Our Betters Have in Mind for Us in the Era of Fossil Fuel Suppression

Misc Energy:
*** A ‘Plan B’ for addressing climate change and the energy transition
*** The runaway cost of virtue signaling

— Page 51 —
EV race ignores Russian, Chinese mineral speed traps
Geothermal: Radical Plan to Make Earth's Deepest Hole to Unleash Limitless Energy
Report: Taking Back Control
41 Inconvenient Truths on the ‘New Energy Economy’
Further Thoughts on the Supreme Court’s Clean Power Plan Case
Congressional Letter to Yellen re Russian money to US Environmental groups
Misdirected Energy Policy Is Harmful to National Security
Unrealistic energy policy vs. people’s needs
Experienced Engineers must take the lead in the Energy Transition
To say an EV is a zero-emission vehicle is not at all valid
The Electric Vehicle Scam: Part 1 and Part 2

Manmade Global Warming — Some Deceptions:
*** Latest IPCC Report is Full of Errors
*** Environmental Alarmism Has Hardly Changed Since the ‘60s
*** Don’t buy Climate Alarmism
*** Estimates of the carbon cycle—vital to predicting climate change—are incorrect, researchers show
Climate change is about control, Stupid – Not the environment
New Study: The CO2-Drives-Global-Warming ‘Concept’ Is ‘Obsolete And Incorrect’
Short video: Data Misrepresentation: An Oversight or Intentional?
The Atlantic Is Worried That Nuclear War Could ‘Wreck’ The Climate
Unrealistic Paths for Net Zero: You Can’t Get There From Here
Audit: Portland’s clean energy program not accountable for climate or equity results
U.S. SEC Set To Unveil Landmark Climate Change Disclosure Rule
Manipulating Kids, It’s Child’s Play for Climateers
Water Vapor, Not Mankind, is the Greatest Contributor to Green House Gases
New York Climate Act: Cost Estimate Sleight of Hand

Manmade Global Warming — Misc:
*** FREE new Comic Book for Children about CO2 (written by realists)
*** The End of the Climate Change Legend
*** Short video: Climate Models are Debunked as Global Average Temperature falls at an ever-increasing rate
Climate Alarmism Is Facing Collapse in Face of Reality
Biden is in Climate Denial
Ancient El Niños reveals limits to future climate projections
Democrats Soften on Climate As Reality Suddenly Appears?
Video: Professor Michael J Kelly - The Cost of Achieving Net Zero in Ireland
Discovery of Victorian-Era Data Suggests Extreme Weather Events Not New

US Election:
Election-Integrity.info (10 major election reports by our team of experts, plus much more!)
*** "Dark Money" Affecting Elections in Revolutionary Ways
*** Report: Proof Of Election Machine Manipulation
The NYT Now Admits the Biden Laptop -- Falsely Called "Russian Disinformation" -- is Authentic
New York Times Hunter Biden laptop article is masterpiece of burying admissions
The latest supply chain concern: Ballot paper
Virginia Thomas urged White House chief to try to overturn the 2020 election
Trump sues Hillary Clinton and allies over Russia claims

US Election — Georgia:
*** America's Corrupt Election System Revealed In Secret Georgia Report
*** Video: How Georgia 2020 Election Results Were Electronically Manipulated
More election overhaul on Georgia Senate agenda

US Election — Other State Issues:
Heritage’s Election Integrity Take Action Page (by State — with more to come)
*** States Banning or Restricting “Zuck Bucks”
*** AMAC Members Score Early Advocacy Victories in 2022
*** 3/16 Wisconsin Presser Outlines November 2020 Vote Fraud Scheme
Wisconsin Lawsuit to Stop Private Funding of Elections
Governor Noem, State Legislature Protect South Dakota’s Elections from Big-Tech Billionaires
Ohio Supreme Court, for third time, rejects GOP’s state legislative map
Judge strikes down new Arkansas voting laws that targeted mail voting, voter ID, etc.
Two Truths And A Lie: New York City’s Noncitizen Voting Law
Video: Findings of the Colorado Voting Machine Investigation
Colorado’s Canvassing Report

US Politics and Socialism:
*** Peterson: The Biggest Threat To Our Society We Must Fight Against
*** Short video: When Big Business Went Woke
*** The Night Watchman

— Page 53 —
Unsustainable Humanity
Biden Administration's Campaign to Make Anti-American Dictatorships Great Again
Remembering the Black woman Biden blocked from the Supreme Court
Senator McConnell: I Cannot and Will Not Support Judge Jackson

Other Politics:
*** Russian lawmaker demands US return of Alaska and pay reparations
*** The Russia We Have Lost
Court Rules against Democratic Partisan Gerrymander in Maryland
Does China Have Vested Interest To Kill Capitalism?
Video: Listing Members Of The Young Global Leaders Program
Retiring Rep. Murphy (D-FL) unloads on President Biden and Democrats

Religion Related:
*** The Collapsing American Family — From Bonding to Bondage
Where are the Papa Bears?

Education Related:
*** Children scoring worse in math and reading compared to before lockdowns, data shows: 'Multiyear recovery'
Have Chinese Spies Infiltrated American Campuses?
Diversity, Equity, and Confusion at UNC School of Medicine

Science and Misc Matters:
*** Individualism vs. Collectivism
*** Upcoming talk (Dr. Willie Soon): The Weaponizing of Science
FDA Approved ‘Smart Pills’ That ‘Digitally Track’ Patients — What’s Next?
EPA Continues to Take Actions to Address PFAS in Commerce
NASA’s Webb Space telescope achieves near perfect focus
‘Incels’ are a rising threat in the US, Secret Service report finds
Alternate Credit Scores Bring Risk to the Housing Market
Could the Game of Chess Help Create Smarter STEM Students?
Ukraine:
*** How a divided America empowers Putin
Deeply Compromised Biden Is Driving the West Toward a Nuclear War With Russia
Ukrainian Attack Helicopters Slipped into Russia and Blew Up a Fuel Depot
Why Wishful Liberal Thinking Led To Disasters In Ukraine, Homelessness, & Climate

Ukraine and Energy Policies:
*** War in Ukraine shows why world needs US energy dominance
*** Europe Waking Up from Green Dream That Became A Nightmare
Ukraine war: How reliant is the world on Russia for oil and gas?
How is the invasion of Ukraine related to carbon dioxide?
Russian Ruble Relaunched, Linked To Gold & Commodities
Russia’s invasion of Ukraine sparks Europe’s hasty transition to energy independence
Putin Driving Up Oil Prices Is An "Outrageous Lie": USF Geology Professor Dr. Defant

Ukraine — What You Can Do:
Please sign Petition to hold Putin accountable
*** Pray for the safety of the Ukrainian people
*** A well-rated source to make a Ukraine donation

COVID-19 — Repeated Important Information:
My webpage (C19Science.info) with dozens of Science-based COVID-19 reports
*** World Council of Health: Early COVID-19 Treatment Guidelines
*** COVID-19: What You Need To Know (Physicians for Informed Consent)
*** If you have received a COVID-19 injection, here’s how to Detox
*** Place Your US Order for Free At-Home COVID-19 Tests

COVID-19 — Therapies:
*** HCQ and ivermectin are now officially-approved Covid-19 early treatments in Kansas!
*** NY Times Latest to Mislead Public on New Ivermectin Study
COVID-19 — Injections:
*** Video: The Pfizer Inoculations Do More Harm Than Good (PDF)
*** CDC and UK government data reveal the COVID vaccines do not prevent cases, transmission, severe illness or deaths
*** Peer-revised Study: Naturally acquired immunity confers stronger COVID-19 protection against infection than two-dose vaccine-induced immunity
*** Study: High rate of BA.1, BA.1.1 and BA.2 infection in triple vaccinated
*** 70% of ‘Vaccinated’ CDC Employees Got COVID
As FDA OKs Another COVID Booster, Some Experts Question Need
JPMorgan to resume hiring unvaccinated individuals, drop mask mandate -memo

COVID-19 — Injection Mandates:
*** Know the Absolute Risk Reduction of the COVID-19 Vaccines! Part 1
*** Risk expert argues that absolute risk communication is a moral issue
*** Outcome Reporting Bias in COVID-19 mRNA Vaccine Clinical Trials
Idaho gov defends employer vaccine mandates as 'limited government' after having locked down his state
Microsoft, Salesforce and Oracle back plan to develop a digital Covid vaccination passport
The History of Population Control is Important for Understanding COVID-19
The Absolute Risk Reduction of the Pfizer Biontech Booster Shot
Lawsuit: University COVID Testing Policy Violated Americans With Disabilities Act
We Should Abandon the Religious Exemption for Vaccines

COVID-19 — Children:
One Concerned Mom Terminates Half A School Board Without Spending A Dime
Mask Wearing Has Left a Generation of Toddlers Struggling With Speech and Social Skills

COVID-19 — Models and Data:
*** Proof Covid Wasn’t as Bad as It Appeared — How the Pandemic Was Fabricated
*** 20 COVID questions they don't want to answer
*** Covid Pandemic And Climate Change Facts: Fact Checking The Fact Checkers
New public health tool to understand COVID-19's spread in a community
Heart attack rates are skyrocketing, and the media is blaming everything other than COVID vaccines
FDA Publication: Communicating Risks and Benefits
COVID-19 — Misc:
*** Mendacious New York Times' warning about Censorship
*** 'Biggest fraud in a generation': The looting of the Covid relief plan known as PPP
Scientific Competence - The Ability to Correctly Predict
The State and Local Leaders Who Aren’t Ready to Give Up Pandemic Power
COVID Pandemic Lives on as Long COVID Ailment
CDC Scraps Cruise Ship COVID Warning After 2 Years
Government-mandated COVID lockdowns sparked severe health crisis among teens
GOP challenge new NY quarantine rules
Every House Democrat Voted AGAINST Stopping the Government ‘Monitoring And Prosecuting’ Unvaccinated Americans
Are some people resistant to COVID-19? Geneticists are on the hunt

Greed Energy Economics:
Voice of the people: Windmills are not worth the investment
California’s Sky-High Electricity Prices Bring A Shock To Biden’s EV Dreams
Wind turbine makers selling at a loss and in a 'self-destructive loop'
FARM Act would halt subsidies for sacrificing farmland to the 'green energy' industry

Wind Energy:
*** Russian 'Dark Money' Funding 'Green' Groups in West
*** NextEra Wind pleads guilty of killing 150 eagles in US and is fined $8+ million
Misinformation is derailing renewable energy projects across the United States
Renewables: the pandemic of wishful thinking
Battery System Capital Costs, Energy Losses and Aging
By grossly exaggerating eagle population numbers our Government agencies have been lying for green energy
Wind Projects Rejected in California and Ohio

Solar Energy:
*** Push for solar energy risks funding Chinese genocide
US Commerce Dept Inquiry “Imperils” Solar Industry
Ukraine War Drives Up Cost of Wind, Solar Power
Lawsuit filed to stop construction of Delaware solar facility
At Least 40 Communities Have Rejected Big Solar Since 2021
Government in talks to build ‘hundreds’ of mini-nuclear reactors across UK
India To Build Nuclear Power Plants In "Fleet Mode" From 2023
Boris Johnson goes nuclear: PM plans SEVEN new reactors to boost UK’s energy self-reliance - but drops plans to double the number of wind turbines
Britain bets on nuclear power in its plan to boost energy independence
Short video: Is Nuclear Power Green?

Natural gas ‘large part’ of solution to climate goals
Study: America Was Wrong About Ethanol
Saving America from Planet-Threatening Fossil Fuels
Congressional Press Conference on Fossil Fuels (March 23, 2022)
Gas Executive’s Attack on Coal Reveals Naïveté
Book Review: Human Flourishing Or “Living Naturally”: Alex Epstein’s Case For Using More Oil, Coal And Natural Gas
Reducing and Eliminating Fossil Fuels is the Biggest Threat to our Planet
China is ramping up fracking to secure energy supplies
Biden Administration Signals No Gulf Of Mexico Leases Through 2023
Time for Biden, Dems to quit demonizing our energy sector and embrace American natural gas and oil

House Democrats Block American Energy Again
How Much Energy Will the World Need?
Why Renewables Can’t Solve Europe's Energy Crisis
Biden only has himself to blame for America’s energy crisis
Washington Post: Inside Hunter Biden’s multimillion-dollar deals with a Chinese energy company
China continues to laugh at Western "green energy" foolishness
To meet its clean energy goals, the US might go mining in the rainforest
Are The Environmental Impacts and Human Atrocities Worth a Lithium Battery?
The Rich Are Taking the Poor to the Cleaners on ‘Green’ Energy in Countries That Can Least Afford It
Energy transition disruption might bite the SEC
Manmade Global Warming — Some Deceptions:

Chile’s Economic Destruction is a Preview of what’s in Store for Biden’s America
34 Years of Flawed, Failed & Grossly Misrepresented Global Sea Level Rise Speculation
Antarctic Sea Ice Minimum is Nothing Unusual

From the Left: California gets a grade of ‘D’ for inaction on the climate crisis
A Tesla Model 3’s CO2 emissions is equal to 1.4 years of driving a Gas-powered Sedan
Reality Cannot Penetrate Into The Fantasy World Of Climate Campaigners
The Environmental Downside of Electric Vehicles

Manmade Global Warming — Misc:

*** Does a ‘Great Disappointment’ Await The Climate Zealots?

Public Comments: NY Climate Action Council Draft Scoping Plan
Court Stops Wolf Admin From Imposing RGGI Rule
Global warming and Oregon Wildfires
The Green U.S. Supply-Chain Rules Set to Unspool and Rattle the Global Economy

US Election:

Election-Integrity.info (10 major election reports by our team of experts, plus much more!)
*** New Peer-Reviewed Research Finds Evidence of 2020 Voter Fraud
*** Video: Hacking America's Computerized Voting System
Court Reinstates Louisiana Lawsuit Against Zuckerberg’s Election-Meddling Group
Trailer for new documentary: Rigged
Will the Real Tulsi Gabbard Please Stand?
Republicans: Biden’s executive order made federal agencies conduct voter registration ‘scheme’
See the full list of 51 deep state “intelligence” officials who signed a letter regarding Hunter Biden’s laptop
How Biden Is Trying To Turn Election Offices Into Partisan Get Out The Vote Operations
Experts Claim in Testimony At Least 4.8 Million Ballots Trafficked in the 2020 Election

US Election — State Issues:

Heritage’s Election Integrity Take Action Page (by State — with more to come)
*** Study Raises New Questions About 2020 Election Results in 6 States
*** Reforming Election Funding is Common Sense and a Good Use of Taxpayer Cents
*** Governor Signs Legislation Furthering Arizona’s Position as a Leader in Election Integrity
Tucson Requiring Election Workers to Be Vaccinated

Video: Favorito GA Presentation Proving Election Fraud on a Massive Scale

Felon voting ban is unconstitutional, NC judges rule

Report: 60,000+ Voters on NC Rolls are Dead, Registered Twice or Enrolled in Other States

In Pennsylvania, many broke the law by dropping off multiple ballots in 2021 election, but no one will be prosecuted

Explosive Pennsylvania Testimony Explains How Leftist Money Infiltrated Election Offices In 2020

Biden FEC Nominee Admits Her Name is on Legal Document Attesting Voting Machines Used in GA Illegally Switched Votes from One Candidate to Another

NY State Board of Elections launches absentee ballot tracker

**US Politics and Socialism:**

*** Good video: Critical Race Theory

*** How Come?

*** It's Time for the Market Pushback to Begin

How Soft Authoritarianism Disables Millions of Americans

What does a woman want?

Pro-Patient, Pro-Family Health Reform

The post that led to my termination

Ketanji Brown Jackson’s Soft Spot for Drug Dealers, Pedophiles and Terrorists

Ketanji Brown Jackson Confirmed To Supreme Court, 3 GOP Senators Break Ranks

E&E Legal Fact Sheet I: The Biden Administration’s Red Tape Threatens To Grind American Industry To A Halt

**Other US Politics and Related:**

*** Russia, China: The Torpedoes Circle Back

*** Terminating Title 42 Public Health Policy Could Have Disturbing Consequences

*** The Landmark January 6th Case That Just Changed Everything

*** How ‘questioning authority’ gave us wokeness

Disney’s Institutional Capture

Canadian authorities find they are unable to seize Bitcoin donations made to Freedom Convoy protesters
Religion Related:
*** How America Morphed From a Force for Good into an Instrument of Evil
*** The 'Religiofication' of Climate Change
Truth vs. Transgender Clash at Georgetown Campus – They Spit, Yell, Curse

Education Related:
*** Conservatives allowed an army of perverts to take over the schools
*** Why Teachers Get Away with Preaching Green Rubbish
*** New study of NC test scores shows more remote learning translated to bigger academic loss
More North Carolina Schools Plan to Keep "Gender" Changing a Secret From Parents
New Book: School System Reform: How and Why is a Price-less Tale
The Biggest Threat to Academic Freedom? We Don’t Teach It.
The Numbers Are in: Are Graduate Degree Programs Worth It?
Fund the Children, Not the Schools
How the UK Combats Activism in the Classroom

Science and Misc Matters:
*** Become a better citizen advocate: weekly, free zoom meetings (here and here)
*** A Google billionaire's fingerprints are all over Biden's science office
MIT Scientists Develop New Regenerative Drug That Reverses Hearing Loss
Equality of Opportunity, Not Outcome, is What Made America Awesome
Against Scientific Gatekeeping
Let Thy Smartphone Be Thy Medicine? Google, Amazon Make Big Moves Into Healthcare
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Ukraine:
*** "Putin's Price Hike" Is A False Narrative
The End of Western Domination
‘Monumental provocation’: How US and international policy-makers deliberately baited Putin to war
The Russia-Ukraine War: A New Geopolitics Of Finance And Energy Trade Emerges
Ukraine — What You Can Do:
Please sign Petition to hold Putin accountable
*** Pray for the safety of the Ukrainian people
*** A well-rated source to make a Ukraine donation

COVID-19 — Repeated Important Information:
My webpage (C19Science.info) with dozens of Science-based COVID-19 reports
*** World Council of Health: Early COVID-19 Treatment Guidelines
*** COVID-19: What You Need To Know (Physicians for Informed Consent)
*** If you have received a COVID-19 injection, here’s how to Detox
*** Place Your US Order for Free At-Home COVID-19 Tests

COVID-19 — Therapies:
Effective treatments for COVID are now available. Why are they not being used?

COVID-19 — Injections:
*** Vaccines Degrade Your White Blood Cells and Immunity
*** Fully Vaxxed are Three Times More Likely to Die from COVID
*** The Arc of a Fraud
Video: 7 Patented Poisons in COVID-19 Injections
Fauci Admits "You Use Lockdowns To Get People Vaccinated"
Short video: What’s Really in the Vaccines?
Report: 769 Athletes Have Collapsed During Competition In Past Year Alone
West Virginia Settles for $99 Million from Johnson & Johnson re Opiods

COVID-19 — Injection Mandates:
*** 6 Double Standards Public Health Officials Used to Justify COVID Vaccines
*** US Army doctor reveals medics were told not to report adverse COVID jab reactions
The mRNA vaccines potentially cause increased risk to infectious diseases and cancer
AstraZeneca: Millions of Immunocompromised People Can’t Be Vaccinated

COVID-19 — Masks:
*** Study: Plastics found in masks present in patients’ lungs
*** Federal Judge in Florida Voids US Mask Mandate for Planes, Other Travel
*** Judge Declares CDC's Federal Travel Mask Mandate 'Unlawful' and Vacates It
Report: Famed Bangladesh Mask Study Excluded Crucial Data
CDC extending travel mask mandate 15 more days
COVID-19 — Models and Data:

*** COVID-19, overdoses pushed U.S. to highest death total ever
Data Shows Most COVID Deaths Occurred after The Rollout of Vaccines
How China May Be Manipulating Covid Death Data
Average Life Expectancy Nosedives By 2 Years Since 2019
The easy way to convince all of us "misinformation spreaders" we got it wrong about the COVID "vaccines"

Study: About 30% of COVID-19 patients suffer from 'long COVID'

COVID-19 — Misc:

*** Video: We have Eight Months
*** Video: How to transcend the public psychosis
Holding WHO Accountable
Video: Watch The Water
U.S. renews COVID-19 public health emergency
Report: The Covid Lies
A Deep Dive Into the Wreckage of AIDS and its Parallels with COVID-19

Greed Energy Economics:

*** It’s time for transparency of the embedded costs of going “green”
*** The Coming Green-Energy Inflation
*** EPA used COVID-19 relief funds for grants promoting green infrastructure
Renewable energy prices soar as Ukraine war is the 'last straw' for the sector
North American renewable energy prices skyrocket nearly 30% in one year, threatening corporate and federal net zero ambitions
Report: The Cost of Green Levies

Renewable Energy Health and Ecosystem Consequences:
We Are Massacring Birds to Slow Climate Change. It's Got to Stop
Green Energy’s Hidden Eagle Slaughter
Spain’s Wind Industry Slaughters Thousands of Endangered Birds With Impunity
Blood on the blades! Are thousands of dead bald eagles too high a price to pay for ‘clean’ energy!

Wind Energy — Offshore:
Virginia SCC staff questions Dominion Energy's offshore wind cost assumptions
Research paper on offshore wind costs gets an ‘F’
Hamptons Opponents Hound Offshore Wind-Power Project
Wind Energy — Other:
*** Addressing the high real cost of renewable generation
*** African Leaders Say No to Renewables
Green Dreams Kill People
Wind & Solar ‘Transition’ Means End of Reliable & Affordable Power
Renewables: the pandemic of wishful thinking
Forcing Wind and Solar on Developing Nations Hurts the Poor

Solar Energy:
***Virginia sets stricter runoff rules for solar facilities
*** SEIA reports 'rapid degeneration' of solar sector following federal anti-dumping investigation
As sticker shock for solar power looms, Maine lawmakers consider options
Is Virginia at a solar crossroads?

Nuclear Energy:
*** Bipartisan legislation to restore the U.S. as nuclear energy leader and partner
*** Coalition of Climate Hawks and Union Leaders Call for Nuclear Power in NY
*** Report: Reassessing Radiation Safety
Who is Afraid of Nuclear Waste?
Saving billions & protecting NY’s environment: Nuclear energy is the key
James Hansen: Nuclear power must be part of New York’s energy solution
Finland is on the Brink of a Nuclear Power ‘Game Changer’

Hydrogen Energy:
*** Report: Atmospheric implications of increased Hydrogen use
*** The great hydrogen swindle – ‘green’ gas is not what it seems
Do not become dependent on “green” Russia’s future LNG and Hydrogen exports
Green Hydrogen is a Dumb Idea if there Ever Was One!

Fossil Fuel Energy:
*** America’s Natural Gas Juggernaut
*** How I stopped The Washington Post from canceling me and my book, Fossil Future
Fossil Fuel divestment is premature
NY Natural Gas Hookup Ban Will Harm Lower Income Homeowners
Misc Energy:
*** American energy policy digging economic grave for folks
*** Climate, Energy and Survival
*** Experts question ‘green’ claims for electric vehicles
More energy insanity from Democrats
Southeast Europe turns to coal as energy crisis trumps climate commitments

Manmade Global Warming — Some Deceptions:
*** Report: Reject AR6
*** Earth day is a good time to remember what the predictions were 52 years ago
Short video: The Truth About the Little Ice Age
Explaining Mauna Loa CO2 Increases with Anthropogenic and Natural Influences
Study: Forest biophysical impacts far outweigh CO2 effects
Claim: Great Barrier Reef Devastated by Manmade Warming

Manmade Global Warming — Misc:
Climate at a Glance for Teachers and Students: Facts on 30 Prominent Climate Topics
Time for a Sensible Sense of Congress Resolution on the Paris Agreement
Biden Admin Prioritizes Climate Fantasies While Famine Threatens The World
Study: Impact of Line-width Narrowing on Climate Sensitivity
A short physicist video on AGW misinformation: Polarizing Jabber

US Election:
Electorality.info (10 major election reports by our team of experts, plus much more!)
*** 18-month, data-driven probe concludes 2020 election was stolen
*** Election Watchdog Exposes 4.8M Ballot Harvesting Scheme in 6 States
*** Dissatisfied With Their Party, Wealthy Republican Donors Form Secret Coalitions
Zuckerberg money won’t be in next round of aid for elections
Big Tech Manipulation Still In Control Of Election Outcomes
Fighting Trump, Dems launch plan to elect thousands of local election supervisors
Voter Registration Drive: What’s Biden Hiding?
Voter ID is just common sense, but it needs the Supreme Court’s protection

US Election — State Issues:
Heritage’s Election Integrity Take Action Page (by State — with more to come)
1,634 Noncitizens Under Investigation for Attempting to Register to Vote in Georgia
Wisconsin redistricting: Republican-drawn maps picked by SCOWIS
US Politics and Socialism:
*** Short video: Three Ways to Fix America
*** Stupid Is As Stupid Does
On the Drive to a Skewed Distribution of Wealth: Trend and Consequences
Earth Day 2022: Investing in Poverty, Suffering, and Human Degradation
Flow of Fentanyl into American Communities Quadruples Under Biden
Bipartisan Group Of Senators Push Bill To Block Biden From Ending Trump Policy

Woke Politics:
*** Short video: Tucker —Elon Musk is putting everything on the line
Netflix Shares Plunge As Subscribers Flee; Elon Musk blames ‘Woke Mind Virus’
Woke investors threaten the West’s security
California’s Vanished Dream, by the Numbers
Rep Tenney: Good comments about Disney’s wokeness

Religion Related:
Short comedy video: Why you should NOT watch The Chosen

Education Related:
*** Why do people not respond to facts? logic? reason?
*** The US Test Mess
Homeschooling surge continues despite schools reopening
Climate alarmism posing as science education for children
Student-Debt ‘Cancellation’ Would Be a Moral, Economic, and Political Catastrophe
Video: Sex mis-education in NY schools
Book: Race to the Bottom

Science and Misc Matters:
*** The History of the Linear No-Threshold (LNT) Model Episode Guide
*** My doctor made me cry. It summed up everything that's wrong with health care
The Continuing Importance of Thomas Sowell
Kentucky lawmakers override governor’s veto of bill banning transgender athletes from girls’ sports
The Collapse of Corporate Media & Citizen Free Press
Johnny Depp Court Testimony
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Ukraine:
*** Germany will support Russian oil embargo after significantly reducing dependence: report
*** Tracking sanctions against Russia
Why farming & food supplies could be in MAJOR danger
Ukraine: from the horse’s mouth

Ukraine — What You Can Do:
*** Pray for the safety of the Ukrainian people
*** A well-rated source to make a Ukraine donation

COVID-19 — Repeated Important Information:
My webpage (C19Science.info) with dozens of Science-based COVID-19 reports
*** World Council of Health: Early COVID-19 Treatment Guidelines
*** COVID-19: What You Need To Know (Physicians for Informed Consent)
*** If you have received a COVID-19 injection, here’s how to Detox
*** Place Your US Order for Free At-Home COVID-19 Tests

COVID-19 Therapies — Paxlovid:
*** Study: Pfizer’s Covid-19 pill didn’t meaningfully reduce illness in exposed adults
*** COVID-19 cases that return after Paxlovid antiviral treatment puzzle doctors
*** Pfizer's COVID treatment Paxlovid fails to prevent infection of household members
*** Pfizer's Paxlovid can be very dangerous, be warned: could cause severe or life-threatening interactions with widely used medications, including statins, blood thinners and some antidepressants
FDA contradicts Pfizer’s advice on 2nd course of Paxlovid

COVID-19 Therapies — Ivermectin:
*** Tennessee Makes Ivermectin Available Without Prescription
*** Fraudulent Trial on Ivermectin Published by the World’s Top Medical Journal
*** Preventable Deaths and Vitamin D3

COVID-19 — Injections:
*** Study: Innate immune suppression by SARS-CoV-2 mRNA vaccinations
World’s most influential Medical Journal questions Pandemic Policy and Safety of COVID Injections

New UK govt data shows the COVID injections kill more people than they save

Pfizer documents: Over 1,200 people died during Pfizer vaccine trials

Did Moderna Trial Data Predict ‘Pandemic of the Vaccinated?’

Evidence The Triple Vaxxed Are Developing AIDS

Denmark will stop promoting COVID vaccinations on May 15, 2022

Study: Increased emergency cardiovascular events among under-40 population in Israel during vaccine rollout and third COVID-19 wave

Does the World Still Need New Covid-19 Vaccines?

COVID-19 — Injection Mandates:

Fiction Disguised as Science to Promote Hatred

Call for retraction of paper regarding COVID vaccinated vs unvaccinated

30 percent of pilots may be unfit to fly due to COVID jab injuries: Dr. McCullough

Vaccinated Suffering 5X to 25X More Risk Of Heart Inflammation Than Unvaccinated

Dept. of Defense Study Shows Pregnant Female Soldiers Are Experiencing “Absolutely Catastrophic Rate of Abnormalities and Fetal Problems”

Movie Trailer: PANDAMNED

COVID-19 — Masks:

8 Mistakes That Keep Even Smart People Masked

Lockdowns, Masks Destroyed The Mental Health Of Massive Number Of Children

How Health Freedom Defense Fund Vanquished Technocrat Mask Tyranny

COVID-19 — Models and Data:

Officials Manipulated COVID Data to Exaggerate Crisis, Mathematician Tells RFK, Jr

Study: Only 29% of hospitalized COVID-19 patients fully well one year on

Bill Gates says COVID is a ‘disease mainly of the elderly’ with ‘low fatality rate’

What’s Killing People If There is No Coronavirus? Acidosis and Red Blood Cell Transmutation

COVID-19 — Misc:

Dr. Scott W. Atlas: An American Hero

The death throes of the 'Public Health expert'

Short Trailer: COVID Revealed

CDC and FDA 'altered' Covid guidance and even 'suppressed' findings while under political pressure
Therapy Knows No Geographical Boundaries
The WHO’s proposed ‘Pandemic Treaty’ is a huge threat to the Freedom of ordinary, hardworking people
Urgent - my video call with the WHO
Will Biden’s New COVID Czar Protect The World Or Big Pharma?
Studies prove that most politicians and experts handled COVID terribly
Book: United States of Fear: How America Fell Victim to a Mass Delusional Psychosis

Greed Energy Economics:
*** Wind Power’s ‘Colossal Market Failure’ Threatens Climate Fight
*** Putin ‘colluded’ with green movements
Short video: Renewable Energy — The Biggest Scam We All Fell For Green Nightmares
Delaying tactics by wind industry will cost consumers hundreds of millions
Video: The Great Renewable Energy Con
Low-cost power pledge is blown away by the wily wind developers

Renewable Energy Health and Ecosystem Consequences:
Analyzing bird population declines due to renewable power sources in California
Offshore wind: The leading birdwatching group doesn’t object to wind farms that will kill birds

Wind Energy — Offshore:
*** Latest Offshore Wind Project Paid to Switch Off 25% of the Time
Conservation groups call for federal review of offshore wind impact on ecosystems
Right whale defenders question energy industry donations
Jacobs Launches Effort to Prevent Wind Turbines in Great Lakes

Wind Energy — Onshore:
*** Numbers Game: Smashing The Wind & Solar Power Storage Myth With Arithmetic
*** Wind Projects Rejections Across U.S. Now Total 328
*** A Mostly Wind- and Solar-Powered U.S. Economy Is a Dangerous Fantasy
NY State Thruway Authority loses lawsuit over non-functioning wind turbines

Solar Energy:
*** Greenwashing in the Solar Energy Industry? Here’s How to Spot It
Five takeaways from the landmark Virginia Solar Survey (Note #3!)
Elon Musk: ‘We should not shut down nuclear power plants, we should reopen the
ones that we’ve shut down’
They're Paneling Paradise to Put Up Solar -- a Lot

Nuclear Energy — California:
California promised to close its last nuclear plant. Now Newsom is reconsidering
Experts Weigh in on Seismic Safety at Diablo Canyon in Letter to Newsom
Possible extension for California’s last nuclear plant draws cheers from supporters,
jeers from opponents

Nuclear Energy — Other:
*** Who’s Afraid of Nuclear Power?
*** Germany’s Nuclear Fumble
*** Boris Johnson says the UK will build one new nuclear plant a year
MIT Spinoff Raises $1.8 Billion From ‘Largest Ever’ Private Investment In Industry
One year ago, New York made a fateful and fallacious decision to pull the plug on a
reliable, zero-emission power source

Fossil Fuel Energy:
*** Some Fallacies Attendant Upon the Biden Resumption of Fossil Leasing
*** China ignores climate pledges, tops list in building new coal plants
*** Europe Needs Natural Gas And America Could Help—If We Could Get Out Of Our
Own Way
How Many Of The World’s 8 Million Will Survive Without Fossil Fuels?
Russia’s war is turbocharging the world’s demand for coal
Global coal-fired power at record levels
Climate Colonialists Disrupt African Pipeline, Perpetuate Poverty
China promotes coal-burning again as energy security becomes top priority
New Yorkers Deserve a Choice of Gas Heat or Electrification

Misc Energy:
*** The People Promising Us "Net Zero" Have No Clue About Energy Storage
Electric Bus Catches Fire After Battery Explosion
Study: Americans Don’t Want Electric Vehicles
A Lesson Being Ignored: Fuel Switching = Energy Reliability
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Manmade Global Warming — Some Deceptions:
*** Trump’s Climate Challenge to the GOP
*** FERC’s Greenhouse Gas Regulatory Policy Cannot Pass a Cost-Benefit Test
*** Study: Asia’s coastal cities sinking faster than sea level-rise
Biden: "In the U.S. military every vehicle is going to be climate friendly. Every vehicle."
When prophecy fails: John Kerry moves the goal post and re-sets doomsday clock
Study: Climate Change & Cold Weather Extremes an Overlooked Issue in The Present Climate Debate
Climate Change Fanatics, Not Fossil Fuels, Threaten Nature

Manmade Global Warming — Misc:
*** The Many Benefits of Rising Atmospheric CO2 — An Introduction
*** Report: No Evidence of a Climate Crisis
Study: Exact Calculations of Climate Sensitivities Reveal the True Cause of Recent Warming
Ridding the world of climate misinformation and saving a trillion dollars per year
La Niña could enter rare third straight year. Here’s what that means.
President Biden’s Climate Ambitions Are All But Dead
Scientists say to eat bugs to slow global warming
Woods Hole: Are We on the Brink of a ‘New Little Ice Age?’

US Election:
Election-Integrity.info (10 major election reports by our team of experts, plus much more!)
*** Forensic Examination Proves Vote Manipulation and Illegal Destruction of Records on Dominion Voting Machines
*** Ranked Choice Voting is a Scam
*** YouTube Bans Video Featuring Conservative Expert on Voter Fraud
*** Election Integrity Dead: Killed in Court
*** Video: 2000 Mules
“2000 Mules” Full of Must-See Surprises
Primer: The Biden Administration’s Attempt to Subvert Our Elections
Short Video: America UnCanceled with Matt and Mercedes Schlapp
FGA Ffiles lawsuit against Biden Admin Demanding Answers on Exec Order 14019
Princeton investigating Sam Wang for research misconduct, toxic workplace issues
Nonprofits and Foundations Likely to Come Under Fire as Senate Committee Explores ‘Dark Money’ in Politics
Report: The Carter-Baker Commission 16 Years Later — Voting By Mail
**US Election — State Issues:**

Heritage’s Election Integrity Take Action Page *(by State — with more to come)*

*** The NY Courts Blew Up the Democrats' Redistricting Plans

*** Gov DeSantis Signs SB524 Making Ballot Harvesting a Felony

MAGA Candidates Chosen at Michigan GOP Convention

Why Tennessee’s New Residency Requirement for Congressional Candidates Is Blatantly Unconstitutional

Pathetic New York pols fail again to deliver gerrymander-free maps

Biden FEC pick claimed Georgia voting machines 'switched' votes from Abrams to Kemp in 2018

FGA Applauds the Eleventh Circuit Court of Appeals Decision Defending the Constitutionality of Florida’s Election Integrity Law

**US Politics and Socialism:**

*** Short video: Sheila Nazarian — I Am Proof the American Dream Is Alive

*** American Dream Of Home Ownership Turns To Dust

Weaponizing the Current Thing: Biden's Ministry of Truth & its origins

Levin: Democrat Party is out to destroy Trump

Dirty Tricks: Gmail Sends up to 66% Of Conservative Email Straight to Spam Folders

Short video: China’s Social Credit System

Italy Announces Dystopian Social Credit System; Compliant Citizens Will Be Rewarded for “Good Behavior”

The Body Snatchers: The NWO’s Eugenics Agenda

Ministry of Misinformation: Freedom is Slavery!

Senators Effort to Defund Homeland Security’s “Disinformation Board”

Disinformation Panels, Control over Social Media Content and Now DOJ Environmental Justice, it is all One Long Continuum

**Other US Politics and Related:**

*** The Countless Failures of Big Bureaucracy

*** The Irrational, Misguided Discourse Surrounding Supreme Court Controversies Such as Roe v. Wade

*** An Attack on the Independence of the Supreme Court

*** Ode To Patrick Henry: We’re Still Fighting to Protect Our Liberty Today

*** Five Signals of Government Disinformation

Kamala Harris Is Not Legally Qualified For Office, And That Matters Now More Than Ever

Leftists Aren’t Losers
Religion Related:
*** American Churches are Killing Christianity
*** What A Small Price to Pay
Amazon Targets Conservative Children’s Book About Gender Identity

Education Related:
Why I’m suing my kids’ school district
Brainwashing 101: Lawmakers approve $2 million in funding to expand climate education in Maine schools
7th Grade Science Should Not Include Climate Indoctrination
Rescuing “Virtue and Talents” Amidst the War on Tests

Science and Misc Matters:
*** Mass Formation Psychosis
*** The Future of Substack
*** Short video: From Bachelorette Contestant to Target of the Woke Mob
*** Ideas on mute? Study: Remote meetings dampen brainstorming
Conservative Twitter Users Are Seeing Radical Changes Overnight
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Ukraine:
*** Ukraine Biolab Update: Russia Implicates Pfizer, Moderna, Merck, Obama, Soros, Clintons, Bidens, Rockefellers & Others
*** Ukraine Is A Proxy War That Could Lead To Wider World War
*** Death by a thousand cuts: where is the west’s Ukraine strategy?
*** How the Ukraine War May End
EU Gives Companies Green Light to Keep Buying Russian Gas
Finland: Russia stops natural gas supplies

Ukraine — What You Can Do:
*** Pray for the safety of the Ukrainian people
*** A well-rated source to make a Ukraine donation
COVID-19 — Repeated Important Information:
My webpage (C19Science.info) with dozens of Science-based COVID-19 reports
*** World Council of Health: Early COVID-19 Treatment Guidelines
*** COVID-19: What You Need To Know (Physicians for Informed Consent)
*** If you have received a COVID-19 injection, here’s how to Detox
*** Place Your US Order for Free At-Home COVID-19 Tests

COVID-19 — Therapies:
FDA Investigating Reports Of COVID Relapses Following Use Of Pfizer’s Pill

COVID-19 — Injections:
*** Does the COVID Injection Kill More People Than It Saves?
*** Study: Pfizer’s COVID-19 Vaccine Goes Into Liver Cells and Is Converted to DNA
*** Fully Vaccinated Prone To Developing Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome
*** FDA Ignores Its Advisers to Approve COVID Boosters for Children
Most Americans Don’t Want COVID-19 Shots
Financial analyst: while COVID pandemic wanes, excess mortality persists, likely due to vaccines
FDA Dumps More Pfizer Documents: Why Were So Many Adverse Events Reported as ‘Unrelated’ to Vaccine?
Baltimore vaccine maker hid problem from FDA inspectors, House report says

COVID-19 — Injection Mandates:
*** Cardiologist Says 30 Percent of Vaccinated Pilots Would Fail Health Screenings Due to Vaccine Injuries
*** The Right to Refuse Any Medical Procedure, Treatment, or Vaccine
Health Freedom Defense Fund Sues LA Unified School District Over Vaccine Mandate
Italian Court Rules COVID Vaccine Mandate Unconstitutional, Cites Fatal Side Effects
Four AF Cadets may not graduate due to vaccine refusal

COVID-19 — Misc:
*** COVID-19 — What is the Truth?
*** Global COVID Summit Declaration IV (17,000 Physicians)
*** The Bonnie and Clyde of bioethics
*** Masking: the Downside
*** The COVID Testing Company That Missed 96% of Cases
The HIV/AIDS Story and the parallels with COVID-19
$1.9 Trillion insufficient: US sees risk of COVID supply rationing without more funds
COVID-19 and Global Government:
*** Biden Handing Over U.S. Sovereignty to WHO
*** Dr. McCullough: ‘Medical crisis’ is being exploited to push global government
*** WHO pandemic treaty would mean ‘the abolition of democracy’
*** We're Giving More Power to WHO?
*** WHO Caves to Anti-Biden Amendment Pushback!

Greed Energy Economics:
*** ‘Green’ Energy Doesn’t Save Money, It’s 4 to 6 Times MORE Expensive
*** Total Failure: Britain’s Grand ‘Cheap’ Wind Power Plan Faces Total Collapse
*** RECs: The Hidden Costs of Renewables

Wind turbine makers selling at a loss and in a 'self-destructive loop', bosses admit
Ontario’s Industrial Wind Turbines dig Deep into Ratepayer’s & Taxpayer’s Pockets
NY Electricity prices to rise 12 percent this summer, say analysts

Renewable Energy Health and Ecosystem Consequences:
*** Plagued by wind turbine noise in Massachusetts
*** Unintended consequence: Turbines are impacting the health of nearby residents
*** Biologist’s presentation shows deadly impact of wind power on eagles

Renewables (General):
*** China and Russia rejoice at America’s quest to go green
*** Real Threats to Biodiversity and Humanity
Despicable for Biden to put green agenda ahead of American families' economies

Renewable Energy, Open Space, and Agriculture – New York Can’t Have it All

Wind Energy — Offshore:
*** US Offshore Wind Jobs are Highly Exaggerated
Long Island (NY) Residents Sue to Stop Offshore Wind Cable
Danish Wind Giant Tries Solution for Cable Problem Affecting Offshore Turbines
Residents Protest Lake Erie Wind Energy Project

Wind Energy — Other:
*** Hundreds show up in opposition of proposed Nebraska wind project
*** Wind project opponents celebrate Ohio commissioners' vote
Kansas Commissioners take steps to protect county as wind energy topic heats up
Middleburgh NY Residents Against Industrial Wind Turbines
Shasta County CA close to a complete ban on all large wind energy projects

Nuclear Energy:
*** I’m committed to the effort to keep California’s Nuclear facility open. Here’s why
*** Small Modular Reactors advance in the nuclear world
Climate scientist to NY State: Where’s the nuclear power?
Joy for environmentalists as California blocks bid for $1.4bn desalination plant
Nuke collusion with global warmists ill serves the public

Fossil Fuel Energy:
*** Republican Senators Plot Their Own Destruction and Ours
*** Decarbonisation: A doubter’s guide for conservative investors
*** European hypocrites return to fossil fuels
*** The Modern World Can't Exist Without These Four Ingredients — and They All Require Fossil Fuels
America’s diesel supply on verge of catastrophic collapse
Net Zero? India Plans to DOUBLE Coal Use by 2040
Angolan leader urges Africa to avoid hasty end to fossil fuels
More Oil From U.S. Strategic Petroleum Reserve Heads To Europe
Air Source Heat Pumps do Not Economically Displace Fossil Fuels in Cold Climates
The ESG Community Lacks an Understanding of What Crude Oil is Used For
Green War! Mike Bloomberg Announces $242 Million Bid to Shut Down Coal
Can New York City Do Without the Greenpoint Gas Project?
Europe looking to get a million tonnes of coal annually from Botswana

Energy — Electric Vehicles:
*** CO2 Added to the Environment - Electric Car Versus Gasoline Car
*** Study: Surprising Way 'Green' Cars Pollute More Than Gas-Powered Engines
Allianz Insurance Suffers a Catastrophic Loss Probably Caused by Electric Vehicles!
Ford Reports Devastating Losses Thanks to Electric Vehicle Gamble

Misc Energy:
*** Half of America Faces Power Blackouts This Summer, Regulator Warns
Electricity Shortage Warnings Grow Across U.S.
US Dept. of Energy Is Wasting $2.5 Billion On Carbon Capture
Geothermal drilling successes offer potential gain for petroleum industry
Can California Really Achieve 85% Carbon-Free Electricity By 2030?
New York Leads America off a Renewable-Energy Cliff
Manmade Global Warming — Some Deceptions:
*** Why IPCC Climate Forecasts Are So Dodgy
*** Climate Catastrophists Need to Chill
*** The Big Lie That ‘Climate Change’ Caused Today’s Runaway Inflation
Stop Using 'Too Hot' Climate Models, Says Nature Commentary
Study: Cleaner air leads to more Atlantic hurricanes
Global Warming Was Going to Destroy Skiing, Then the Snow Fell
New York’s climate plan will cost hundreds of billions —and Albany is trying to hide it

Manmade Global Warming — Misc:
A “Weakening Warming Trend Of The Last 40 Years Is Apparent”: German Expert
Smil Smiles As He Destroys Stupid Climate Politics!
Meet FERC: One of the Biggest Climate Players You’ve (Probably) Never Heard of
Correcting Misinformation on Atmospheric Carbon Dioxide; Pinatubo Study Phase 1 Report
HSBC Global AM Head Slams "Nut Job" Climate-Alarmists

US Election:
Election-Integrity.info (10 major election reports by our team of experts, plus much more!)
*** Exposing America's Ballot Trafficking Cartel
*** The consequences of the stolen 2020 election are increasingly catastrophic
*** Audit Identifies Feature in Dominion Voting Machines that Allows Ballots to be Filled Out by Machine Itself
*** The Decline of a Democratic Super-lawyer
*** Candidate Election Integrity Questionnaire & Pledge

US Election — Arizona Issues:
*** Short video: The Maricopa (AZ) legion of voting dead
Law Enforcement Raids AZ Nonprofits In ‘2000 Mules’ Ballot Trafficking Investigation
Arizona’s Turncoat Attorney General Shredded All Hope For Election Integrity

US Election — Other State Issues:
*** Decertification Now On The Table In New York, NYCA Drops A Truth Bomb On Albany Officials
*** What Election Integrity Looks Like: FGA Congratulates Missouri General Assembly for Passing Sweeping Reform Bill
2020's Nightmare Election Process Has Come Back To Haunt Pennsylvania
Act 77 (Mail-in-Voting-for-All) to blame for Pennsylvania’s primary woes
WV Secretary of State asks Biden Administration to Cease his Executive Branch
Federal Overreach into State Election Administration
VA Democrat Official Indicted For 82 Vote-Fraud Felonies
Michigan Police Seize Voting Machine During Investigation Into Possible Election Breaches
Woman finds box of mail-in ballots on LA sidewalk
Judge Declares Republican-Favored Florida Congressional Map Unconstitutional
Ranked-choice voting, open primaries gather enough signatures to make Nevada ballot
Lawsuit: New Jersey Hides Voter List Cleanup Rules

US Politics and Socialism:
Nero Fiddles As the USA and the West Burn to the Ground
We Were Warned. We Didn't Listen
Is Biden’s ‘success’ our mess?
Build The Wall: The Best Argument You Will Ever Hear
Poll: Biden’s approval at lowest of presidency
Short video: Rep Boebert Rips Biden’s Plan to Censor Americans

Other US Politics and Related:
Washington Democrats’ Abortion Extremism Is Wildly Out of Step With the Country
The Psychology of Manipulation: Lessons Learned From the Master of Propaganda
Short video: I Bought Myself A Politician
Ed Dowd: The four converging forces that will destroy the economy
Where the major political parties spent their legal dollars between 1Q2021 and 1Q2022
Age of Scarcity Begins With $1.6 Trillion Hit to World Economy

Religion Related:
Pope to apologize in Canada for abuses
George Will: America’s abortion debate has non-debatable parameters
New York State Bishops release major new statement on abortion
SF archbishop bars Pelosi from receiving Holy Communion due to abortion support

Education Related:
Remote learning likely widened racial, economic achievement gap
Genius Move? NYC's Black Mayor Bucks Progressives on the Racial Chessboard of 'Gifted' Education
Reducing Student Cost and Enhancing the Value of College Education

Science and Misc Matters:
*** Science must be reproducible — Part One and Part Two
*** What’s behind the baby formula shortage?
My TNT Radio Interview on Energy Matters
My TNT Radio Interview on Election Integrity and COVID-19
First hour of my interview by Dr Tenpenny
Court tosses $300,000 hospital bill for promised $1,300 tab
My Front Porch is a Summer Sanctuary
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Ukraine — What You Can Do:
*** Pray for the safety of the Ukrainian people
*** A well-rated source to make a Ukraine donation

Ukraine and Energy Policies:
Watch Western Sanctions On Russia Boomerang: A Global Energy And Food Crisis In The Making
Report: India is Buying Up Cheap Sanctioned Russian Oil and Selling it to the U.S. and E.U. at Huge Profits

COVID-19 — Repeated Important Information:
My webpage (C19Science.info) with dozens of Science-based COVID-19 reports
*** Comparing Early Treatment of COVID-19 Pharmaceuticals
*** World Council of Health: Early COVID-19 Treatment Guidelines
*** COVID-19: What You Need To Know (Physicians for Informed Consent)
*** If you have received a COVID-19 injection, here’s how to Detox
*** Place Your US Order for Free At-Home COVID-19 Tests
COVID-19 — Therapies:
*** Doctors Sue FDA Over Unlawful Attempts to Prohibit Ivermectin Use
*** CDC now admit officially problems with PAXLOVID

COVID-19 — Masks:
Fauci Openly Admits Biden Mask Mandate Is About Preserving “Authority”

COVID-19 — Injections:
*** FLCCC to launch Post-Vaccine Syndrome Protocol
*** Vaccine or natural immunity? Dr. Steven Pelech on the true efficacy of the COVID shot
*** The FDA’s proposed "Future Framework" is the worst idea in the history of public health
*** Report: Pfizer Inoculations For COVID-19 – More Harm Than Good

COVID-19 — Injection Mandates:
*** In rebuke to Pentagon, Navy board finds 3-0 for vax objector amid questions of mandate’s lawfulness
*** New study links COVID vaccines to 25% increase in cardiac arrest for both males & females
*** Pilots move to sue major airlines, US government over COVID vaccine mandates
*** Special Olympics drops COVID-19 vaccine mandate after Florida threatens $27 million in fines

COVID-19 — Misc:
*** Neurosurgeon dismantles ‘official lies’ and deadly abuses of officials directing COVID response
*** CDC study purporting to find substantial protective effects for school mask mandates fails to replicate
*** Dogs can detect COVID-19 with high accuracy, even asymptomatic cases

A Million American Deaths and 400,000 Rumble Views
They've officially forbidden the practice of medicine in Ontario, Canada

PNAS: A call for an independent inquiry into the origin of the SARS-CoV-2 virus

Monkeypox:
*** Short video: Dr. Robert Malone — Monkeypox: 'The K is Silent…'
*** The Prophetic Monkeypox Simulation
*** Monkeypox: Technocracy’s Next Wave Of Crimes Against Humanity
*** Dr. Peter McCullough Exposes The Truth About Monkeypox
Study finds latest Monkeypox Outbreak is result of Biolab manipulated Virus possibly released intentionally

Greed Energy Economics:
*** The green agenda’s role in global inflation
*** Biden's Most Preposterous Lie Is Too Much Even For The Washington Post
*** The great renewables ripoff
Ohio County Veto of Wind Project Shows It’s Time to End Federal Wind Subsidies
NY Governor Blames Utilities for Costs of State Climate Policies

Renewables (General):
*** Report: Deadly Summer Blackouts Inevitable As Renewables Struggle To Replace Reliable Energy
*** Beware: 100% green energy could destroy the planet
*** Short video: How Solar Cells And Wind Turbines Are Made
Wind and Solar Face Increasing Opposition Everywhere They Go!
‘An Incredible Transition’: Biden Suggests Soaring Gas Prices Are Part Of Green Agenda

Wind Energy:
*** Windfall profits for offshore wind
NY Community Blocks Plan for Wind Turbines
Massachusetts Offshore Ocean Wind Cables — Another Boondoggle

Solar Energy:
NY County IDA votes 6-month solar moratorium

Nuclear Energy — California and Michigan:
*** We Saved Diablo Canyon!
California, long leery of nuclear power, joins bid to save it
Another nuclear plant closes: Get ready for electricity shortages
In blow to Biden climate goals, Entergy shuts nuclear power plant
Nuclear Energy — Other:
*** The Case for Nuclear Power
*** Climate worries galvanize a new pro-nuclear movement in the U.S.
*** Electricity markets with high shares of Wind and Solar will need Nuclear
*** The Real Three Mile Island Story
Finland’s Green Party endorses nuclear power

Fossil Fuel Energy:
*** Oklahoma enacts law to counter ESG policies targeting fossil fuels
Life Without Oil is Not as Simple as you may Think
India to reopen coal mines as demand for energy soars

Energy — Electric Vehicles:
*** The Big EV Lie. Why They Won't Save the Planet & All About Dirty Electricity
*** Short video: If You’re Worried About Rising Gas Prices, Don't Buy an EV
IEA: Current Energy Crisis Is “Much Bigger” Than 1970s Oil Crunch
Environmental Justice Policy Needs to Be Turned On Its Head!

Misc Energy:
*** 41 Inconvenient Truths on the "New Energy Economy"
*** Full Cost of Electricity ‘FCOE’ and Energy Returns ‘eROI’
Ethanol: a dumb idea or a crime — or both?

Manmade Global Warming — Some Deceptions:
*** How the big banks fell to climate panic
*** Report: Ten Things Everyone Should Know About Climate Models
*** Woke Health: Biden Admin establishes Office of Environmental Justice
*** The “Net Zero” Agenda Has Devastating Consequences… Here’s What You Need To Know
*** Sea Level Acceleration - That Other Big Lie
The NYS Climate Action Council’s $260 Billion Mistake
Climate sceptic thinktank reported to charity commission over fossil fuel interest funding
Inconvenient truth for alarmists: Arctic ice at 30-year high

— Page 82 —
Democrats Don’t Want You To Know What’s Really Happening With Arctic Sea Ice

Worthwhile climate site and video

Manmade Global Warming — Misc:

*** Short video: Looking At The Sun
*** A Financier Tells Some Climate Truths
ESG’s power grows as banker is canceled for talking sense on climate change
A climate change class action lawsuit: is it viable?
Net-Zero Looking like a No-Go by 2050
Report: Sea-level change in Hong Kong’s Victoria Harbor
Denali’s Snowiest Winter in 99 Years of Record Keeping

US Election:

Election-Integrity.info (10 major election reports by our team of experts, plus much more!)
*** Remember this when you vote...
Trump-Endorsed Candidates 81-3 in Primaries Ahead of Races in Alabama, Arkansas, Georgia
Rasmussen Survey re 2000 Mules movie
CISA Report: Vulnerabilities Affecting Dominion Voting Systems ImageCast X
Three Laws That Biden’s Voter Registration Order Could Break

US Election — State Issues:

*** Arizona Mule Pleads Guilty
*** Maricopa County (Arizona) counted 19,000 late, invalid ballots in 2020 election
*** Nearly 20 states have restricted private funding of elections

US Politics and Socialism:

*** Breaking Free from Mass Formation
*** The Mass Shooting and Liberal Utopian Society
*** Imagine the Unimaginable
*** Americans Will Never Forget The Historic Economic Collapse During Joe Biden’s Presidency
Short video: Who Wants to Follow California?
Why Western Civilization Is Going South

Globalism:

*** The WHO Treaty Is Tied to a Global Digital Passport and ID System
*** Global elites are creating an agricultural crisis to control the world population
*** Individual Carbon Footprint Tracker’ Pushed by China’s Alibaba At World Economic Forum
*** The Making of a Global Dictator
The Globalists’ Race Against Time
The Elitists who want to rule the world
Bill Gates Lays Out Plan for Global Takeover
On the Drive to a Skewed Distribution of Wealth: Trend & Consequences
Globalists Have Entered the Kill Phase of the Great Reset
The True Evil of the World Economic Forum
Biden Attempts to Cripple US Sovereignty, Foiled at WHO Conference
What Happened in Ottawa? | Freedom Convoy 2022 Documentary

Religion Related:
*** Texas school shooting highlights need for faith, higher purpose in kids’ lives
*** We live in times of moral crisis
*** The Price America Is Paying For Rejecting God
Was Locke Religious Enough?
From Worms to Woke

Education Related:
*** Graduation Week With Common Sense
*** Thinking Has Become a Lost Art
To Restore American Liberty, We Need Colleges that Actually Teach the Liberal Arts
The College Rankings Game: How Students and Parents Are Being Played
The Debate Over Canceling Student Loan Debt

Science and Misc Matters:
*** Twelve Million Phones, One Dataset, Zero Privacy
*** UK’s General Medical Council to restrict what doctors can say online
The Tyranny of Modern Scientism
Ukraine:
Ukraine gets possible path to EU
Putin lambasts US as acting like 'God's messenger,' claims world order is changing

Ukraine — What You Can Do:
*** Pray for the safety of the Ukrainian people
*** A well-rated source to make a Ukraine donation

COVID-19 — Repeated Important Information:
My webpage (C19Science.info) with dozens of Science-based COVID-19 reports
*** World Council of Health: Early COVID-19 Treatment Guidelines
*** COVID-19: What You Need To Know (Physicians for Informed Consent)
*** If you have received a COVID-19 injection, here’s how to Detox
*** Place Your US Order for Free At-Home COVID-19 Tests

COVID-19 — Injections:
*** Study: Unvaccinated Had Lower Hospitalizations, Lower Rates Of Severe Disease
*** Survey: Severe COVID ‘Rare’ in People Who Didn’t Get Vaccine
*** The Questions We Are Not Allowed to Ask
*** How the mRNA Covid-19 Vaccines suppress the innate Immune System
*** The Uncensored Truth Behind The COVID-19 Vaccines
*** Dr. Seneff’s interesting new talk about COVID vaccines (short and extended)
Dr Ryan Cole: A Lipid Nanoparticle + a Gene is a Nuclear Bomb
Study: 133x risk of myocarditis after COVID vaccination
Moderna’s mRNA Mystery: Some Things don’t Add Up
Pfizer admits to COVID vaccine clinical trial fraud in federal court

COVID-19 — Injection Mandates:
*** Dr. Kory: Vaccine Exemption Letter For a 16 Year-Old Camp Counselor
*** Short Video: Dispelling the Myth of A Pandemic of the Unvaccinated
*** Physician’s Post: Adverse Reactions to COVID Vaccines I Have Come Across
Pfizer’s own documents admit that mRNA covid vaccines will result in mass depopulation
COVID-19 — Children:

*** How Masks Have Worn Down Children’s Immune Systems  
*** Good Feedback to the FDA’s Attempts to Inject 5 and Under for COVID-19  
*** Members of Congress Demand Answers on child injections

Pfizer data - kids’ COVID-19 vaccines have terrible efficacy
America is now the only country in the world that authorizes COVID shots for infants
Sweden saved children from lockdown

COVID-19 — Models and Data:

*** 1,287,595 Injuries Reported After COVID Shots, Vaccine Injury Compensation Programs ‘Overwhelmed’  
*** Video: Edward Dowd — COVID-19 Vax is the Deadliest Fraud in History

COVID-19 — Misc:

*** 1000 Studies that question the Medical Establishment’s actions on COVID-19  
*** Report: Dr Russell Blaylock, COVID UPDATE — What is the truth?  
*** Should the patient really get the drug?  
*** What is the difference between absolute risk and relative risk and why should I care?  
*** Medical Board goes after Dr. McCullough; Sen Johnson calls for Public Hearing  
*** They are trying to revoke Dr. Pierre Kory’s license to practice medicine

Fauci tests positive for coronavirus
The Public Health Quacks Got COVID-19 All Wrong

Greed Energy Economics:

*** Backup battery cost fantasies abound  
*** Runaway energy prices require a green energy rethink

1000s Of Sydney Homes Plunged Into Darkness As Aussie 'Price Cap' Policy Sparks Energy Shortage
Upstate New York will foot the bill for downstate's clean energy costs

Renewables (General):

*** Clean Green Energy - Net Zero - Fairy Tales on Steroids  
*** Renewable Energy — or Reliable Energy — But Not Both  
*** The Biden Admin Wants Censorship Of Renewable Energy Critics  
*** In the dark on the power struggle: inconvenient truth proves renewables can’t cut it

How will hydropower bolster a renewable energy world?
NYISO: New York Electric Grid Remains at Risk
Wind Energy:
*** Dominion Energy wins, Virginia consumers lose
Invenergy Sues An Iowa County, Uses ‘Nefarious Tactics’ To Push More Wind Turbines

Solar Energy:
*** EPA: 'Forever chemicals' pose risk even at very low levels
Biden to Waive Tariffs for 24 Months on Solar Panels Hit by Probe
Biden waives solar tariffs in massive win for China

Nuclear Energy:
*** The energy in nuclear waste could power the U.S. for 100 years
*** Demonizing Nuclear
*** The dam against nuclear energy is cracking
There is a nuclear waste problem; but it’s not what you think
WNISR – False Flag Propaganda

Fossil Fuel Energy:
*** The Revenge Of The Fossil Fuels
*** DEBUNKED and EXPLAINED: No, greedy oil companies are not to blame for gas prices
Gaslighting: Obama installs propane tanks at mansion while pushing green policies
Fossil Future: Why Global Human Flourishing Requires More Oil, Coal, and Natural Gas—Not Less
South Africa: Warmism creates blackouts

Energy — Electric Vehicles:
*** EVs Are Unethical and No Solution to High Gas Prices
*** Falsely Powering Up the EV Industry
*** Shock and surprise as UK government scraps all grants for electric cars

Misc Energy:
*** Jay Faison and the ClearPath Foundation: Wolves in Sheep’s Clothing?
*** The Naked Truth about Energy Transitions
*** Hydrogen is Unlikely Ever to be a Viable Solution to the Energy Storage Conundrum
*** Experts Sound Alarm on Power Grid Blackouts, EVs
News of NERC is not good for reliability
Manmade Global Warming — Some Deceptions:
*** Impractical quest for global net-zero emissions
*** The Horrible Predictions of Climate Change
*** Climate-Change Censorship: Phase Two
Lake Michigan water levels have dropped to near normal, so yet another climate explanation emerges
Climate change may NOT kill polar bears
Deconstructing Skepticism: The True “FLICC”

Manmade Global Warming — Misc:
*** A scientist’s inconvenient truths about decarbonizing the economy
*** Report: Methane and Climate
Green Doctors: Suitable Cases for Treatment
Energy Price Surge Threatens U.N. Climate Pledge
Questions the Climate Police Won’t Answer
Joe Biden making Weather great again

US Election:
Election-Integrity.info (10 major election reports by our team of experts, plus much more!)
*** Election Integrity: Most Voters Still Suspect Cheating - Rasmussen Reports
The White House must come clean on its election agenda

US Election — State Issues:
*** Citizen’s Guide to Building and Election Integrity Infrastructure
*** Dem Congressman Pleads Guilty to Rigging Elections in Pennsylvania
*** Ranked Choice Voting Is a Bad Choice
*** Barr’s claims about the 2020 election are without merit
Study: Heavily Pro-Democrat Tilt of 2020 Election ‘Zuck Bucks’
Preliminary Injunction Sought Against Use of Electronic Voting Machines in Arizona
New NC organization trains volunteers to make elections more secure
High-profile voter fraud prosecutions pile up as election integrity debate rages on
Heritage Report: Best Practices and Standards for Election Audits

US Politics and Socialism:
*** The Sovietization of American Life
*** Scientist Reveals How The New ‘Green Religion’ Is A Socialist Trojan Horse
Time to Admit Our Nation is Being Run by Domestic Terrorists and Traitors
A good short video by Katie Hopkins
The Great US Wealth Migration
Will SCOTUS Rein in the EPA?
Downtown San Francisco on the brink: It’s worse than it looks
Poll: Americans overwhelmingly oppose transgender athletes in female sports
US Interior order erases litigation website

US Politics and the J6 Committee:
RealClearInvestigations’ Jan. 6-BLM Riots Comparison
5 Bombshells The J6 Committee Forgot to Mention
Big Truths the Jan. 6 Committee Is Obscuring
Clinton’s Debunked 2016 Russia Hoax Was Far Worse Than What Happened On Jan. 6

Other US Politics and Related:
Maverick is still a maverick and we need him more than ever
The Inflation Crisis Is Worse Than Admitted
Bad Ideas Have Bad Consequences
Stan Evans: The Fusionist Father
SEC Is Investigating Goldman Sachs Over ESG Funds
Dirty tricks are only more sophisticated 50 years after Watergate
Supreme Court climate case might end regulation
Red Flag Laws now in the U.S. Senate
Californians Fleeing — e.g., to Mexico

Globalism:
WEF’s Top 10 Scary Ideas — And How They Could Affect Your Future
The WHO Paradox
Dr. Peter Breggin on the Globalists’ Plans to Control Us Through the WHO

Religion Related:
Archbishop Viganò: greatest attack on human nature, consciousness and free will
“The deep church”, Interview with Archbishop Viganò
Pope Francis’ Deal with Communist China Did Not Work

Education Related:
Study: Teens clueless on investing basics
About the free speech organization: FIRE.org
The Moral Poverty of Faculty Freedom Fighters
NSBA 'imploding,' 'getting everything it deserves,' following mass state exodus
Mommas, don’t let your cowboys grow up to be babies

Science and Misc Matters:
*** Facebook Is Receiving Sensitive Medical Information from Hospital Websites
*** Contagious Vaccines: A Warning
Why can’t you remember being born, learning to walk or saying your first words?
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Ukraine:
*** The old world is over: Key takeaways from Putin's first major speech since Russia's military offensive in Ukraine
Chomsky On Root Causes Of The Russia-Ukraine War
Back to black: the countries best positioned to replace Russian gas with coal

Ukraine — What You Can Do:
*** Pray for the safety of the Ukrainian people
*** A well-rated source to make a Ukraine donation

COVID-19 — Repeated Important Information:
My webpage (C19Science.info) with dozens of Science-based COVID-19 reports
*** World Council of Health: Early COVID-19 Treatment Guidelines
*** COVID-19: What You Need To Know (Physicians for Informed Consent)
*** If you have received a COVID-19 injection, here’s how to Detox
*** Place Your US Order for Free At-Home COVID-19 Tests

COVID-19 — Therapies:
Fauci Suffers Covid Symptom Rebound After Course of Pfizer’s Paxlovid

COVID-19 — Injection Studies:
*** Study: Serious Adverse Events of Special Interest Following mRNA Vaccination in Randomized Trials
*** (Same Study: Pfizer Vaccine Causes Nearly FIVE “Serious Adverse Events” for Every ONE Person it Kept From Being Hospitalized with COVID-19)
*** Study: Omicron variants escape antibodies elicited by vaccination
Study: Pfizer and Moderna Analysis Re-do
Study: Cases of Brain Damage in Children Increase Following COVID-19 Vaccines

COVID-19 — Injections Other:
*** Poll: 2± M Americans may have had a severe reaction to COVID-19 vaccinations
*** Extensive information about COVID-19 injection batch issues
*** Pandemic of the Vaccinated: Boosters Greatly Increase Risk of Infection
*** Dr. McCullough: Clear and Convincing, These Vaccines Are Causing Death
The Latest Tragedy: Sudden Adult Death Syndrome
Dr. Ryan Cole: How the Covid “Vaccines” Cause Cancer
Newly released documents show that the W.H.O. is orchestrating the FDA’s scheme to
skip all future clinical trials for COVID-19 shots
Latest survey shows the COVID-19 vaccines are a disaster: ~750,000 dead in US
700 Million Worldwide Will Die from CV19 Vax by 2028 – Dr. David Martin
A campaign to help people who are suffering from COVID-19 injection injuries
Covid: East Germany Re-Emerges

COVID-19 — Injection Mandates:
*** Trailer - Global Aviation: Fit to Fly?
Army Lt. Mark Bashaw Court Martial For Refusing the Jab: What His Precedent Case
Means for All the Military

COVID-19 — Misc:
*** WHO and Lancet Commission Chiefs Come Out In Support of Lab Leak Theory
*** Short video: Life Insurance CEO Reveals US Deaths Are Up 40% Among Working
People: "Just unheard of"
*** Review of Naomi Wolf’s book: The Covid Plot Against Humanity
Documentary: The Viral Delusion
WHO and the Precautionary Principle
Sadly, COVID-19 Protocol Pioneer, Dr. Zelenko Passed Away (from cancer)
New Rules of Medicine

Greed Energy Economics:
Subsidized Wind & Solar Root Cause of Every Power Pricing & Supply Crisis
Renewables (General):
*** Report: No Emission Reduction Gained from Increasing Wind & Solar
*** Breakthrough in U.S. grid storage estimating All Electricity Sources Pollute

Wind Energy — Offshore:
*** Maryland’s Offshore Wind is a $4 Billion Boondoggle
*** BOEM Comments re proposed Maryland Offshore Wind Project
*** Hurricane risk is real for offshore wind
*** SCC Asked to Put Offshore Wind Failure Risk on Dominion, Not Customers
Wind developer, environmentalists agree on ways to protect whales
Fears fishing grounds will be lost to fleet

Wind Energy — Other:
*** Wind turbines bound for landfill because of hefty recycling expenses
*** A No Wind Solution
*** Southern Idaho Ranches Threatened by Potential Wind Project Development
The Lava Ridge Wind Turbine Project
Report: Leading edge erosion and pollution from wind turbine blades
A land rush for renewable energy is transforming Eastern Colorado

Solar Energy:
In Pandering to the Green Left, Biden Is Underwriting China’s Genocide of Uyghurs

Nuclear Energy:
A More Reliable and Responsible Climate Plan for NY (and elsewhere)

Fossil Fuel Energy:
*** Diesel oil and engine oil is going from scarcity to non-existent
*** Yes, You CAN Blame Biden For High Energy Prices
Is The Global Climate Agenda Dead? G7 Turns To Fossil Fuels Amid Energy Crisis
Dutch join Germany, Austria, in reverting to coal
Gas Versus Electric Heat: Which One Is Better for Your Home?
Power cost hike, supply crunch ahead as last Hawaii coal plant closes
UK Parliamentarians call for fracking review to be based on science
Electric Vehicles (EVs):
Dark clouds on the horizon for electric vehicles
Some Countries Are Having Second Thoughts About Electric Car Mandates

Misc Energy:
*** Activists’ Ideological War On Energy
*** Pro-China Activists Posed as Green Activists to Oppose Mining in North America
*** Tapping into the million-year energy source below our feet
The Mining industry should simultaneously be testing for Geothermal potential

Manmade Global Warming — Some Deceptions:
*** The Many Arbitrary and Capricious Aspects of SEC’s Climate Risk Disclosure Rule
*** SEC’s Climate Falsehood Threatens American Economy
*** The Problematical ‘Social Cost of Carbon’ Construct
*** Important Archived Report: Climate Science: Is it currently designed to answer questions?
The Silliness of Carbon Capture and Sequestration
Media Claims CO2 “Traps Heat”! A Big Lie or A Big Stupid???
Climate Policy Mostly the Root of Our Current Evil
SEC Sticks Its Nose in Green Politics and Threatens Economy

Manmade Global Warming — West Virginia vs EPA:
*** The Supreme Court Just Dealt a Major Blow to the Green Left—and a Major Win for Democracy
*** Supreme Court Delivers Massive Blow To Biden’s Climate Agenda
*** EPA doesn’t have power to regulate carbon dioxide
*** Behind Biden’s EPA Power Grab
*** Supreme Court climate case might end regulation
Reining in the Bureaucrats
Time to Reconsider Massachusetts v. EPA: Reducing CO2 Hurts the Planet and Humanity
In Landmark Ruling, Supreme Court Deals Massive Blow To Biden’s Climate Change Agenda

Manmade Global Warming — Misc:
*** Code Red For Sanity – The Credibility Crisis At The IPCC
*** Methane levels surged in 2020 despite lockdowns
Great Reset: Economically Crippled Germany Pushes ‘Climate Club’ Global Tax Scheme at G7

Tracking the Evolution of Greenhouse Gas Emissions

Greenland Gains a Record Ice Mass

Study: Declining tropical cyclone frequency under global warming

Billionaire Climate Elites Have Their Own Rules

US Election:
Election-Integrity.info (10 major election reports by our team of experts, plus much more!)

*** Rise of the Machines

*** New Cracks in the “Most Secure Election” Narrative

*** Yes, Biden Is Hiding His Plan To Rig The 2022 Midterm Elections

FOIAs Reveal Progressive Money Fueling FBI, DOJ, Leftist Activist and Election Official Coordination

US Election — North Carolina:
Supreme Court Rules in Favor of NC Republican Legislators
The Supreme Court NC Ruling Will Prove Vital to Defending Voter ID and Other Laws
Who the hell is ERIC? (And WHY is he in my state budget?)

US Election — Other State Issues:
*** Citizen’s Guide to Building an Election Integrity Infrastructure

*** How Did A Zuckerberg Charity Stooge Win A GOP Primary In Colorado?

Predetermined Algorithms Source of Widespread Election Fraud in Arizona

NY Court strikes down NYC law granting voting rights to non-citizen residents
AG beef with Zuckerberg over election grants will be heard by Louisiana Court

US Politics and Socialism:
The Astonishing Implications of Schedule F
There Are Two Fundamentally Irreconcilable Constitutional Visions
Fascist officials of Aspen threaten to cancel a newspaper because its new owners are unwoke

US Politics and the J6 Committee:
Secret Service lead and presidential driver are prepared to testify under oath that Trump did NOT grab steering wheel or lunge at agents on January 6
US Politics and the Roe-vs-Wade Decision:

*** Tucker Carlson: Roe v. Wade was poison
*** Roe v. Wade is dead
*** State voters will now decide abortion rights
*** Vatican praises Supreme Court's abortion decision, says being pro-life means supporting other issues as well

Republicans rejoice, Democrats rage after Supreme Court overturns Roe v. Wade
Sen McConnell: The Supreme Court’s Landmark Ruling Is Courageous and Correct

SCOTUS v. Insanity
How John Roberts lost control of the court
Outspoken Dr. Naomi Wolf: On Losing "Roe"

Other US Politics and Related:

*** Russia sets the stage for the War of Economic Corridors
*** The Psychology of Totalitarianism
*** What Congress can do to lower the cost of inflation

AUN-TV and its 11 TV Stations are Seeking Conservative Shows and Programming
Congress Must Protect Innocent Property Owners from Section 404 Civil and Criminal Penalties

Globalism:
Biden’s Disinformation Board 2.0 Spawns Global Censorship

Religion Related:

*** Poll: Number of Americans who believe in God drops to historic low
*** US religious leaders explain why faith in God hit lowest level ever
*** American churches closing faster than new ones can open
*** Christians Revealed as Top Enemy of Elites

High school football coach scores big win at Supreme Court over post-game prayer
Why is Everything Broken?
American Religion Slouching Towards Gomorrah

Education Related:

*** Supreme Court rules Maine tuition program violates First Amendment for excluding religious schools
Rhode Island mother billed $74K for trying to review school curriculum
Tenure’s False Promise
Science and Misc Matters:
*** Google Searches Aren’t What They Used to Be
British man turned away from giving blood after refusing to answer if he was pregnant
Understanding the Causes of Cancer
The Story of the Donkey and the Tiger
Study unveils new way to starve tumors to death
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Ukraine:
Germany Labels Journalist 'Criminal' And Seizes Her Bank Accounts For Reporting From Ukraine
Putin Offers Full Citizenship To All Ukrainians

Ukraine — What You Can Do:
*** Pray for the safety of the Ukrainian people
*** A well-rated source to make a Ukraine donation

COVID-19 — Repeated Important Information:
My webpage (C19Science.info) with dozens of Science-based COVID-19 reports
*** World Council of Health: Early COVID-19 Treatment Guidelines
*** COVID-19: What You Need To Know (Physicians for Informed Consent)
*** If you have received a COVID-19 injection, here’s how to Detox
*** Place Your US Order for Free At-Home COVID-19 Tests

COVID-19 — Injections:
*** Are the COVID-19 mRNA Vaccines Safe?
*** Pfizer Asks Court to Dismiss Whistleblower Lawsuit Because Government Was Aware of Fraud
*** New Study finds Natural Immunity to Covid-19 does not wane by even 1% but the Vaccinated are developing Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome
*** It’s Time to Stop the Shots
*** Five Reasons Why NOT to get the new NOVAX Vaccine
The "safe and effective" narrative is falling apart
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Fauci admits that COVID-19 vaccines do not protect 'overly well' against infection
Study: Pfizer’s COVID-19 Vaccine Goes into Liver Cells and is Converted to DNA
Austrian Ministry of Health to Fine Doctors Nearly $15,000 for Unreported COVID-19
Vaccine Injuries
U.S. Public Health Agencies Aren't ‘Following the Science,’ Officials Say

COVID-19 — Injection Mandates:
*** Judge Sides With Parent, Strikes Down Los Angeles School Vaccine Mandate
*** Canada’s Health Minister: “You Will Never Be Fully Vaxxed”
So You Are Still Thinking About Taking the Vaccine to Please Your Employer?

COVID-19 — Masks:
*** How Face Masks Make You Sick Instead Of Protecting You

COVID-19 — Data:
The Feds Pile Up Vaccine 'Adverse Event' Reports as They Decry Scaremongering
Elsewhere
Excess mortality update
Cumulative All-Cause Excess Mortality - United States

COVID-19 — Misc:
*** After month-long COVID bout, Fauci claims quad vaxxed status prevented ‘severe’
disease. No mention of why he also took Paxlovid, or its effect.
*** Tucker Carlson: Biden Ignores Report from his own Agencies
*** Reviews of three powerful COVID-19 books (Kennedy, Atlas and Navarro)
*** Health experts are quitting the NIH and CDC in droves because they're
embarrassed by the lack of Science
Court strikes down NYS’ forced quarantine regulation as unconstitutional
COVID Fearporn
A Mostly Peaceful Depopulation
Families Unite to Call Out Questionable Hospital Protocols that Led to Deaths
Endemic Covid Will Kill Us All Reasonably Quickly

Renewables (General):
*** Paved with good Intentions
*** Energy Crises In Germany and Texas Are Exposing The Folly of Renewable Energy
*** Mining Industry Warns Energy Transition Isn’t Sustainable
Germany went all in on green energy. Now its economy is on brink of collapse.

Wind and Solar Cannot Solve High Power Prices, and Inflation
Wind, Solar And Pipelines All Fail Germany

Wind Energy:
*** Texas Wind Power Failing When State Needs It Most
*** Texas wind power is failing amid a scorching US heat wave
*** New York must balance climate mandates with declining reserve margins to ensure reliability: ISO
*** Kansas State Senator’s Testimony about industrial wind energy
Opponents question science, motivations of putting wind turbines in Lake Erie
Offshore Wind Turbine Threat to Whales is Next Big Argument
GE Shelves Wind Turbine Blade Plant as Renewable Energy Has Been a Tough Go

Solar Energy:
*** Unprecedented IEA report: There’s a huge problem for the clean energy shift and it comes from China
*** LA Times report warns about 'environmental danger' in solar transition
It’s Not Working

Nuclear Energy:
*** Nuclear Power Gets New Push in U.S., Winning Converts
*** Environmentalists Stunned by EU’s Parliament’s Decision That Nuclear and Gas Power are Now ‘Green Energy’
*** No power technology can do the job of nuclear energy today Duke Energy CEO
Soaring demand for electricity and coal shows why we need nuclear energy
Greenpeace co-founder, ex-director calls nuclear safest energy
Nuclear Power Could Heat Your Home

Fossil Fuel Energy:
*** Mike Rowe’s superior response regarding climate catastrophe
*** Natural gas now rivals oil as the fuel that shapes geopolitics
The unravelling of Germany’s green agenda
Europe at risk of civil unrest unless it returns to fossil fuels
France restarts coal plant mothballed in February
A role for Coal? Low-cost, negative emissions Blue Hydrogen from “MAWGS” Coal/Biomass co-gasification
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Canada Sends Gas Pipeline Repair To Germany
Biden reportedly sold nearly 1M barrels of US oil RESERVES to Chinese oil company with ties to Hunter

Electric Vehicles (EVs):
*** Electric Vehicles Are a Tool of Tyranny
*** Studies Show The Electric Vehicles Democrats Insist You Buy Are Worse For The Environment And Lower Quality
*** EVs are Not the Future

The EV transition in the eyes of the Beholden Part 1
EVs Are Now Targeted for Overloading the Electric Grids During an Energy Crisis

Misc Energy:
*** China, Russia, Biggest Winners in Biden’s War on Energy — While Greenhouse Gases Rise
*** Study: Europe’s Green Experiment is a Costly Climate Policy Failure
*** The Global Search for Energy Security
*** Federalism Is The Key To Demonstrating The Disaster Of Green Central Planning

Deep Geothermal — can it make coal, gas, nuclear redundant?
The End of Private Car Ownership
World Energy Mix Data

Wholesale prices shoot up near-record 11.3% in June on surge in energy costs

Manmade Global Warming — Some Deceptions:
*** The theory of anthropogenic climate change has no reliable scientific basis
*** Climate Change: a religion built on blind faith
*** The Anthropogenic Global Warming Hypothesis and the Causality Principle
*** Short video: Putting the Heat on Climate Dogmatism
*** NASA admits climate change occurs because of changes in Earth's solar orbit, not because of SUVs and fossil fuels
*** Nature doesn’t give us a clean environment
*** Study: Surface Solar Radiation Dataset Appears to Expose a Major Manipulation of Global Temperature Records

The Nonexistent Nitrogen “Crisis” In The Netherlands
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Manmade Global Warming — Misc:
*** Manchin says he won’t support climate, tax provisions in proposed Democratic bill
*** Is a Carbon Tax the Only Way to Stop the Climate Activists?
*** EPA now stuck between a rock and a hard place on CO2
*** LinkedIn Bans Scientist for Presenting Inconvenient Truths About CO2
State judge blocks Pennsylvania RGGI plan
Russia Gives Climate Obsessed Europe the Heisman!
Report: Counting Carbon Molecules
All-time Cold Records Fall in Australia; Solar Activity Controls the Climate
Spokesperson Explains How Climate Change Goals Will Reduce Farm Production
The Global Warming Golden Goose
Huge number of new signatories of World Climate Declaration (CLINTEL)

US Election:
Election-Integrity.info (10 major election reports by our team of experts, plus much more!)
*** US Election Integrity Poll: 50% Think Cheating Likely in Midterms
*** ERIC Investigation, Part 3
*** Good Government Groups Ask State Officials To Stop Biden’s Federal Takeover Of Elections
*** Data Supporting the Reported Results of the 2020 Election Does NOT Reconcile with Data in Voting Machine Files
*** Google Spam Filter Cost Republicans $2± Billion In Lost Donors
*** 21 confirmed illegalities, irregularities from 2020 election
The Game Plan for Stealing Elections?
The Push for Permanent Vote by Mail
Court Requires DOJ to Turn Over Documents

US Election — State Issues:
*** Citizen’s Guide to Building and Election Integrity Infrastructure
*** Become a Poll Watcher in your State
*** Wisconsin Court says unattended absentee ballot drop boxes are illegal
*** Judge upholds limits on mass mailings of Georgia absentee ballot forms
*** PA Victory: Anti-Corruption Election Legislation Banning “Zuckerbucks” Scheme Passes on Bi-Partisan Basis, Signed into Law
DOJ sues Arizona over proof of citizenship voter law
Democrats Tried to Sabotage North Carolina Election with Aggressive Methods
Sample US Arrests for Election Fraud
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US Politics and Socialism:
*** Left Wing Elites — Our New Antoinettes
*** California Throws 70,000 Truckers in Work Legal Limbo, Risking Supply Chains
*** The Big Lie of Woke Capitalism
*** The Deep State Is Sadistic
How the Federal Government Buys Our Cell Phone Location Data
Democrats Want to Tax Working Americans into Recession

US Politics and the J6 Committee:
*** The J6 Show Trial Is Lying About Election ‘Fraud’
*** Dr. Simone Gold Sentenced to Two Months in Prison
Freedom Has Departed the Western World
Where Jan. 6 prosecutions stand, 18 months later

Other US Politics and Related:
*** We Outnumber Them: "If We Don’t Submit, They Have No Chance"
*** We’ll Be Back, But Will Trump?
*** Immigration and World Poverty Explained
*** Judge blocks Biden admin’s transgender school bathroom rule, athletes
The private email Obama sent his former physician after he questioned Biden’s
cognitive health
The Rise and Fall of Boris Johnson
Ruling in West Virginia v. EPA Scores Win for Representative Government
Collapse of Sri Lanka Is a Failure of Leftism

Globalism:
*** Successfully Facing an International Mob of Globalists
*** HSBC banker quits and declares 'cancel culture destroys wealth and progress'
A Popular Uprising Against the Elites Has Gone Global
Vatican Goes Full Technocracy With ‘Council For Inclusive Capitalism’

Religion Related:
*** Don’t downplay violent attacks on Catholic churches
The Most ‘Post-Christian’ Populated Cities in the US
Celebrities speak on faith: How religion affects Hollywood careers
Education Related:

*** Our kids' schools told us to 'cease and desist' but we're fighting back
*** The Origins and Impact of Racially Divisive Curricula
How the Best of Intentions Created Today’s Academic Disasters

Science and Misc Matters:

*** The #1 Reason for Clutter (It's Not What You Think!)
*** Pat Michaels, RIP
China crushes mass protest by bank depositors demanding their life savings back
In NC the GOP has the numbers, but the Dem Gov runs the state
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Ukraine — What You Can Do:
*** Pray for the safety of the Ukrainian people
*** A well-rated source to make a Ukraine donation

COVID-19 — Repeated Important Information:
My webpage (C19Science.info) with dozens of Science-based COVID-19 reports
*** World Council of Health: Early COVID-19 Treatment Guidelines
*** COVID-19: What You Need To Know (Physicians for Informed Consent)
*** If you have received a COVID-19 injection, here’s how to Detox
*** Place Your US Order for Free At-Home COVID-19 Tests

COVID-19 — Therapies:
*** To Paxlovid, or not to Paxlovid, that is the question....
*** Biden was “vaccinated and double boosted” — but also needs to take Paxlovid!
*** Letter to Alex Berenson on World Ivermectin Day
*** New Long COVID Treatments: Mostly Questionable
Study: Regular use of ivermectin as prophylaxis for COVID-19 led up to 92% reduction in COVID-19 mortality rate in a dose-response manner

COVID-19 — Novavax Injections:
*** Novavax Study: Efficacy and Safety of NVX-CoV2373 in Adults
Statement from NIH and BARDA on the Novavax COVID-19 Vaccine
Novavax vaccine contains 1 mcg of insect, baculovirus proteins and a bit of their DNA

COVID-19 — Injections (Other):
*** The Covid Vaccine Plot
*** Tucker: Biden’s positive COVID test steps on vaccination message
*** Pfizer Fail: Biden gets COVID, despite taking four mRNA miracle cure shots
*** What would the average patient need to know to give informed consent for a COVID-19 injection?
*** The COVID-19 injections have failed
*** Study: Pfizer Lied, mRNA Shot Can Change Your DNA After All
*** Inventing Diagnoses to Cover Up Vaccine Injury — an Old Con
*** Pathologist Dr. Ryan Cole On Post-Jab Cancer Explosion And Excess Mortality
mRNA Platform Inventor Sifts Through the Lies
Dr. Birx says she 'knew' COVID vaccines would not 'protect against infection’
No, mRNA Covid vaccines do not offer long-term protection from serious illness
Study: Increased emergency cardiovascular events among under-40 population in Israel during vaccine rollout
Vaccines Are Destroying People’s Immunity Through ‘Immune Imprinting’
33 Dead & Sick Friends Since Our Wedding Only 8 Months Ago: All 33 Vaxxed COVID Jabs Impact Both Male and Female Fertility
Bombshell Document Dump on Pfizer Vaccine Data

COVID-19 — Injection Mandates:
*** US Freedom Flyers: Safety & Liability
*** Golden State Warriors’ Andrew Wiggins still regrets getting COVID-19 vaccine, despite All-Star, title season
*** New England Journal of Medicine Study: Natural Immunity Offered More Protection Against Omicron Than Full Vaccination
Republicans must shed their ‘sacred cow’ refusal to discuss vaccine injury

COVID-19 — Masks:
*** Updated Major Report: COVID-19 Masks - Hope Effective & How Safe?
*** Texas wins school mask mandate case
*** New study finds masks become disgusting bacteria traps as mandates continue
*** New Study Adds to Growing Body of Evidence Suggesting Mask Mandates Are Ineffective
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As Predicted, Masks are Coming Back

COVID-19 — Models and Data:

Why the Highly Vaccinated Are Seeing Higher Deaths: Dr. Robert Malone
Study: Regular use of ivermectin as prophylaxis for COVID-19 led up to 92% reduction in COVID-19 mortality rate
Moderna's Non-clinical Summary for Spikevax: Evidence of Scientific and Regulatory Fraud

Japan’s daily COVID cases top 150,000, new record high
Vaccinated population accounts for 92% of COVID-19 deaths in Canada

COVID-19 — Misc:

Now We Know What It’s like To Live Among Lunatics
One of the many costs of the COVID-19 crisis was the erosion of trust
Health experts quit CDC, NIH due to 'bad science'
How Public Health Officials running the COVID-circus have failed our country
Matt Pottinger: The Intelligence Agent Who Shut Down America
Dr. Birx Admits She and Fauci Made Up 'The Science' On Lockdowns, Social Distancing
10 COVID Steps Ahead: This is Where We are Going, and What Will Follow if You Comply
CDC ends its COVID program for cruise ships
BA.5 doesn’t care that you just had COVID-19
Putting "Long COVID" in Perspective

Greed Energy Economics:
The Often Overlooked Costs of an Extended Power Outage

Renewables (General):
Why Pretend Green Pork Will Stop Climate Change?
What The Future Holds For Our Climate Leaders
All That Glitters Isn’t Green, or Renewable
Unattainable, Costly, Net Zero: the Thrill is Gone; a black/brown-out reality check
Wind and Solar Fail to Reduce Grid’s CO2 Emissions
MISO approves $10 billion in new transmission lines to subsidize wind and solar
Heatwave Demonstrates Weakness of New York’s Electric Grid
Rights Abuser China Emerging as Dubious Linchpin of Biden's Lithium-Battery Supply Chain
Why Panos Prevedouros left Hawaii

**Wind Energy (Offshore):**
*** Biden announces executive actions on 'climate crisis,' focuses on extreme heat and boosting offshore wind
*** Offshore wind turbines have never been a good idea
*** Offshore Wind’s Turbulent Future
Five Reasons To Reject Offshore Wind Projects
The Offshore Wind Energy Problem: Government Overregulation, Disincentives, and Anti-market Policies

**Wind Energy (Other):**
MidAmerican Energy Abandons Plan to Add 30 Wind Turbines in Iowa; Residents Celebrate

**Solar Energy:**
*** Weather ‘too hot’ for solar panels
*** How Manchin-Schumer would change energy, from oil to solar
*** The Energy Transition Runs Into a Ditch in Rural Ohio
Farmland Be Damned: New York Will Cover Upstate with Solar!

**Nuclear Energy:**
*** *** US regulators will certify first small nuclear reactor design
*** German Government Lied About Nuclear
*** The Global Nuclear Power Comeback
Asia goes nuclear as climate, Ukraine banish memory of Fukushima
Energy security concerns are building momentum for Nuclear
How safe is nuclear energy?
Stats show that closing Indian Point was a mistake for New York

**Fossil Fuel Energy:**
*** Alex Epstein Excellent Talk re Fossil Fuels
*** Rigging the War on Fossil Fuels
*** Global 2021 coal-fired electricity generation surges to record high
*** NY's fossil fuel use soared after Indian Point nuclear plant closure
Natural Gas is Not a Transition Fuel, but a Catalyst Fuel!
Dispelling Myths About Gas Prices: Lessons from Across the Oil Supply Chain
Oil exporting and poorer countries have lower costs for gasoline
The New World Energy Order: Hedging In Oil Geopolitics
First Major German City Turns Off Hot Water and Public Building Electricity to Save Gas

Electric Vehicles (EVs):
Short video: Why Gas Engines Are Far From Dead - Biggest EV Problems
Chinese lithium giant pulls EVs deeper into forced labour glare
The EV transition in the eyes of the Beholden Part 2
Recent Surge in EV Fire Recalls Frustrates Drivers
Battery Replacement Of Family's EV Ford Focus Would Cost More Than Car Itself
Electric Police Cars 'Running Out of Juice' on Way to Rural Emergencies
The Flaw In Biden's Electric Vehicle Charger Plan

Misc Energy:
UN 2030 Agenda's Lust For Control Is Behind Global Energy Shortages
Green Agenda: The Most Self-Destructive Force in the World
Senior Advisor: Biden Has "No Energy Plan Past November"
New Study Shows 30 Years Of EU's Failed Climate Policies Behind Energy Crisis
The Ethanol Fraud
Manchin Makes Energy Playing Field a Little Leveler
International Events Portend Disaster for Green New Deal
NYS Renewable Act is bad economics, bad physics and bad law

Manmade Global Warming — Some Deceptions:
When Will They Figure Out That Reducing U.S. CO2 Emissions Is Pointless?
Easily Solvable
Get Ready For The 100 Year Long Climate "Emergency"
Why a climate national emergency declaration is ill-advised
Citizens Guide to the NYS Climate Act
Report: Corrupted Climate Stations: The Official U.S. Temperature Record Remains Fatally Flawed
Tropical cyclones now ‘13% less frequent’ due to climate change
Prince Harry Spews Climate Hypocrisy In United Nations Address
NYT Climate Reporting: Some Realism amid Political Retreat
American Meteorological Society: Politics Before Science
Sorry, New York Times, Data Refutes the U.N.’s Warning That Insufficient Climate Action Is Leading to ‘Collective Suicide’
Obama climate official debunks the ‘doomsday narrative’

Manmade Global Warming — Misc:
*** Report: Adaptation, the Rational Climate Policy
*** The West’s Climate Policy Debacle
*** Climate Change Dictates are Self Destructive - but Also Part of a Bigger Agenda
*** Joe Manchin saved US taxpayers $300 billion by rejecting bad climate policy
*** How the Climate Elite Spread Misery
Cross-Examining the Climate Change Cultists
Contributions of Different Sea-Level Processes to High-Tide Flooding Along the U.S. Coastline
The ‘Climate Emergency’ Trumps Democracy
What You Need to Know About Biden’s Climate ‘Emergency’
AMA adopts new policy declaring climate change a public health crisis
The Climate Agenda Is What’s Melting
New Lancet Study: Cold Kills 85 Times More Than Heat-Related Deaths
Temperature extremes: it’s cold South of the Equator
Free Speech Is for Us, Not You, Say Climate Cultists

US Elections:
Election-Integrity.info (10 major election reports by our team of experts, plus much more!)
*** American Confidence In Elections Act
*** A comprehensive plan to restore confidence in American elections
*** NeverTrump’s Latest Attempt to Dismiss Election Concerns is Particularly Dishonest
Letter from 188 State Legislators re the 2020 Presidential Election
Latest Election Fraud Cases Underscore Importance of Election Integrity
US Citizen Ballot Protection Act (36 co-sponsors)
Rep Budd Introduces Bill to Shut Down Biden’s Election Executive Order
Election Heroes are Stopping Fraudulent Voting – the US Postal Service Was Involved
USPS announces election division to oversee mail-in ballots
Biden’s Illegal Election Hail Mary Might Still Be Intercepted
US Election — State Issues:
*** Citizen’s Guide to Building and Election Integrity Infrastructure
*** Become a Poll Watcher in your State
*** Settling the Confusion about ERIC
Report: Election Reform in Pennsylvania — Missed Opportunities and Continued Chaos
Georgia Backs Florida in Elections Law Fight
CAUGHT: Michigan News Channel Posts Results to Republican Primary Election — That’s Not Until Next Week!!
It’s Time To Restore Voters’ Faith In America’s Elections Once And For All
Arizona GOP Offers $50,000 Reward for Evidence of Vote Buying
How Big Tech Plans to Keep a Grip on Local Elections Amid Funding Bans

US Politics and Socialism:
*** Tucker Carlson: President Biden and Emergencies
*** The Constitution has been Rooted
*** The Man Who Saved the US Economy
Democrats Who Created Inflation and Recession Want Giant Job-Killing Tax Hikes
Study: Stiff Sentences Reduce Crime
Martial Law alert: HR 4350 amendment that will give Biden dictatorial powers
Banning Modern Agriculture and High Crop Yields?
How the CDC Coordinated With Big Tech To Censor Americans

US Politics and the J6 Committee:
*** Bad Moves by Bad People for Bad Policies
*** The January 6th Committee Has Hit Rock Bottom
*** Trump, National Guard and Jan. 6: The Truth

Other US Politics and Related:
*** Short video: Why News Used To Have Less Bias
*** Biden admin quietly approves construction of U.S.-Mexico border
Trucker protest shuts down operations at major California port
Breakthrough in Lawsuit Filed Against Biden, Fauci, etc for Colluding with Social Media
Here are the Senior Biden Officials Entangled in Durham's Criminal Russiagate Probe
Exploding the Watergate Myth
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Globalism:
*** Sri Lanka is Just the First to Topple in Globalists’ Green Energy House of Cards

Religion Related:
*** TAKE ACTION: The U.S. House Voted to Redefine Marriage — Senators Threatening to Follow Suit!
*** Marxists infiltrate the pulpit
*** The Banner on Boston's Church of the Covenant and the Decline of Christianity
*** The Supreme Court just allowed religion to peek out of the closet
*** GOP lawmakers question constitutionality of State Department grants to spread atheism abroad
Pope Francis: ‘Humanity Must Repent For Abuse Of Mother Earth’

Education Related:
*** Short video: Is Your Child Getting Enough Vitamin N?
*** Short video: How to Get Kids to Listen
*** Likely the safest phone for children: Gab
Jordan Peterson: Avoiding School Shootings and the Boy Crisis
The Pushback Against Classroom Indoctrination Begins
Avoiding School Shootings and the Boy Crisis | Jordan Peterson & Dr. Warren Farrell
Woke Professor Says Minority Students Should be Able to Cheat

Science and Misc Matters:
*** Short Video: What is Science?
*** Eight years of Dateline's Missing in America: 169 still missing
North Carolina Holds Economic Lead by Putting Business Before Politics
Blackstone Amasses $50 Billion To Buy Homes During Coming Housing Crash
How UN’s 2030 Agenda Is Driving Farming Restrictions
Golf war tees off because PGA won’t tolerate competition and LIV and let LIV
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If You Only Have Time to Read a Few Select Articles:

*** State Power Doesn’t Settle Science
*** Appeals Court rules NC Business can sue Dept of Health over COVID shutdown
*** CDC Completely Reverses Course. IT’S OVER!
*** Why did Biden and Fauci take Paxlovid?
*** The Corruption of Medicine
*** ISO New England: Reserve margin may need to rise to 300% by 2040 as more renewables added to grid
*** Chasing Utopian Energy: How I Wasted 20 Years of My Life
*** The next alarmist goal: Stifling debate on costs of green energy
*** Scientific Misconduct: Fish and Foul
*** Democrats rely on dishonest messaging to sell Manchin-Schumer bill
*** Part 1 – Election Fraud – A Solutions Series
*** Why Should American Taxpayers Fund Anti-American Foundations?
*** Trump’s Virtues - Tom Klingenstein

COVID-19 — Repeated Important Information:
My webpage (C19Science.info) with dozens of Science-based COVID-19 reports
*** World Council of Health: Early COVID-19 Treatment Guidelines
*** COVID-19: What You Need To Know (Physicians for Informed Consent)
*** If you have received a COVID-19 injection, here’s how to Detox
*** Place Your US Order for Free At-Home COVID-19 Tests

COVID-19 — Nigella Sativa (Black Cumin) Therapy:
*** What Is Nigella Sativa? Forms, Nutrients, and Health Effects
*** Nigella Sativa for COVID-19: 4 studies conclude that it has an 83% effectiveness
*** Sample Study: A Promising Natural Compound with Potential Benefits for COVID-19 Prevention and Cure

COVID-19 — Other Therapies:
*** Why did Biden and Fauci take Paxlovid?
The Miracle Not-Heard Around the World: The Success of Ivermectin in India - Part 3
Is Pfizer's Paxlovid Being Over-Prescribed?
T-cells more important in the fight against the COVID-19 virus than initially thought

**COVID-19 — Injections:**
*** World Council For Health Calls for Immediate Recall of All COVID-19 Vaccines
*** What Would It Look Like if the Vaccine Skeptics are correct?
*** CDC (quietly) removes a massive claim on vaccine safety
UK Covid Vaccination: Jonestown on a National Scale
UK Medicine Regulator Confirms COVID-19 Vaccines are 7,402% Deadlier than all other Vaccines Combined
Neurologist Blames Vaccine for Upsurge in Young Patients with Neurological Problems and 'Unexplained Deaths'
COVID Vaccine Test Animals Were Destroyed Shortly After Vaccination

**COVID-19 — Injection Mandates:**
*** First-of-Its-Kind Victory in COVID Shot Mandate Suit: Workers Awarded Millions After Having Religious Exemptions Denied
*** The Vaccine Mandate Puts National Security at Risk
Rand Paul Humiliates Fauci’s Lawyer over COVID-19 Rules

**COVID-19 — Masks:**
*** Masks Still Don't Work
*** New “systematic review” claims masks work. No way.
Court Filing Against the CDC re COVID Masks

**COVID-19 — Children:**
Dr. Malone: “Before You Inject Your Child…”
0.05% compliance: Israelis wholly reject Pfizer's baby and toddler mRNA shots campaign
Biden Regime Frustrated as Parents Refuse to Sacrifice Their Children to COVID Vaccine Industry

**COVID-19 — Data:**
*** Nearly 1 in 6 “fully vaccinated” for covid American adults now suffers from serious health problems
*** New study finds COVID-19 vaccines did not reduce mortality in the U.S.
Study: Duration of Shedding of Culturable Virus in SARS-CoV-2 Omicron (BA.1) Infection
Fourteen young Canadian physicians die after getting a COVID shot

COVID-19 — Misc:
*** CDC Completely Reverses Course. IT’S OVER!
*** The Corruption of Medicine
*** Appeals Court rules NC Business can sue Dept of Health over COVID shutdown
*** A Spiritual Aspect To COVID That Many Miss
*** The CDC’S 4 Step Scheme that Destroyed Medical Credibility
*** Robert F. Kennedy Jr Exposes Big Pharma’s COVID Plot To Destroy Us
Victor Davis Hanson Talking with Dr. Steven Quay about COVID-19 Virus
The Medical Establishment is not your friends

Monkeypox — Misc:
Physician: monkeypox outbreak connected to mRNA vaccines?
Americans Lost Fundamental Freedoms During Covid — But Halting GayOrgies To Stop Monkeypox Is Too Far?
WHO: Monkeypox Outbreak Is “Among Men Who Have Sex with Men”
Unpleasant truths about the Moneypox vaccine

Greed Energy Economics:
*** The next alarmist goal: Stifling debate on costs of green energy
*** Wrecking a Nation One Electricity Bill at a Time
Hawaii Electricity Prices To Skyrocket As Final Shipment Of Coal Arrives

Renewable Energy Health and Ecosystem Consequences:
*** ISO New England: Reserve margin may need to rise to 300% by 2040 as more renewables added to grid
Grid-Scale Battery Systems in New England to Counteract Shortfall of One-Day Wind/Solar Lull

Renewables (General):
*** Chasing Utopian Energy: How I Wasted 20 Years of My Life
Carbon Capture Pipelines = Environmental Idiocracy!
Renewable Energy Is the Corporatist Rat Hole Where Your Taxes Go!

Wind Energy — Offshore:
*** Dominion Energy mulls appeal performance standard for $9.8B offshore wind project as “untenable”
California sets the largest offshore wind goal of any state in the US
Town to Receive $16 Million for Potential Impacts of Offshore Wind Project
Threat to endangered whales gets LOUDER
In 6-1 decision, Ohio Supreme Court approves Icebreaker wind project in Lake Erie

**Wind Energy — Other:**
*** Why wind turbines are not as green as you think
*** Wind Turbine Accidents (three pages, just in 2022!)
Wind Needs More Than the Inflation Reduction Act
Ex-Cabinet minister says Britain should end focus on ‘medieval’ wind power

**Solar Energy:**
*** Subsidies, Subsidies and More Subsidies for Solar Scams
*** The Numbers Don’t Add Up for NYS 500MW Solar Project
NYS Denies Upstate NY Solar Project
Archive: The Energy Return of Solar PV – a response from Ferroni & Hopkirk

**Nuclear Energy:**
*** NYT: How Renewable Energy is Blowing Climate Change Efforts Off Course
X-energy, DOW to collaborate on SMR deployment

**Fossil Fuel Energy:**
*** Energy: Is reality starting to dawn?
Germany Hits Wall of Reality, Reconnects First Coal Power Plant to Energy Grid
Manchin secures $6.6B W.Va. natural gas pipeline in side deal with Schumer

**Electric Vehicles (EVs):**
*** Electric Vehicles: Not a Deal for You or the Environment
No electric vehicles on the market today qualify for the new EV tax credit
The EV transition in the eyes of the Beholden Part 3
Electric Vehicles in a Hurricane?
EV Drivers: Why You Might Not Be Pumped Over Privacy-Jolting Mileage Taxes
Park These EVs Outside, Don't Drive or Charge Them as They Could Catch Fire

**Misc Energy:**
*** When will the green madness end?
Energy Leaders: Congressional Bill will do more harm than good
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Europe's energy crisis: Controversy as Spain bans air conditioning from dropping below 27°C/81°F
Methane Emissions Create Yet Another Green Grifting Opportunity
Bill to Speed Energy Infrastructure Faces Resistance

**Manmade Global Warming — Some Deceptions:**
*** The Big Green Lie Almost Everyone Claims to Believe
*** Scientific Misconduct: Fish and Foul
*** Report: A Short History of Climate Alarm!
*** Lists of Failed Climate Predictions
*** NOAA is Cooking the Books on Climate Temp

Mainstream media must be held accountable for its promotion of lunatic climate alarmists
Australia’s Great Barrier Reef Defies Climate Doomsayers with Record Coral Comeback
The climate change conspiracy theory is still nonsense
NPR's climate hustle
A Clear Case of Hot, Hotter … Hoodwinked

**Manmade Global Warming — Misc:**
*** Net Zero Is Not Just For Carbon Emissions -- Now It's Nitrogen
Highest coral cover in central, northern Great Barrier Reef in 36 years
China's Climate Cutoff Over Pelosi's Taiwan Visit is Convenient Given its Coal Surge
Happer & Lindzen: Science Demonstrates there is no Climate-related Financial Risk Caused by Fossil Fuels or CO2
LinkedIn Silences Climate Skeptics While Biden Pushes Expensive Green Schemes
Google pulls ads on meteorologist tracking climate for ‘unreliable and harmful claims’

**US Election:**
Election-Integrity.info (10 major election reports by our team of experts, plus much more!)
*** Vote-by-mail is the worst way to run an election
*** Part 1 – Election Fraud – A Solutions Series
The Latest Federal Takeover of Elections Violates Federal Law
David Brock’s “65 Project” Targeting Republican Lawyers An “Insidious Attack on Democracy”
15 Secretaries of State ask President Biden to rescind Executive Order inserting federal agencies into State voter registration process without prior congressional approval
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Census errors will distort elections, funding for next decade
Democratic Operatives Control Voter Rolls in 31 States, Report Shows

US Election — Arizona Issues:
*** Maricopa County Election Day Incompetence
Watchdog Group Says Left-Wing Election Initiative Gathered Petition Signatures Illegally in Arizona
Challenge to Legality of Questionable Arizona Election Initiative
AZ County Election Debacle Shows Election Officials Have Much to Learn Before November

US Election — Other State Issues:
*** Citizen’s Guide to Building and Election Integrity Infrastructure
*** Most Americans Support Election Audits Immediately After Polling Day
*** Become a Poll Watcher in your State
*** Report: Final Frontier — Zuckbucks in Montana
ERIC Sharing Data with Zuckerburg-Funded NGO
Census Bureau Errors Distort Congressional Representation for the States
PA elections official blames spreadsheet for state’s mistake in certifying a county’s election results
Non-citizens voting in California: Judge says no, even in left-wing state

US Politics and Socialism:
*** Why Should American Taxpayers Fund Anti-American Foundations?
*** Dark Money Groups Are Funding the Left’s Court-Packing Agenda
*** Biden’s Dollar Plan a ‘Deeply Troubling Development’
Today’s FBI Partisans Tarnish Agency’s Already Damaged Image
Ambassador Ken Blackwell: Biden is Turning America ‘into a Police State’
Inflation Moderates in July with Drop in Energy Prices, But Look Closely Food Prices are About to Skyrocket

US Politics and Manchin:
*** Democrats rely on dishonest messaging to sell Manchin-Schumer bill
*** Big Wind and Big Solar Will Collect $113 Billion in Tax Credits This Decade, Manchin-Schumer Assures Billions More
*** What Does Senator Joe Manchin Believe He’s Getting?
Schumer-Manchin: A terror unleashed
The ‘Biggest Piece of Climate Legislation’ in History Is Destined to Be Forgotten
Stop The Manchin Green New Deal

US Politics and the J6 Committee:
*** FBI's Jan. 6 Failures Are Coming into Focus
Ex-WH Adviser: 'I Was in the Room' When Trump Requested National Guard for Jan. 6
Documentary Film: Bloody Hill > Jan 6th Revealed!

US Politics and Trump:
*** The Mar-a-Lago Raid: Is There A Bigger Picture?
*** Short Trump video: We are a Nation in Decline
*** Trump's Virtues - Tom Klingenstein
I was wrong about Trump
Was the FBI Raid a Setup to Try to Keep President Trump Off the 2024 Ballot?
Here is the Trump Search Warrant

Other US Politics and Related:
*** CPAC 2022 Mark Robinson Speech
The Black Hole of environmental impact assessment
UN, World Economic Forum Behind Global ‘War On Farmers’: Experts
Is There a Republican Alternative to the Democrats’ New Health Reforms?

Religion Related:
*** Our Country, Apart From God
The US Government is Using Taxpayer Money to Promote Atheism
The Ideal of Catholic Masculinity

Education Related:
*** The Reopening of the American Mind
*** The Clinical Steps To Grooming Kids Match Exactly What They’re Being Taught In Schools
*** Online dangers are rampant for kids today: why parents must keep them cyber safe
*** Peer-Reviewed History is Dying of Wokeness
Universities embrace academia’s woke insanity to crush free speech
How China Plays Us for Fools: CCP Subversion of Student Groups
The Flying Unicorn Lands in North Carolina
Where did the cash go? The Rye City School District won't say

Science and Misc Matters:
*** ‘Trust Us, We’re Experts’ has Returned to a World of Faith-Based Science
*** State Power Doesn’t Settle Science
*** Academic Expertise and the Principal-Agent Problem
*** Eight years of Dateline's Missing in America: 169 still missing
Most sophisticated commercial communications satellite ever reaches geostationary orbit, begins on-orbit testing
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If You Only Have Time to Read a Few Select Articles:
*** Short Video: How Much Energy Will the World Need?
*** Green energy leads to sex trafficking, terrorism, drugs and deforestation
*** The Completely Fraudulent "Levelized Cost Of Electricity"
*** Will Bisphenol A be the PFOS of Wind Energy?
*** The Koonin-Dessler Climate Change Debate
*** Jordan Peterson Video: Back Off, Oh Masters of the Universe (with text)
*** Inflation Reduction Act won’t reduce inflation or climate change
*** Higher Education is Complicit in the Politicization of Science
*** White House climate official sanctioned by key science body
*** Transcending Fear — Surgeon General of Florida Speaks Out
*** What Made Us So Compliant With Insane, Tyrannical COVID Policies?
*** 1000 studies on adverse effects caused by COVID-19 Vaccination

COVID-19 — Repeated Important Information:
My webpage (C19Science.info) with dozens of Science-based COVID-19 reports
*** World Council of Health: Early COVID-19 Treatment Guidelines
*** COVID-19: What You Need To Know (Physicians for Informed Consent)
*** If you have received a COVID-19 injection, here’s how to Detox
*** Place Your US Order for Free At-Home COVID-19 Tests
COVID-19 — Therapies:
The Global Disinformation Campaign against Ivermectin - The "Fix" at the WHO Part 1

COVID-19 — Injections:
*** 1000 studies on adverse effects caused by COVID-19 Vaccination
*** The Medical Community’s Failure to Weigh Costs/Benefits of COVID Vaccination
*** Inspirational Message To The Unvaccinated
1.3 Million COVID Vaccine Injuries Reported to VAERS
Dr. Wolf: Steve Kirsch Claims "Hundreds of Thousands" of mRNA-Vaccine-related Deaths, "Millions" of Injuries. Is He Right? I am inclined to say "Yes," Here is why...
Thailand study of young adults post jab showed 30%± with cardiovascular injuries
NIH: Fighting current and future coronaviruses with a single vaccine
Dr. Kory: What to Know Before Deciding to take the Novavax Injection
Informed Consent to Parents Contemplating COVID-19 Injections for their Infants and Toddlers

COVID-19 — Injection Mandates:
*** Healthcare workers subjected to vaccine mandate will get $10M in legal settlement
Judge Green Lights Lawsuit Challenging San Diego’s COVID Vaccine Mandate for Employees
Short video: COVID narrative falling apart
CDC Flip-Flop Creates Plausible Deniability For Crimes Against Humanity

COVID-19 — Masks:
*** America’s kids unmasked two years later: Examining COVID mandate consequences as students return to class
*** Mask Mandates Linked to Increased COVID Death Rates
Principal Calls Cops on 4 year old for Not Wearing a Mask
Georgetown University mandates masks for students during in-class instruction

COVID-19 — Children:
Are COVID-19 vaccines safe and effective in children?

Monkeypox:
*** Are you at risk of getting monkeypox? Here's everything you need to know
Top Israeli Scientist: “Monkeypox Outbreak is Linked to mRNA Vaccines”
CDC Recommends Wearing Masks to Avoid Monkeypox, Ignoring the Facts
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COVID-19 — Misc:
*** Transcending Fear — Surgeon General of Florida Speaks Out
*** What Made Us So Compliant With Insane, Tyrannical COVID Policies?
*** Tucker Carlson: This is Fauci’s most notable crime
*** Video: The Defender Show: The Origins of COVID-19 w Jeffrey Sachs

Dr. Birx: CDC at ‘inflection point,’ expects real change following watershed admission
Ideas for how to fix a broken medical system
China’s Endless COVID Hysteria is a Dark Experiment in Social Conditioning
CDC — We’ve made some mistakes, but NOW you can trust us!
Studies: COVID tied to persistent cognitive deficits in seniors

Greed Energy Economics:
*** The Completely Fraudulent "Levelized Cost Of Electricity"
*** Renewables subsidy chaos coming
Corporate welfare: Federal giveaways to wind, solar sectors are about to explode
John Kerry’s climate office rife with ties to far-left green groups

Renewable Energy Health and Ecosystem Consequences:
*** What Impact do Wind Turbines have on the Environment and our Health?
*** Environmental Organizations Take Offshore Wind Industry Money
Wind energy boom and golden eagles collide in the U.S. West

Wind Energy:
*** Will Bisphenol A be the PFOS of Wind Energy?
*** Green energy leads to sex trafficking, terrorism, drugs and deforestation
*** Offshore wind: It’s more expensive than we thought
Wind energy fails to produce again, and again
How an airborne blade exposed broader problems at PGE’s flagship wind project

Solar Energy:
*** Why Solar Power Is Failing Amid Record-Breaking Heat
Proposed EPA Designation of PFOA and PFOS as CERCLA Hazardous Substances
Industrial Solar: Toward A Responsible Generation Policy

Nuclear Energy:
*** The Green War on Clean Energy
*** Nuclear Power–Hating Left: The Vast Anti-Nuclear Conspiracy
*** The road to zero emissions must embrace nuclear power
3 Reasons Why Nuclear is Clean and Sustainable

Fossil Fuel Energy:
*** Short Video: How Much Energy Will the World Need?
*** 20 myths about fossil fuels, refuted
Biden approves largest oil, gas lease sale in US history, steamrolls eco review with inflation bill
U.S. to Continue Record Crude Exports in 2023 as Energy Crisis Deepens
California just hit a renewable energy record, but fossil fuels aren’t fading away yet

Electric Vehicles (EVs):
*** How electric cars fail miserably in ordinary driving situations
Lithium production setback will hinder EV growth
Study: 20% of electric vehicle owners couldn’t charge their EVs at public charging stations
Copper Issues Make EVs a Poor Choice!
EV Madness Ignores Truth of Impacts on the Lives of Others

Misc Energy:
*** The Energy of Nations
*** Why Biden’s Attacks on Energy are Absolutely Insane
The New World Energy Order: A Battle Of Attrition
Energy ignorance on display in Canada and Germany
Listening to European electricity traders is very, very scary

Manmade Global Warming — Some Deceptions:
*** Green Fascists Are Destroying the World
*** Net Zero Bankrupts Britain
*** Corruption of Climate Science Supported by Flawed Models
*** Failed Climate Predictions - Willie Soon, PhD
Global warming is the greatest scientific fraud in history
As the Earth Cools, the Climate Change Hoax Heats Up

Manmade Global Warming — Misc:
*** The Koonin-Dessler Climate Change Debate
*** There Is No Climate Emergency: So Say Us All
*** 1,200 Scientists, Scholars: 'There is NO Climate Emergency'
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A Truth the Climateers Simply Won’t Tolerate
Hurricane season on the verge of rarely seen August without a named storm
NY’s Climate Act Mostly Just Appeasement of Special Interests
New York’s Climate Virtue-Signaling Will Condemn Millions to Energy Poverty

US Election:
Election-Integrity.info (10 major election reports by our team of experts, plus much more!)
*** There's So Much Election Fraud Evidence It's Hard To Keep Up!
*** Voters Moving to the Right Across Almost Every Demographic, Says Massive Survey
True The Vote Releases Information Given To FBI Months Ago – China Has Information on 1.8 Million US Election Workers On Server In Wuhan
How to Preserve 2020 Election Ballots

US Election — State Issues:
*** Citizen’s Guide to Building and Election Integrity Infrastructure
*** Become a Poll Watcher in your State
Election audits should be required in every state after every election
Report: Montana may show how election offices are 'addicted' to private money like Mark Zuckerberg's
Governor DeSantis Announces the Arrest of 20 Elections Criminals
VRF files suit in Pennsylvania to force election officials to make voter rolls transparent
Court opens door to voiding N. Carolina Voter ID amendment
Investigators want details of NC DMV ‘glitch’ that allowed noncitizens to vote

US Politics and Socialism:
*** Tucker Carlson and Mar-A-Lago
*** The American Gestapo
*** 7 Ways Biden's Student Loan Bailout Is Immoral
Even Washington Post Concedes Government Messed Up the Economy
House Republicans Write Formal Warning to FBI Director, Attorney General & Biden’s Chief of Staff to Preserve All Documents
Biden planning to 'protect' us from cash – beginning Dec. 13!
Land of the free, home of the brave: NY Local Legislator Ginger Schröder

US Politics and the “Inflation Reduction Act”:
*** Inflation Reduction Act won’t reduce inflation or climate change
*** The Inflation Reduction Act Does Little to Reduce Climate Change
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Inflation Reduction Act A Bold Raid on American Taxpayers
Kerry's office consulted left-wing environmental groups while crafting policies

US Politics and the J6 Committee:
*** Internal Memo Reveals Capitol Police Were Warned BLM from Baltimore Was Bussing in Rioters Disguised as Trump Supporters on Jan. 6

Globalism:
*** Jordan Peterson Video: Back Off, Oh Masters of the Universe (with text)
Underdogs Bite Upwards

Religion Related:
*** Resistance to Tyrants is Obedience to God
*** Bishop: 'Dumbed down Catholicism has not helped evangelization'
Video: Is There Life After Death?

Education Related — Biden Giveaway:
Biden’s Student-Loan Cancellation is a Fiasco
McConnell: Student Loan Socialism a “Slap in the Face” to Working Families

Education Related — Other:
*** Higher Education is Complicit in the Politicization of Science
*** Woke Activism Is Flooding American Classrooms
*** Short video: What Are Your Kids Learning in School?
The Truth About Student Mismatch
Short video: The Sexualization of Children

Science and Misc Matters:
*** White House climate official sanctioned by key science body
*** Short video: Bonhoeffer’s Theory of Stupidity
Study: Terrestrial Volcanic Eruptions and Possible Links with Solar Activity

Ukraine — What You Can Do:
*** Pray for the safety of the Ukrainian people
*** A well-rated source to make a Ukraine donation
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If You Only Have Time to Read a Few Select Articles:
*** Short video: Ivermectin — The Truth
*** CDC finally admits it botched COVID response. But it still hasn’t addressed the cause: politics
*** Electricity Emergency
*** End Of Renewables Craze Is Near
*** Alex Epstein: The irrefutable case for a Fossil Future
*** Short video: Government Corrupts Science With Progressive Nonsense
*** Religious Dilemma: Breaking the 9th Commandment or ‘Saving the Planet’
*** How US Universities are Watering Down Standards in the Name of ‘Diversity’

COVID-19 — Repeated Important Information:
My webpage (C19Science.info) with dozens of Science-based COVID-19 reports
*** World Council of Health: Early COVID-19 Treatment Guidelines
*** COVID-19: What You Need To Know (Physicians for Informed Consent)
*** If you have received a COVID-19 injection, here’s how to Detox
*** Place Your US Order for Free At-Home COVID-19 Tests

COVID-19 — Therapies:
*** Short video: Ivermectin — The Truth
*** Dr. Kory: The Historic Suppression of Scientific Debate in COVID - Part 2
*** Short video: Dr. Daniel Nagase Delivers a Scathing Testimony of Patient Mistreatment and Neglect in Alberta

COVID-19 — Injections:
Which Last Longer, Spike Proteins or CDC ‘Facts’?
50 Reasons to Give Your Child the COVID Shot

COVID-19 — Masks:
*** New Studies Once More Show Masks Don’t Work
The Cowardly Response to Seeing Someone Successfully Defy Mask Mandates
Masking our children's problems
COVID-19 — Misc:
*** CDC finally admits it botched COVID response. But it still hasn’t addressed the cause: politics
Short video: It’s Official: They Lied
Why doctors aren't speaking out

Greed Energy Economics:
*** New report highlights the staggering cost of green delusions
*** Experts blame green energy policies for Europe’s full-scale energy crisis: 'A warning to the US'
Shocked Europeans Post Astronomical Energy Bills As 'Terrifying Winter' Approaches
Most US 'Green Energy' Subsidies - Go to Communist China
The Coming Global Crisis of Climate Policy

Renewables (General):
*** End Of Renewables Craze Is Near
*** Why the Energy Transition Will Fail
*** Exposing the Fantasy of Wind & Solar Power to Fuel America’s Economy
*** Penn State Puts Out Some Hard Facts About Green Energy!
What the Hell is Happening in Germany?
Video: Douglas Pollock on big problems with wind and solar power

Wind Energy:
Ocean Protection Fund | Wind Turbine Video
How an airborne blade exposed broader problems at PGE’s flagship wind farm
Virginia Corporation Commission exposes Dominion Energy’s double-dipping ploy

Solar Energy:
Judge upholds denial in Pennsylvania solar case

Nuclear Energy:
Reflections on our big Diablo Canyon victory

Fossil Fuel Energy:
*** Fossil Fuels are the Greenest Energy Sources
*** Alex Epstein: The irrefutable case for a Fossil Future
UK Prime Minister ends national ban on fracking amid energy crisis
A new evaluation of the uncertainty associated with estimates of fossil fuel carbon dioxide emission

**Electric Vehicles (EVs):**
- **Electricity Emergency**
- **10 Facts Electric Vehicle Advocates Don't Want You To Know**
- When Will EVs Crash the Grid?
- Electric vehicle facts the establishment doesn’t want you to know
- EV subsidies, fantasies and realities

**Misc Energy:**
- **The Plague of Green Elephants**
- **Ethanol and Biodiesel: Few Benefits, Many Problems**
- Flatten the Curve? Again? Yes, Control Is What They Want!
- EU Declares Energy Crisis 'Emergency', the US Will Not Be Immune
- Carlson: Europe is Moving Backwards at High Speed
- Europe’s Industrial Might Is Collapsing While Its Elites Deny Reality

**Manmade Global Warming — Some Deceptions:**
- **The Basic Math Problem that Undoes Global Warming Hysteria**
- **Astrophysicist: Climate-Cultists "Are On A Gravy Train" To Make Money**
- Arctic Ice at Decade-High Level: Can Doomsayers Explain?
- News flash: There is no climate change emergency!

**Manmade Global Warming — Misc:**
- **Report: Carbon Dioxide Feeds the World**
- Slowest Start to Hurricane Season in 30 Years (None) Prompts NOAA to Slightly Brighten Forecast
- New Book: Climate of the Past, Present and Future, A scientific debate

**US Election:**
- Election-Integrity.info (10 major election reports by our team of experts, plus much more!)
- **Only American citizens should vote in American elections**
- **Unreliable Voter Rolls Poison Election Integrity, But One Group Might Have The Antidote**
- Don’t Believe the Media Hype About Democrats in the Mid-Terms
- Study: A New Benford Test for Clustered Data with Applications to American Elections
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US Election — State Issues:
*** Citizen’s Guide to Building and Election Integrity Infrastructure
*** Become a Poll Watcher in your State
*** The Truth About Ranked-Choice Voting
Short Video: The Georgia DeKalb County Commission Shocking Mystery Revealed
Federal Judge Bars Arizona Officials From Enforcing New Law To Remove Dead Voters, Nonresidents, And Non-Citizens From Voter Rolls
Michigan Lawsuit to Clean Up Voter Roll Upheld

US Politics and Socialism:
*** The ESG Movement is even Worse than you Think
*** The Origins of Woke
Lawsuit Uncovers Sprawling Network Of Federal/Social Media Collusion To Censor Americans During Pandemic
Surprise! The Biden Administration And Deep State Are Behind Massive Systematic Suppression Of Disfavored Speech On Social Media
Wall Street Bigwigs are Left-Wing Activists Using Your Money to Push their Politics
Short video: What Happened on 9/11

Religion Related:
*** Religious Dilemma: Breaking the 9th Commandment or 'Saving the Planet'
A national coalition of pastors committed to worshiping freely in obedience with God’s Word and in accordance with our U.S. Constitutional rights
UK school chaplain sues after being fired, reported as terrorist for 2019 sermon questioning LGBTQ activists

Education Related:
*** How US Universities are Watering Down Standards in the Name of ‘Diversity’
Measuring the Spread of DEI
Gov. Cooper’s UNC Race-Preferences Brief is Inherently Discriminatory
Republicans Need Their Own Student Loan Reform. Here It Is

Science and Misc Matters:
*** Short video: Government Corrupts Science With Progressive Nonsense
Is 'Juliet' Unwittingly Poisoned in Today's Environment?
We Analyze Real Time’s Bill Maher’s Discussion on ‘Why Are Men in Crisis?’
If You Only Have Time to Read a Few Select Articles:

*** ‘Unethical’ and up to 98 Times Worse Than the Disease: Top Scientists Publish Paradigm-Shifting Study About COVID-19 Vaccines
*** Report: The McCullough paper
*** Dr. Kory: The Criminal Censorship of Ivermectin's Efficacy By The High-Impact Medical Journals - Part 1 Part 2 Part 3
*** Federal Judge Strikes Down Federal "Vaccine" & Mask "Mandates"
*** Report: An Assessment of the Conventional Global Warming Narrative
*** Little Known Climate facts from the IPCC
*** Efforts to Transform US Nuclear Industry Entering Full Bloom
*** Pennsylvania hearing shines light on solar concerns
*** Obama Led Germany Into Putin’s Energy Trap
*** Short video: That would be the road to hell
*** The Republican Commitment to America
*** An Eleven Point Plan to Rescue America
*** ‘Dilbert’ Scrapped from Funny Pages, but Who Gets the Last Laugh?
*** U.S. appeals court rejects big tech’s right regulate online speech
*** Study: Christianity quickly diminishing in US, on pace to become minority religion

COVID-19 — Repeated Important Information:
My webpage (C19Science.info) with dozens of Science-based COVID-19 reports
*** World Council of Health: Early COVID-19 Treatment Guidelines
*** COVID-19: What You Need To Know (Physicians for Informed Consent)
*** If you have received a COVID-19 injection, here’s how to Detox
*** Place Your US Order for Free At-Home COVID-19 Tests

COVID-19 — Therapies:
*** Dr. Kory: The Criminal Censorship of Ivermectin's Efficacy By The High-Impact Medical Journals - Part 1 Part 2 Part 3

COVID-19 — Injections:
*** ‘Unethical’ and up to 98 Times Worse Than the Disease: Top Scientists Publish Paradigm-Shifting Study About COVID-19 Vaccines
*** Report: The McCullough paper

*** Evidence of COVID-19 Vaccine Harm

Denmark: No More COVID Vaccines Offered for those Under-50
The Vaccine Narrative Is as Leaky as the Vaccines
Nearly 900 young healthy athletes confirmed dead in 18 months...

Study: Analyzing over one million subjects indicates that those with COVID-19 vaccinations are more likely to reactivate the shingles virus

Military to Trump: Apologize for Operation Warp Speed or You’re on Your Own

COVID-19 — Injection Mandates:

*** Federal Judge Strikes Down Federal "Vaccine" & Mask "Mandates"

In Self-Interest, Companies Start To Abandon Vaxx Mandates
NC Dept of Health Stops Reporting Covid Cases by Vaccination Status

COVID-19 — Children:

Closing Schools Should be the Last Option in a Pandemic
UK Gov. pauses COVID Vaccine roll-out to 5 to 11-year-old Children after 22% increase in Deaths among age group since NHS began to Vaccinate them

COVID-19 — Misc:

The Story of Jared Kushner and His Ventilators

Greed Energy Economics:

*** Adverse Energy Taxes in the Inflation Reduction Act
Electric Prices Skyrocket with Gruesome Green Energy Policy

Renewables (General):

Renewable Energy Obsession Leading to Energy Rationing!
NY Governor Announces New Solicitation Calling for 2,000+ Megawatts of New Large-Scale Renewable Energy Projects

Wind Energy:

*** Experts question environmentalal and economic value of wind power
Dominion Hides Off Shore Wind Threat to Whales
Wishes and secrets fill Dominion’s offshore wind Plan
15 years ago, wind turbines came to a Maine town, and hit turbulence along the way
Gone with the wind: Lesotho’s $15-billion wind farm project vanishes without a trace
Solar Energy:
*** Pennsylvania hearing shines light on solar concerns
Why solar ‘tripping’ is a grid threat for renewables

Nuclear Energy:
*** Efforts to Transform US Nuclear Industry Entering Full Bloom
*** Battery Deaths Put Nuclear Safety In Context
*** Poll Shows Widespread Support for Nuclear Energy
US study assesses potential for coal-to-nuclear conversion
Nuclear power is the future

Fossil Fuel Energy:
*** Environmentalists, Emboldened, Ask EPA to Ban Natural Gas
*** Short video: That would be the road to hell
America is Successfully Pursuing ESG = Extreme Shortages Guaranteed
The Importance of Fossil Fuels
China announces it has enough coal reserves to last another five decades
California Bans Natural Gas Furnaces, Water Heaters
How African coal is saving Green Europe from freezing this winter

Electric Vehicles (EVs):
States to Ban Gas-Powered Cars Despite EVs’ Human, Environmental Costs
California EV Dream A Nightmare for Freedom to Travel

Misc Energy:
*** 12 arguments supporting the terrible “Inflation Reduction Act,” refuted
*** The “Inflation Reduction Act” is a 4-step recipe for destroying American energy
*** Climate Panic Behind Energy Crisis
*** Obama Led Germany Into Putin’s Energy Trap
UK abandons net-zero energy policies for energy security
Denying Access to Energy: The New Normal?
IEA: The Energy Sector is failing Women in "gender equality"
Lawmakers advance bill to study energy from waves and tides

Manmade Global Warming — Some Deceptions:
*** Little Known Climate facts from the IPCC
*** Climate Hysteria: A Mass Delusion to Demonize Carbon Dioxide
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The Two Most Destructive Frauds in History

Climate Emergency Not Supported by Data, Say Four Leading Italian Scientists

An important new study questions IPCC’s climate sensitivity claims

Report: An Assessment of the Conventional Global Warming Narrative

If Republicans support climate truth

Putting the false UN IPCC 13C/12C isotope argument to bed forever

Manmade Global Warming — Misc:

Climate War on Nitrous Oxide Threatens Starvation

CO2 Emission Reduction Has A Downside and It’s Huge!

Short video: Report finds ‘no evidence’ of a climate emergency

More Unraveling of the Climate Scam

'Tripe dip' La Niña is on the way. Here's what it means for weather in the US

The "Stunning Success" of the Green Revolution Is Yet Another Progressive Myth

COVID was just the beginning: Climate lockdowns are the next stage of the Great Reset agenda

Tim Ball Receives the Lifetime Achievement in Climate Science Award

US Election:

Election-Integrity.info (10 major election reports by our team of experts, plus much more!)

Gov. DeSantis Hits The Mark On Election Security

Ranked Choice Voting—When Second Place Is The Winner

Free and Fair: Restoring Election Integrity Part 1 and Part 2

DOJ Refusing to Turn Over Docs About Biden 'Plan' to Intervene in Elections

Election Workers Are Under Attack. A Group Of Lawyers Plans To Defend Them

IRS Complaint Against (1) Mark Zuckerberg and (2) Priscilla Chan for Improper Charitable Contribution Deduction(s)

Mark Zuckerberg, Wife Sued over Alleged 2020 Election Funding Fraud

Exposing the Communist Forces Behind US Election Integrity Issues

US Election — State Issues:

Citizen’s Guide to Building and Election Integrity Infrastructure

Become a Poll Watcher in your State

US braces for crisis as rail workers plot strike costing $2 BILLION a day, 15,000 nurses walkout in Minnesota and West Coast ports could shutdown amid contracts dispute

Election Integrity: AFL Sues a PA County over Illegal Drop Box Scheme
Flint, Mich. Clerk Resigns After Elections Group Calls Out Lopsided Number of Democrat Poll Watchers

PA County filed a lawsuit against Dominion Voting Systems for a “breach of contract”

Democrats Have Set Their Sights on Another Key State’s (NC) Voting Laws

US Politics and Socialism:

*** U.S. appeals court rejects big tech’s right regulate online speech
*** Tucker: No one in Martha’s Vineyard has come out to celebrate the arrival of migrants

Facebook Spied On Private Messages Of “Conservative Right-Wing Individuals”, Then Reported Them to FBI as Domestic Terrorism

Other US Politics and Related:

*** The Republican Commitment to America
*** An Eleven Point Plan to Rescue America
*** ‘Dilbert’ Scrapped from Funny Pages, but Who Gets the Last Laugh?
   (How many newspapers have cancelled the Left wing Doonesbury?)


Globalism:

*** "It's Getting REALLY Serious" Why is Nobody Talking about This? Jordan Peterson

Religion Related:

*** Study: Christianity quickly diminishing in US, on pace to become minority religion

Open Letter to the American Pastor

NY adopts new guidelines for cracking down on religious schools

Education Related:

After Student-Loan Forgiveness, Mandatory Credentialing Has to Go

New Jersey schools must teach middle schoolers about anal sex, pregnancy options or risk 'disciplinary action'

Science and Misc Matters:

"It's becoming too expensive to live": Anxious older adults struggle with tight budgets

How the Company Behind Dungeons and Dragons Lost It’s Way

Theranos whistleblower: 'I felt like I had to start speaking up'
Ukraine:
Russian Unrest Due to Putin’s Ukraine Actions
Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov’s interview with Newsweek

Ukraine — What You Can Do:
*** Pray for the safety of the Ukrainian people
*** A well-rated source to make a Ukraine donation
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If You Only Have Time to Read a Few Select Articles:
*** Ten Ethical Principles of Public Health
*** Hospital Workers Speak Out About COVID Protocols From Coast to Coast
*** Study: Long-term neurologic outcomes of COVID-19
*** Dr. Kory: Our Op-Ed Rebuttal to California's Legislative War on Doctors
*** Critically Thinking about a Key COVID Lesson
*** Pfizer’s EUA Granted Based on Fewer Than 0.4% of Clinical Trial Participants
*** Alex Epstein: Snappy answers to energy questions
*** Critically Thinking about Industrial Wind Energy
*** Joe Biden’s Energy Crisis
*** The Myth of Clean Energy
*** Bjorn Lomborg: Truths about Electric Cars
*** Media Lying About Climate And Hurricanes
*** Here are the US-Based Food Manufacturing Plants Destroyed Under Biden Regime
*** Major Scientific Publisher Retracting Over 500 Papers
*** How Cultural Marxists In Our Midst Are Grinding Christianity Down
*** Short video: Derrick Wilburn, School Board Meeting, on Critical Race Theory

COVID-19 — Repeated Important Information:
My webpage (C19Science.info) with dozens of Science-based COVID-19 reports
*** World Council of Health: Early COVID-19 Treatment Guidelines
*** FLCCC Long COVID Treatment Protocol
*** COVID-19: What You Need To Know (Physicians for Informed Consent)
If you have received a COVID-19 injection, here’s how to Detox

Place Your US Order for Free At-Home COVID-19 Tests

COVID-19 — Therapies:

The FDA Misled the Public About Ivermectin and Should Be Accountable in Court, Argues the Association of American Physicians and Surgeons (AAPS)

Study: Rapid initiation of nasal saline irrigation reduces severity in high-risk COVID outpatients

Dr. Kory: The High-Impact Journal Editors Harassment of the World's Leading Clinical Researcher of Repurposed Drugs in the COVID Pandemic

COVID-19 — Injections:

Pfizer’s EUA Granted Based on Fewer Than 0.4% of Clinical Trial Participants

The first real evidence mRNA shots RAISE the risk of Covid hospitalization and death over time

Negative vaccine efficacy keeps rearing its ugly head — now Kaiser admits it

Florida Health Department warns of serious side effects of mRNA Injections

More Studies Confirm the COVID Jab Does More Harm Than Good

ICAN Wins Lawsuit Forcing CDC to Turn Over V-SAFE Covid Vaccine Injury Data

Why did the CDC hide the V-safe data from the American people for almost 2 years?

Judicial Watch Uncovers Biden Administration Propaganda Plan to Push COVID Vaccine

COVID-19 — Injection Mandates:

Bad News: Supreme Court turns away challenge to Biden federal vaccine mandate for healthcare workers

Physicians for Informed Consent Files Amicus Curiae Brief with Supreme Court of the United States Supporting Workers’ Rights to Refuse COVID-19 Vaccination

Brooklyn Nets’ Kyrie Irving: Gave up 4-year, $100M-plus extension to be unvaccinated

Army penalizing soldiers seeking religious accommodation to vaxx mandate

Appeals Court rules UNC, NCSU students can pursue COVID-related breach-of-contract suits

COVID-19 — Children:

How the Government is Transforming Your Child

Pediatrician speaks out against the COVID vaccines

Florida study shows mRNA COVID vaccines kill kids
Critically Thinking about a Key COVID Lesson
Ten Ethical Principles of Public Health
Study: Long-term neurologic outcomes of COVID-19
Dr. Kory: Our Op-Ed Rebuttal to California's Legislative War on Doctors
Hospital Workers Speak Out About COVID Protocols From Coast to Coast
How we win this
What We Know about Long COVID So Far
“COVID-19 Predators” Are Responsible for Millions of Deaths
The Dark Truth of America's Federation Of State Medical Boards
Groundbreaking lawsuit filed over SARS-CoV-2 gain of function research

The Wind and Solar Energy 'Paradox': A More Costly Way Forward
Clean Green Energy - Net Zero - Fairy Tales on Steroids
The Myth of Clean Energy
Energy experts sound alarm on Europe's energy crisis as 'clear and present warning' for America
Short video: Renewable Energy Storage: No Wind, No Sun, Now What?
'Green' energy company cuts down primary forests in Canada
The Coming Green Electricity Nightmare

Critically Thinking about Industrial Wind Energy
Reality Bites Wind
Right Whales Endangered by Wrong Energy Policies!
Planet Strippers: Amazon’s Balsa Forests Being Raped To Make Wind Turbine Blades
Congratulation to people who fought for this: Falmouth Wind 2 Turbine Demolition
GE is laying off 20% of its onshore wind employees
Remembering Big Wind’s Big Fail On Lanai
Leading Edge Erosion — When Precipitation Destroys Wind Turbine Blades

Megatons Of Toxic Waste from Solar Panels: Ticking Time Bomb
Nuclear Energy:
Constellation to help Dutch Rolls-Royce SMR deployment

Fossil Fuel Energy:
*** Fanaticism of the Apocalypse
Americans don’t need OPEC+, they need U.S. oil & gas
LNG Exports Growth Means We Need More Production!
Report: European Fossil Fuels: Resources and Proven Reserves

Electric Vehicles (EVs):
*** Bjorn Lomborg: Truths about Electric Cars
*** Electric vehicles and the evacuation of Florida
Electric vehicles are exploding from water damage after Hurricane Ian

Misc Energy:
*** Alex Epstein: Snappy answers to energy questions
*** Joe Biden’s Energy Crisis
*** Disinformation Behind US Censorship Demands
Short video: The Power Hungry Podcast: Gail Tverberg
U.S. steps away from flagship lithium project with Buffett’s Berkshire
More unintended consequences from unscientific energy policies: The effort to reduce fossil fuel use led to another environmental problem: Light pollution
Undermining Reliability: Biden’s policies have hampered domestic energy industry

Manmade Global Warming — Misc:
*** Climate-related disasters wrongly linked to global warming by two international agencies
*** 25 myths about extreme weather, refuted
*** UN Declares: ‘We own the science’
Possible US Beer Storage — Due to Lack of CO2

Manmade Global Warming — Hurricane Ian:
*** Media Lying About Climate And Hurricanes
*** Dems blaming climate change for Hurricane Ian at odds with science, experts say
The Latest Unbalanced and Deranged Democrat Statements on Hurricane Ian and more...
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Did Global Warming Make Hurricane Ian Intensify Faster than Normal?
Leftists Defend Hurricane Looters
Major Florida fertilizer hub took DIRECT HIT by Hurricane Ian, produces HALF the phosphate fertilizer for America

US Election:
Election-Integrity.info (10 major election reports by our team of experts, plus much more!)
Petition Filed with the US Supreme Court Against Dominion, Facebook and CFCL in “A Case of Great National Importance” Americans Want Free And Fair Elections, But Biden And His Allies Irresponsibly “Mail” It In
Most Democrats Say Ditch Biden as Nominee in Post-ABC Poll

September 2022 Battleground Survey
When a 'conspiracy theory' turns out to be true

Election Integrity and the American Republic
What Are Democrats Worried About Poll Watchers Trying To Hide?
The Most Despicable Form of Vote Fraud

US Election — State Issues:
*** Citizen’s Guide to Building and Election Integrity Infrastructure
*** Become a Poll Watcher in your State
*** Arizona Passed Bill Ensuring Only US Citizens Can Vote In Elections – And The Left Is Freaking Out
*** Judge rules against Georgia group in voting rights lawsuit
*** Delaware Supreme Court Rules Mail-In Voting Unconstitutional and Strikes Down Same-Day Registration

Former PA Democrat Congressman Gets 30 Months In Prison For Election Fraud
FBI Arrests New York Election Official Over Alleged Absentee Ballot Fraud Scheme

US Politics and Socialism:
*** Washington Post Columnist Calls for the End of Impartiality and Balance in Journalism
*** Here are the US-Based Food Manufacturing Plants Destroyed Under Biden Regime
*** Green group influencing Biden admin has deep ties to Chinese government
*** How the Government is Trying to Transform Your Child
FBI, Justice Department Twist Federal Law to Arrest, Charge Pro-Life Activist
Feds used private entity to target millions of social posts in 2020

Exposing Biden’s Divisive, Inequity and Exclusion (DIE) Political Agenda
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Other US Politics and Related:
*** FBI hero paying the price for exposing ‘persecution’ of conservative Americans
*** The US Bill of Non-Rights
*** Short video: Derrick Wilburn, School Board Meeting, on Critical Race Theory
US Immigration: What if They Left?
Ex-banking analyst explains how ESG scores are weaponized against CEOs to force them to go ‘woke’
Two Plus Two Make Five in Biden’s Student Loan Handout

Globalism:
*** The West is waging an information war against its own citizens
Capitalism Says the More Population the Merrier
New Zealand Prime Minister Calls for a Global Censorship System
Forget the blame game, Nordstream Sabotage is about the Great Reset & nothing else
How A New Breed Of Companies Will Soon Takeover World Biodiversity

Religion Related:
*** How Cultural Marxists In Our Midst Are Grinding Christianity Down
*** Gov Newsom signs bill to allow minors from other states to receive medical gender transitions without parental consent
A New Kind Of Orthodoxy at Villanova University
God Moved To FBI Watch List After Pro-Life Comments Surface

Education Related:
*** When a high school banned cellphones, it saw remarkable changes
*** Conservatives score major political victory in the fight for parents' rights in public schools
*** NYU organic chemistry professor is fired after 82 students sign petition to get rid of him for making the subject 'too hard'
Failing Introductory Economics
Virginia judge rules two books in public schools obscene for children
Meet the Band of TV Animals That’s Talking to Preschoolers About Climate
Woke Capture at UT-Knoxville

Better Communications:
*** Short Candid Camera clip: Conformity
How do people change their minds about issues?

How to Get People to Change Their Minds

How To Influence Anyone, Any Time, Anywhere: 4 Subconscious Secrets

John Rosemond: How to lead as a parent

Science and Misc Matters:

Major Scientific Publisher Retracting Over 500 Papers

Jesse Ausubel, One Of America’s Top Thinkers On Science and Energy, Wins Nierenberg Prize

Opioids @ Work: Hidden Scourge Sapping the Economy

Federal judge allows EPA to rig scientific peer review panel

How Medicare Undermines Drug Coverage for Seniors

Ukraine:

Russian Offensive Campaign Assessment - October 7, 2022

Putin Speaks Out Against Far-Left World Order, Blasts Transgender Mutilation of Kids as ‘Outright Satanism’

Who Profits From NS1 and NS2 Pipeline Terror?

Ukraine — What You Can Do:

Pray for the safety of the Ukrainian people

A well-rated source to make a Ukraine donation
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If You Only Have Time to Read a Few Select Articles:

The Publication of Fraudulent Ivermectin Trials by the High Impact Medical Journals - Part 1

Big Pharma Insiders Reveal Shocking Insight on Vaccine Safety Violations

Triple-vaccinated individuals more likely to get COVID-19 than the unvaccinated, reports insurance company

Movie: The Real Anthony Fauci

Liberty vs. Lockdown; follow the science

The Green Energy Profiteering Scam

Why solar is not the solution to the energy crisis

A Case For Nuclear As The Most Efficient Form Of Clean Energy
COVID-19 — Repeated Important Information:
My webpage (C19Science.info) with dozens of Science-based COVID-19 reports
*** World Council of Health: Early COVID-19 Treatment Guidelines
*** FLCCC Long COVID Treatment Protocol
*** COVID-19: What You Need To Know (Physicians for Informed Consent)
*** If you have received a COVID-19 injection, here’s how to Detox
*** Place Your US Order for Free At-Home COVID-19 Tests

COVID-19 — Therapies:
*** The Publication of Fraudulent Ivermectin Trials by the High Impact Medical Journals - Part 1
*** Doctors Sue FDA Over Unlawful Attempts to Prohibit Ivermectin Use

COVID-19 — Injections:
*** Pfizer Exec Concedes COVID-19 Vaccine Was Not Tested on Preventing Transmission Before Release
*** Big Pharma Insiders Reveal Shocking Insight on Vaccine Safety Violations
*** Florida Surgeon General recommends against mRNA vaccines
*** The CDC director just got COVID. She got the new bivalent booster a month ago
ABp. Viganò: The Vatican must withdraw its support of the ‘disastrous’ COVID shots
80 Anti-Vaccine Bills Have Been Introduced In State Legislatures
Past vaccine disasters show why rushing a coronavirus vaccine is ‘colossally stupid’
6 Main Factors Increase Risk of COVID-19 Vaccine Injury

COVID-19 — Children:
96 doctors in Quebec call for an end to vaccinating children for COVID
ACIP committee approves mRNA vaccines for the childhood schedule 15-0
Megyn Kelly Rages over CDC on Mandatory COVID Vax For Kids, Warns What’s Coming Next

COVID-19 — Models and Data:
*** Triple-vaccinated individuals more likely to get COVID-19 than the unvaccinated, reports insurance company
*** What the data tells us
*** Berenson tells RFK, Jr.: I Can Now Bring a Claim Directly Against the White House
New study shows that pretty much everyone is getting heart damage from the COVID vaccines

FDA Is Blocking These Autopsy Results
Probably the most comprehensive list of people murdered by Covid-19 Vaccination
VAERS myths busted

COVID-19 — Misc:
*** Movie: The Real Anthony Fauci
*** Liberty vs. Lockdown; follow the science
*** How SARS-CoV-2 battles our immune system
*** The Mysteries of Long COVID
Cancer Rates are Increasing -- and May Get Much Worse
BU creates new SARS-CoV-2 strain that is 80% fatal
EU Sets Out Commitment to Lockdowns, Vaccine Passports, Mask Mandates and “Legally Binding” Global Pandemic Treaty

Renewables (General):
*** New York’s risky all-or-nothing energy policy
*** The Green Energy Profiteering Scam
*** Renewable energy is a failed path, scientist tells Utah legislators
*** Report: Europe’s Green experiment — A Costly Failure in Unilateral Climate Policy
Can New York Afford the “Clean Water, Clean Air and Green Jobs Environmental Bond Act of 2022”?  

Solar Energy:
*** Why solar is not the solution to the energy crisis
*** 300MW solar facility on Ohio denied by State
Solar Farms Toxic Waste...
Report: System Requirements for 100% U.S. Solar Generated Utility Baseload Electricity
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Rural Backlash Against Renewables Surges, With 67 Rejections of Solar in U.S. Over Past 11 Months

Wind Energy:
How wind facilities can charge us twice for the same electricity
John Droz re Wind Energy, etc. on Deprogram with Michael Parker

Nuclear Energy:
*** Welcoming the largest generator of clean power in the US
*** A Case For Nuclear As The Most Efficient Form Of Clean Energy
Video Overview: Dispelling the Myths of Nuclear Energy
Video Overview: The Long Term Economics of Nuclear Energy

Fossil Fuel Energy:
*** Green agenda now demands elimination of natural gas in homes nationwide
*** Graphic: The Bigger Picture — Life Without Oil
Germany’s Apokalypse Now
Milloy Debunks Biden Lies About the Oil Industry with Laura Ingraham
MPs kill UK fracking prospects in huge gift to Putin
Why Biden Favors Foreign Over American Oil
Austria sues European Union, claiming natural gas and nuclear energy are not 'green'

Electric Vehicles (EVs):
*** The Argument For Electric Vehicles Just Got Worse
'A Ticking Time Bomb': Florida Home That Survived Hurricane Burns to the Ground
From EV
Electric Vehicles Are the Future of California? Well, No...

Misc Energy:
*** Biden Is Failing The World
*** Epstein: 5 trends shaping the future of energy
*** Hyping the Energy Transition
ESG, Climate & Energy: Saying the Unsayable
Youngkin's Energy Plan: Serious Reform or Public Relations Head Fake?
Former Shell Boss Urges Industry to Combat ‘Energy Illiteracy’
Net Zero Watch warns Liz Truss she will fail without a credible energy plan
White House "Desperate... Panicking"
Manmade Global Warming — Some Deceptions:
*** How global hurricane activity can rebut climate exaggeration
*** How a fake climate emergency created a real energy emergency
*** Science cop-out expected for COP27
COP27 — Hopeless hopeful money will dominate the discussion
Climate Misinformation Yields Big Lie on What Is Dangerous
Report slams governments and media for spinning IPCC climate alarmism
BBC Bear Propaganda Melts Under Analysis
Climate Change Is All About the Money, But for Whom?

Manmade Global Warming — Misc:
*** Climate War on Nitrous Oxide Threatens Starvation
*** Interview with Dr. Richard Lindzen: The rise of contemporary climatology
*** Joining Battle Over The "Science" Of Global Warming
*** An interview with top climate scientist Bjorn Stevens
White House Openly Exploring Ways to Cool Earth by Reflecting Back Sunlight
California wildfires cancel out nearly two decades of emissions reductions

US Election:
Election-Integrity.info (10 major election reports by our team of experts, plus much more!)
*** Information for Election Officers on Konnech Software
*** 5 Big Election Fraud Stories Breaking Just Before The 2022 Midterms
Overwhelming majority favors early voting and photo ID laws: Gallup
Election Observer Program
Election Integrity Experts Identify Privacy Flaw Affecting All ICP/ICE Dominion Voting Systems Across 21 States
The Justice Department Gets Smacked Down

US Election — State Issues:
*** Citizen’s Guide to Building and Election Integrity Infrastructure
*** Become a Poll Watcher in your State
*** Video: Trevor Loudon speech at Rod of Iron Freedom Festival 2022
*** How Winners are Losing in American Elections
*** State Legislative Employee Election Observers
GOP wins legal challenge over political observers at NC polling places
AZ Election Official Ran On Election Integrity, Now He’s Accused Of Law-Breaking
A victory for the rule of law in our elections
RNC, NRCC, PAGOP Sue Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Georgia Asks for FBI’s Help in Criminal Investigation on Voting Equipment Breach

US Politics and Socialism:
Oklahoma Gov: ESG is an anti-American political agenda
PayPal Censors Speech? Users Jump Ship After Questionable Policy Draft Leak
Biden secretly signs executive order unleashing surveillance on Americans

Other US Politics and Related:
*** Washington’s Double Legal Standards
*** Introducing RealClearInvestigations’ Guide to Politicized Capitalism
Tulsi Gabbard leaves Democratic Party, denounces it as ‘elitist cabal’
Report on the Biden Laptop
Durham Slams FBI for Botching Trump-Russia Investigation

Religion Related:
*** Young Women and the Politics of Marriage
*** Short video: Why I Am No Longer an Atheist
Relationship challenge: Material obsession is bad for marriages, families and children
The Premeditated Murder of the American Family
Newsmax messes up bigtime, drops Lara Logan for religious comments

Education Related:
Doubt-Free, America’s Public Schools Warm to Climate Activism
Yes, Critical Race Theory Is Being Taught in Schools

Science and Misc Matters:
*** Delusional
*** Progressive Politics Is Ruining Science — With The Help Of Scientists
*** Myth and ‘Following the Science’
Report: Married moms are the happiest
Tipflation is everywhere — and it’s hard to say no

Ukraine:
Ukraine and the Malevolent Legacy of the Obama-Biden Administration
*** Pray for the safety of the Ukrainian people
*** A well-rated source to make a Ukraine donation
If You Only Have Time to Read a Few Select Articles:
*** Victory! Judge Strikes Down Vax Mandate for ALL NYC City Employees
*** Test scores show historic COVID setbacks for kids across US
*** Dr. Naomi Wolf: A Lost Small Town
*** RFK: The Day Jake Tapper Sold His Soul to Pharma

*** Report: Energy Inflation Was by Design
*** $3.8 Trillion of Investment in Renewables Moved Fossil Fuels from 82% to 81% of Overall Energy Consumption in 10 Years
*** Reliability is Key to a Successful Energy Transition
*** Grid Grief: Ideologues Refuse to Acknowledge the Big Problem!
*** A Surprising Threat to the US Power Grid Could Plunge the Country into Darkness
*** The wind turbines on his Colorado farm are 20 years old. Who’s going to take them down?
*** The climate ‘crisis’ isn’t what it used to be
*** Fake Science Fuels Climate Extremism
*** Green zealots are threatening real conservation

*** RNC vows to play offense with 'most litigious' election cycle yet – launches 73 lawsuits in 20 states
*** Test scores show historic COVID setbacks for kids across US
*** Amid the Pandemic, Progress in Catholic Schools
*** With States Hands-Off, Homeschooling Takes Off
*** Short video: Reviewing Peer Review

COVID-19 — Repeated Important Information:
My webpage (C19Science.info) with dozens of Science-based COVID-19 reports
*** World Council of Health: Early COVID-19 Treatment Guidelines
*** FLCCC Long COVID Treatment Protocol
*** COVID-19: What You Need To Know (Physicians for Informed Consent)
*** If you have received a COVID-19 injection, here’s how to Detox
*** Place Your US Order for Free At-Home COVID-19 Tests
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LONG COVID:
*** This is how we should be diagnosing long COVID
Early COVID treatment reliably prevents long-haul COVID symptoms
Zapping the Brain and Nerves Could Treat Long COVID
NIH: Lots of long COVID treatment leads, but few are proven
The Wentworth Report on Long COVID

COVID-19 — Therapies:
*** ACTIV-6 Trial on Ivermectin: NIH Scientists Behaving Badly
*** Study: COVID-19 symptoms recur more often in those who took Paxlovid
Ivermectin Lawsuit: The FDA is Not Your Doctor

COVID-19 — Injections:
The Big Lie: Pfizer Never Even Tested mRNA Shots for Transmission of Virus
FDA urged to publish follow-up studies on Covid-19 vaccine safety signals
Shocking Emails Show That CDC Pressured FDA To Authorize COVID Boosters Without Clinical Trials

COVID-19 — Injection Mandates:
*** Victory! Judge Strikes Down Vax Mandate for ALL NYC City Employees
*** "You Murderous Hypocrites": Outrage Ensues After The Atlantic Suggests 'Amnesty' For Pandemic Authoritarians
NYC ordered by court to reinstate all those fired over Covid vaccine mandates
EU Sets Out Commitment to Lockdowns, Vaccine Passports, Mask Mandates and "Legally Binding" Global Pandemic Treaty

COVID-19 — Models and Data:
*** Court Orders CDC to Release Data Indicating 18 Million American Vaccine Injuries
COVID: Just Another Flu?
A Closer Look at the Covid Mortality Rate
How Deadly Is Covid? A Major Study Defies Conventional Wisdom

COVID-19 — Misc:
*** Dr. Naomi Wolf: A Lost Small Town
*** RFK: The Day Jake Tapper Sold His Soul to Pharma
*** If You Want Forgiveness, Emily, Here’s Your Program
Report: Answering Crucial Questions About Sars-CoV-2
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Dr. Peter McCullough is being progressively stripped of his medical credentials
US Senate Republican Report: Pandemic Origins
Deadly Fungal Infections Are Hard to Treat and on the Rise

Greed Energy Economics:
*** Full Cost of Electricity “FCOE” and Energy Returns “eROI”
*** It is time to replace LCOE
*** Indiana says converting 1,052 MW of coal to gas will be $381M cheaper than renewables and storage
*** $3.8 Trillion of Investment in Renewables Moved Fossil Fuels from 82% to 81% of Overall Energy Consumption in 10 Years

Renewables (General):
*** Renewable energy is a failed path, scientist tells Utah legislators
*** Reliability is Key to a Successful Energy Transition
*** Grid Grief: Ideologues Refuse to Acknowledge the Big Problem!
*** China Won’t Rush Its Clean Energy Transformation, Xi Says
Subsidized fortunes, sketchy details plague state’s plan for 90% renewable power

Wind Energy — Offshore:
*** Dominion, VA-AG reach proposed agreement in offshore wind case
*** America’s Offshore Wind Projects Face Headwinds
*** The Great US Offshore Wind-Power Boom Has Begun to Falter
Wind power executives worry over US offshore ambitions
Offshore Wind: Experimental and Extra Uneconomic Energy
Wind turbines are a dangerous idea for Lake Erie
Two Massachusetts Offshore Wind Projects Postponed by One Year
Feds unveil plan to grow wind power while “sparing” rare whale
Offshore Wind: Experimental and Extra Uneconomic Energy

Wind Energy — Other:
*** The wind turbines on his Colorado farm are 20 years old. Who’s going to take them down?
*** When wind turbines caused sleep deprivation, lawmakers sided with Big Wind
Video: 100% Wind
Concerns raised over an energy storage project along the Missouri River
Launch Wind Turbines into Orbit
Solar Energy:
The Fruits of Mandatory Access

Nuclear Energy:
GE Hitachi Nuclear Energy facility to add 500 jobs; fuel facility to be built near Wilmington, NC
Dow goes nuclear: chemical firm will install reactors at US chemicals complex

Fossil Fuel Energy:
*** Epstein: America’s energy crisis is mostly US Democrats’ fault
*** Germany Dismantals a Wind Facility to Make Way for a Coal Mine
*** China is Burning More Coal than the Rest of the World Combined
US Has ONLY 25 DAYS OF DIESEL SUPPLY; Shortage Could Cripple Economy
Top Dems Urge Biden To Nationalize Oil & Gas Industry
Biden Backs Down On Russian Oil Price Cap
The world is transitioning to fossil fuels
Fetterman Fracking Flub Says It All: He Is Not to Be Trusted
Energy crisis the inconvenient consequence of demonizing the oil and gas industry
How Biden’s abuse of the Strategic Petroleum Reserve to win votes harms our energy security

Electric Vehicles (EVs):
*** A Surprising Threat to the US Power Grid Could Plunge the Country into Darkness
'Zero Emissions' From Electric Vehicles? Here's Why That Claim Has Zero Basis
The Science of Why Electric Vehicle Batteries Are So Dangerous
Inconvenient facts about electric cars

Misc Energy:
*** Report: Energy Inflation Was by Design
A Comprehensive Roundup Of Official Energy Madness
Full Cost of Electricity “FCOE” and Energy Returns “eROI”
Special Focus: Pathways for Sustainable H2

Manmade Global Warming — Some Deceptions:
*** Fake Science Fuels Climate Extremism
*** How Nonsense Masquerades As Science: Climate “Code Red” Example
*** Why Climate Change is a Fraud
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Jordan Peterson: Eco-extremists are leading the world towards despair, poverty, and starvation

The climate ‘crisis’ isn’t what it used to be

Volcanic Eruptions, a Driver of Natural Climate Variability – ignored by IPCC

Tracking Water in the Tongan Volcano’s Massive Eruption Plume

The Myth About Global Warming Killing Off Ocean Life

Report: The Global Warming Hoax

About those errors in the climate change “gold standard”

Study: Why Restricting N2O Emissions is Unnecessary & Dangerous

Manmade Global Warming — COP27:

COP27 — the Camel’s nose of Loss and Damage enters the talks

With COP 27 Around the Corner the Push to get us to Net-Zero is Mind Blowing

Climate Change and the Lancet’s ‘Heat Death’ Deception

Sunak demotes two climate ministers and opts out of COP27

COP27 At Sharm El Sheikh: Africa’s Chance To Break From Climate Colonialism

Greta: COP27 a ‘scam’ that provides platform for ‘greenwashing, lying and cheating’

CLINTEL: Open Letter to Global Leaders assembled at COP27

UN COP27 — It’s a gas, gas, gas

Manmade Global Warming — Misc:

New Lawsuit against the Supreme Court’s Endangerment Finding

27 Questions for “Climate Change” Alarmists

The Warmists Cop a Plea

Sweden Ditches Agenda 2030’s Climate Change Scam

Green zealots are threatening real conservation

Good Climate-Change News Is Fit to Print

Climate Debate (Australia)

Life-Giving CO2 Should Be Valued, Not Demonized

UN Seeks $4 to 6 Trillion Per Year to Address Climate

Most major carbon capture and storage projects haven’t met targets

Media Must Take Responsibility For Greta Climate Panic

US Election:

Election-Integrity.info (10 major election reports by our team of experts, plus much more!)

RNC vows to play offense with ‘most litigious’ election cycle yet – launches 73 lawsuits in 20 states
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Dems: Poll Watchers Are a Threat to Democracy

Thought The Private Takeover Of Government Election Offices Was Just For 2020? Think Again

If Republicans Win On Tuesday, Thank The Election Integrity Movement

The Left's Taxpayer-Funded Voter Registration Machine

DOJ 'stonewalling' requests for details on implementation of Biden's 'federal election scheme'

Giuliani’s Election ‘Experts’ Get Cold Reception in Washington Ethics Case

DOJ’s election plan raises threat of ‘selective enforcement’ against red states

CIA Pulled 2020 Vote Study After Internal Dissent

Incorrect Census Count Admitted by the Bureau!

Left-Wing Group Appears To Threaten Americans Who Don’t Vote

Colorado Secretary of State Admits in Writing That Dominion Machines Have Wi-Fi

US Election — State Issues:

Citizen’s Guide to Building and Election Integrity Infrastructure

Become a Poll Watcher in your State

For state-specific voter guides

Report: 570+ American Elections Ended in Ties, Close Results (so every vote counts!)

PA Citizens Survey: Many Have No Confidence in Election Integrity

Dem blows whistle on alleged ballot harvesting scheme, Florida opens criminal probe

Potentially Very Serious Campaign Finance Violations Uncovered in North Carolina

Congressional Republicans deploy election observers to tight races, investigate irregularities

Pennsylvania court says undated ballots won't be counted as RNC claims 'massive' legal victory

The Good, The Bad, And The Ugly Election-Related Referenda On State Ballots

US Politics and Socialism:

19 States Are Investigating Financial Institutions’ Commitment to the Globalists’ Environmental and Socialist Agenda

Video: Trevor Loudon Exposes 30 Current Security Risk US Senators with Marxist, Communist and Islamist Ties

You’re Fighting For Survival

Other US Politics and Related:

Americans Think The Media Are The Biggest Threat To Democracy
US Signals Readiness to Launch Nuclear Strike Against Russia
Detailed Report on the Biden Laptop
Some news about the Twitter takeover
Housing Bubble: Price Drops Spread Across America
Short video: The DEI Disaster
500+ Conservative Businesses to Patronize (at a discount)

Globalism:
Globalists Are Causing Starvation and Poverty Under the Guise of Environmentalism
Greta Thunberg throws in her lot with the anti-capitalist Left
Why Elites Like Greta Thunberg Hate Capitalism
UK Coup Tells Us Totalitarianism Is Coming Unless We Resist

Religion Related:
Why prayer is hard, even for committed believers
Coach Punished for Praying to Be Reinstated after Massive Legal Victory!

Education Related:
Test scores show historic COVID setbacks for kids across US
Amid the Pandemic, Progress in Catholic Schools
With States Hands-Off, Homeschooling Takes Off
While the University of Oklahoma Implements a Robust Woke Agenda, China Dominates its Research Programs
Colleges: Go Back to Basics
A fun and educational show highlighting the importance of money management and financial literacy for youth to young adults
Challenging Racial Discrimination at Harvard

Science and Misc Matters:
Short video: Reviewing Peer Review
Short video: The Drug That's Killing Young Americans
On Second Thought, Just Throw Plastic Away

Ukraine — What You Can Do:
Pray for the safety of the Ukrainian people
A well-rated source to make a Ukraine donation
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If You Only Have Time to Read a Few Select Articles:

*** Democratic meddling in GOP primaries paid off in a big way on Election Day
*** The "myth of left and right"
*** Democracy Wasn't On the Ballot, Extremism Was
*** Elections for dummies

*** COVID-19 Vaccine Mandates: 21 Scientific Facts That Challenge the Assumptions
*** The Global Disinformation Campaign Against Ivermectin - The "Blitz"
*** COVID-19 Pandemic Policy And Mistakes
*** The Masked Ball of Cowardice

*** Short videos: Electric Cars: Inconvenient Facts, Part 1 & Part 2
*** US dangerous diesel shortage caused by anti-fossil-fuel politicians
*** The EPA vs. the grid

*** America Has Lost Its Moral Compass
*** The Parents' Revolt against US Public Education
*** Doubt-Free, America's Schools Warm to Climate Activism
*** The Politics Of Science: Voters Have An Important Voice
*** To America's Permissive Addiction 'Fix,' Critics Just Say No

COVID-19 — Repeated Important Information:
My webpage (C19Science.info) with dozens of Science-based COVID-19 reports

*** World Council of Health: Early COVID-19 Treatment Guidelines
*** FLCCC Long COVID Treatment Protocol
*** COVID-19: What You Need To Know (Physicians for Informed Consent)
*** If you have received a COVID-19 injection, here’s how to Detox
*** Place Your US Order for Free At-Home COVID-19 Tests

COVID-19 — Therapies:
*** The Global Disinformation Campaign Against Ivermectin - The "Blitz"
FTX Slush Fund Bankrolled Fake Studies to Hide Covid Therapeutics
COVID-19 — Injections:
*** Report: Fundamental Flaws in Pfizer’s COVID-19 Biologics License Application
*** Report: Experts say FDA oversight of clinical trials is “grossly inadequate”

COVID-19 — Injection Mandates:
*** COVID-19 Vaccine Mandates: 21 Scientific Facts That Challenge the Assumptions
Physicians for Informed Consent Challenges the Basis for COVID-19 Vaccine Mandates
The Solidarity Argument for Forced Mass Vaccination Turned Out to Be False
G20 leaders have just signed a declaration which states that vaccine passports will be adopted to “facilitate” all international travel

COVID-19 — Masks:
*** Fed Judge Strikes Down Vax & Mask Mandates For Preschoolers & Workers, Calls It “Tyranny”
AFL Uncovers Documents Revealing that Biden Admin’s ‘Guidance’ on Masking Children in School Was Driven by the Kaiser Foundation’s Political Polling
Flu Season Sees Calls For Return To Face Mask Mania

COVID-19 — Misc:
*** COVID-19 Pandemic Policy And Mistakes
*** The Masked Ball of Cowardice
Alcohol deaths ‘exploded’ during pandemic

Greed Energy Economics:
*** The Disastrous Economics of a Grid with 100% Intermittent Renewables
*** The Cost of Renewables: Just a Blip in the Narrative
*** Wind power giant says it was a mistake to say renewables would get cheaper
Unrealistic net zero policies cost families dearly

Renewables (General):
*** Renewable Energy: Intermittency Has Major Consequences
*** The Green-Energy Revolution Will Make the World More Dangerous
Why green energy is not green at all
Green Energy Revolution Hits Energy Reality Wall
Voters Veto Big Wind In Ohio and Michigan: Rejections Now Total 375 Since 2015

Wind Energy:
Ontario’s Perfect Demonstration of Wind’s Intermittent and Unreliable Nature
Savior Al Gore wields windmills to stop the storms and end the Culture of Death
Coastal Virginia Offshore Wind plus Storage
Shell and Partners Cancel Floating Wind Project Offshore France

Solar Energy:
*** The U.S.’s Struggle to Wean Itself From Chinese Solar Power
Solar Energy Firm Collapses Owing British Taxpayers £655 Million
Solar installations hasten loss of Virginia farmland

Nuclear Energy:
*** Rolls-Royce aims to build 30 mini-nuclear reactors to kick-start nuclear revolution
*** Report: Confidence in Nuclear Energy
The Nuclear Energy Ice Age Appears to Be Over
Ukraine and US announce cooperation on Clean Fuels from SMR pilot project

Methane:
*** Methane: Much Ado About Nothing
Methane Obsession: New York’s Dark and Dangerous Phobia

Fossil Fuel Energy:
*** US dangerous diesel shortage caused by anti-fossil-fuel politicians
*** The EPA vs. the grid
Biden Caves To Saudis Rather Than Pump More Oil
Washington State Ban on Natural Gas Heating Is All Cost, No Benefit
Europe scrambles for Africa’s fossil fuels
STEM Is the Future in Oklahoma as Gas Industry Brings It!

Electric Vehicles (EVs):
*** Short videos: Electric Cars: Inconvenient Facts, Part 1 & Part 2
*** Electric Vehicle (EV) Precautions

Misc Energy:
*** Study: Emissions of Hydrogen Could Undermine Its Climate Benefits, etc.
*** How Blackrock Investment Fund Triggered the Global Energy Crisis
German Government Worried About Bank Runs, “Aggressive Discontent” Ahead of Energy Shortage
**Manmade Global Warming — Some Deceptions:**

***The Briefing Begins (Lawsuit Challenging the Endangerment Finding)***

***New Poll of Scientists Dispels Myth of Climate Change Consensus***

***The Flawed EPA Theory That Won’t Go Away***

Rich people deprive poor people cheap energy in the name of climate change

Celebrating War as Climate Win Makes Red True Color of “Greens”

Corporate greenwashing: will court cases and new rules close the gap between promises and reality?

**Manmade Global Warming — COP27:**

***COP27: A meaningless ritual for China and India***

***African nations tell COP27 fossil fuels will tackle poverty***

***After 32 years of UN climate rituals, global CO2 emissions hit new record***

UN Demands $2 Trillion A Year From Rich Countries For ‘Climate Justice’

The Obvious Climate Strategy Nobody Will Talk About

An analysis of what gets prioritized and ignored at UN climate negotiations

COP27 — “Loss and Damage” vaguely makes it to the table

COP27 — Will “loss and damage” extremism kill national alarmism?

**Manmade Global Warming — Misc:**

***41% of climate scientists don’t believe in catastrophic ‘climate change,’ major new poll finds***

***New MIT Study: Earth can regulate its own temperature over millennia***

Nitrous Oxide and Climate Archive: In Defense of CO2… Common Sense Revisited

Study: ‘Highly religious’ Americans say Earth merits protection, but fewer fear climate change

White House Admits It: We Might Need to Block the Sun to Stop Climate Change

**US Election:**

Election-Integrity.info (10 major election reports by our team of experts, plus much more!)

***Democratic meddling in GOP primaries paid off in a big way on Election Day***

***Democracy Wasn’t On the Ballot, Extremism Was***

***Elections for dummies***

***Google Is Shifting Votes On A Massive Scale, But A Solution Is At Hand***

***We Need To Talk About What Didn’t Happen On Election Day***
Republicans Have Won 6 Million More Votes than Democrats in House Races, But Gained Relatively Few Seats

Suffering is the Beginning of Wisdom: Part I, It's All Trump's Fault!

Suffering is the Beginning of Wisdom: Part II, Did America Really Vote For This?

Critically Thinking about the REAL Red Wave

Critically Thinking about the 2022 US Election Results

Despite ceaseless warnings on the left, Election Day came and went without right-wing violence

Elections Need More Transparency. Why Do Some on Left Want Less?

Here Are the Well-Funded Forces Arrayed Left and Right to Challenge Elections

Is This Morning in America or Twilight Before the Dark?

Meet the mega-donors pumping millions into the 2022 midterms

US Election — Arizona Issues:

The Maricopa County Voting Machines Disaster is Even Worse Than We Thought

Arizona’s Election Must Be Redone: Here Are At Least Three Provable Constitutional Violations That Render the Results Uncertifiable

4 Keys to Understanding Why Maricopa County Still Has Election Problems

How Election Integrity Has Been Destroyed In Arizona (And Elsewhere)

Short video: 2022 Ballot box stuffing in Maricopa

US Election — Other State Issues:

Key website re 2022 Election data: WhosCountingUS

Would you like to help with the Georgia Runoff Election?

Nevada’s Vote By Mail System Is A Total Disaster

Here We Go Again… Suspicious Ballots Arrive Way After Legal Deadline in Detroit

PA voters reelect Dem state lawmaker who died in October

Texas AG Investigates Potential Violations of State Law by Zuckerberg-Backed Center for Tech and Civic Life

Conservatives Legally Uses Ballot Harvesting to Win

US Politics and Socialism:

Understanding Communism and Revolutionary Warfare

The "myth of left and right"

The Manchurian President

Misinformation Is Now the Excuse for Government Propaganda
Other US Politics and Related:
*** A tale of two Americas
*** Some appropriate new songs, like “I will Not Be Leaving Quietly”
*** Mark Levin on Mitch McConnell, etc.
*** The Woke Grift
Biden and Activist Allies Push Taxpayer-Funded Voter Registration at Colleges
Measuring the effect of radical protests on the public and the national agenda
‘Complete & Total Vindication’: Giuliani celebrates as feds drop case after early
morning raid

Religion Related:
*** America’s Marxist revolutionaries have removed God from public life, we have to bring Him back
*** The New Puritans: The Woke Left wants to put all of us on trial
*** America Has Lost Its Moral Compass
37 countries sign pledge to uphold pro-life, pro-family policies
The green mob won’t rest until Christmas joy is utterly destroyed
Pope Francis’s Tacit Support for Gay Marriage Subverts Scripture to Please the World

Education Related:
*** The Parents’ Revolt against US Public Education
*** Collegiate Alumni Donations: What Are We Giving To?
*** Doubt-Free, America’s Schools Warm to Climate Activism
What’s So Great About Diversity, Anyway?
DeSantis-backed school board candidates sail to victory as governor works to root out ‘woke’ ideology

Science and Misc Matters:
*** The Politics Of Science: Voters Have An Important Voice
*** To America's Permissive Addiction 'Fix,' Critics Just Say No
Why 401(k)s Are Not OK (and Not Just Because of the Lousy Economy)

Ukraine:
*** Latest Developments in Ukraine: Nov 20th
*** Pray for the safety of the Ukrainian people
*** A well-rated source to make a Ukraine donation
If You Only Have Time to Read a Few Select Articles:
*** We Are Trapped in a Truman Show, Directed by Psychopaths
*** Christian leader says enough with my truth: Society must return to THE truth
*** Global Health and the Art of Really Big Lies
*** Archbishop Carlo Maria Vigano’s recent talk on COVID-19
*** $25 Million Lawsuit: Malone vs Breggin, et al
*** If You Really Wanted To Destroy the U.S., Then...
*** Save America’s Grid!
*** Report: Lack of energy storage makes renewables-only grids a pipe dream
*** Updated Study: Wind Turbine Syndrome: The Impact of Wind Farms on Suicide
*** CO2 is Innocent but Clouds are Guilty
*** Extreme Danger: "Boring" Election Issues
*** Interesting SCOTUS case on the docket: we have never seen anything like this before
*** Surprised by the Midterm Election Results? Take a Look at the Data
*** How Corporations and a Nonprofit Partnered to Stop the Red Wave
*** Advice for Kari, Blake, and Mark
*** What Being a US Conservative Means
*** Why the Left Relies on Statistical Illiteracy
*** What Everyone Should Know About Science—but Doesn’t
*** Short video: Dr. Robert Malone on Mass Formation Psychosis

COVID-19 — Repeated Important Information:
My webpage (C19Science.info) with dozens of Science-based COVID-19 reports
*** World Council of Health: Early COVID-19 Treatment Guidelines
*** FLCCC Long COVID Treatment Protocol
*** COVID-19: What You Need To Know (Physicians for Informed Consent)
*** If you have received a COVID-19 injection, here’s how to Detox
*** Place Your US Order for Free At-Home COVID-19 Tests

COVID-19 — Therapies:
*** FDA: Telling People Not to Take Ivermectin for COVID-19 Was Just a "Recommendation"
*** Long Covid Protocol
COVID-19 — Injections:
*** CDC data shows VAERS is the tip of vaccine injury iceberg
Dr. McCullough: Blinded by COVID-19 Vaccination
CDC Withheld Data on Fatal Reaction to COVID Vaccine
Secret Government Reports reveal at least 1.8 Million people have ‘Died Suddenly’ since the roll-out of the COVID Vaccines across the USA, UK, CA, AUS, NZ & EU
Massachusetts Death Certificates Show Excess Mortality Could Be Linked to COVID Vaccines
Report: Vaccinated Americans a majority of COVID deaths for first time in August
Renowned Oncologist Sends Letter to End COVID Vaccine Program Immediately as Cancers and other Diseases are Rapidly Progressing in ‘Boosted’ People
Consequence of COVID-19 Vaccines—Permanent Installation of mRNA Genetic Code

COVID-19 — Injection Mandates:
*** Short video about new China COVID Protests
*** Biden, world leaders sign declaration to adopt vaccine passports for international travel
The U.S. Medical System is Collapsing after Mass Exodus of Doctors and Nurses
What Is the Third Party Technique?
UC Professors Decry Dangerous Booster Mandates for Students, Faculty, and Staff

COVID-19 — Masks:
Podcast: Facial Coverings (Masks) — Harmless or Harmful?

COVID-19 — Misc:
*** Archbishop Carlo Maria Vigano’s recent talk on COVID-19
*** Global Health and the Art of Really Big Lies
*** Short Dr. Campbell video: Natural immunity protects
*** Video: Has Big Pharma Hijacked Evidence Based Medicine?
*** $25 Million Lawsuit: Malone vs Breggin, et al
*** Critically Thinking about Mass Formation Psychosis
Who is Dr. Asish Jha (President Biden's Covid Czar)?
New Documentary: Died Suddenly official trailer
Report: The Time of COVID
Short video: ‘Chilling’: Protester tells what the atmosphere is like in China
Jeff Landry Deposed Anthony Fauci Last Week. What Did He Find Out?
Greed Energy Economics:
*** Germany Sets Windfall Tax at 90% for Clean Power Generators
UK Power Prices Skyrocket As Wind Generation Collapses

Renewable Energy Health and Ecosystem Consequences:
*** Updated Study: Wind Turbine Syndrome: The Impact of Wind Farms on Suicide
*** Northern long-eared bat reclassified as endangered
   (Note: This could be good news for wind warriors: a new tool in their arsenal!)
Archive Study: Effects of low-frequency noise from wind turbines on heart rate variability in healthy individuals

Renewables (General):
*** Report: Lack of energy storage makes renewables-only grids a pipe dream
*** Electricity Generation with 100% Renewables is a Fantasy
Grand Wind & Solar ‘Transition’ Already Doomed to Total Failure
Why Wind and Solar Owners Love Energy Storage
COP Climate Cult Can’t Deal With Europe’s Monumental Wind & Solar Failure
Europe to U.S.: Learn from our $800 billion green energy 'disaster'
Green Energy Cabal Blind to Africa’s Medical Horror Show

Wind Energy - Offshore:
*** New Study Has Some Bad News for Offshore Wind Energy Advocates
*** CFACT official submission on Right Whales and Big Wind
*** NOAA Lead Biologist’s Damning Document on Offshore Wind
With wind leases in hand, federal government eyes floating turbines off NC coast

Wind Energy:
*** Matt Ridley: The wind power delusion
A surprising trigger of western New York ‘thundersnow’: Wind turbines
Europe’s Wind Energy Industry Has Hit A Rough Patch
Energy Absurdity: NIMBY Comes for Europe's Wind Industry

Nuclear Energy:
*** The Naïve Case against Nuclear Power
*** Short Video: Nuclear Waste: What Do We Do With It?
Fossil Fuel Energy:
‘Necessary evil’: France refires coal plant amid energy woes
King Coal: Reports Of My Death Have Been Greatly Exaggerated
New England Common Sense Replaced with Political Insanity

Electric Vehicles (EVs):
*** EVs are Killing the Environment, and No one Cares
Switzerland, Facing an Unprecedented Power Shortage, Contemplates a Partial Ban on the Use of Electric Vehicles

EV Precautions

Misc Energy:
*** If You Really Wanted To Destroy the U.S., Then...
*** Save America’s Grid!
*** Epstein: America’s energy crisis is mostly US Democrats’ fault
*** How Much Worse Can Our Energy Policies Get?
Is Hydrogen the Answer to Reaching Net-zero—Apparently, it’s not!
Europe’s renewable wonderland now can’t make solar, wind, batteries or EV’s
Heating Is the Coming Crisis, Brought on by Green Stupidity

Manmade Global Warming — Some Deceptions:
*** CO2 is Innocent but Clouds are Guilty
*** “There’s No Emergency” – Climatologist Dr Judith Curry on Climate Change
*** Data Shows Climate Emergency Isn’t Happening
*** "Climate reparations" are immoral
FTX was Heavily Involved with the Climate Scam
South Pole Hits Record Cold November Temperatures
Skeptical Overview of NYS’ Climate Act
Chicken Little Propaganda Dressed Up As Science
Satellites detect no climate benefit from 10 years of forest carbon offsets in California
50-Year U.S. Summer Temperature Trends: ALL 36 Climate Models Are Too Warm

Manmade Global Warming — Misc:
*** Thanksgiving 2022
*** Video: Climate Change Debate: Bjørn Lomborg and Andrew Revkin
*** Video: Climate Brawl Debate: Tony Heller vs Gerald Kutney
*** Climate Change Fascism
*** GOP Vows to Block Climate Reparations
Dutch Government To Seize And Close 3,000 Farms To Comply With EU Environmental Rules

Video: Climate physics w/ Professor William Happer

What Is Milankovitch Theory, What Is It Not, And What Can We Learn from It?

Climate Crackup: Why the COP27 Summit Failed

Biden admin proposes methane rules for public lands

Mauna Loa eruption cuts access, power to Mauna Loa Observatory

Study: Clouds may be less climate-sensitive than assumed

US Election:

Election-Integrity.info (10 major election reports by our team of experts, plus much more!)

*** Extreme Danger: "Boring" Election Issues

*** Surprised by the Midterm Election Results? Take a Look at the Data

*** How Corporations and a Nonprofit Partnered to Stop the Red Wave

America's Soviet Election System

Who Are the Left-Wing Donors Boosting America’s Youth Vote?

US Election — Arizona Issues:

*** Election Day problems in Maricopa far wider than county admitting

*** Advice for Kari, Blake, and Mark

Kari Lake short video: An Update

We must remedy what happened’: Defiant Kari Lake

Scrutinizing Arizona’s Election Administration does Not Make Kari Lake an ‘Election Denier’

The Maricopa Mulligan

If Corrupt Tyrants Intend to Govern Illegitimately, Then Stand Up Against the Tyrants

More Circumstantial Evidence of Vote Fraud: Arizona’s Numbers Don’t Add Up

Jovan Pulitzer Talks About Arizona Election Certification

US Election — Other State Issues:

*** Citizen’s Guide to Building and Election Integrity Infrastructure

*** Republicans reconsider ballot harvesting and early voting amid midterm losses

*** Secretary of State-elect Wes Allen withdrawing Alabama from ERIC

*** Ohio GOP legislators fast-track election law changes, despite opposition

US Politics and Socialism:

*** Why the Left Relies on Statistical Illiteracy
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Democrat attacks on liberty are the real threat to American democracy
Governments Are Using Drones to Spy on Americans. Here’s How People Are Fighting Back
Doug Billings: Only 10% of Americans subscribe to the communist-socialist agenda
Slouching Toward Fascism
Musk teases ‘Round 2’ of Twitter files showing company suppressed Hunter Biden laptop
Corruption, Corruption and Still More Corruption

Other US Politics and Related:
*** What Being a US Conservative Means
*** The Youth Problem
*** Shellenberger: Love Your Civilization Carlson Interview (Part 1, Part 2, and Part 3)
*** Report: Critical race theory-related ideas found in mandatory programs at 58 of top 100 US medical schools
Europe Shows a Clear Link Between Immigration and Crime
What Has Happened to our Senior Military Officers?
Media Bias Aside, Americans Do Not Support the Reality of Same-Sex Marriage
Abraham Lincoln statue vandalized in Chicago
Trump Just Dropped an Awesome Campaign Commercial
According to Joe Biden, Americans Are All Just a Bunch of Idiots
The GOP Spending Poseurs
Live feed for Rudy Giuliani’s DC Disbarment Hearing (I will testify in his behalf)
Panel decides against Giuliani on 2020 election case

Globalism:
*** We Are Trapped in a Truman Show, Directed by Psychopaths
Tucker Carlson: Apple is covering for the Chinese government
The UN Wants Trillions $$ Per Year Plus a ‘Transformation of the World’s Financial System’
Climate ‘Reparations’ Are a New Name for Foreign Aid
Why Biden & Global Elites Are Shamefully Quiet On China

Religion Related:
*** Christian leader says enough with my truth: Society must return to THE truth
*** Worldwide COVID-19 Religious Restrictions
Democrats’ ‘Respect for Marriage Act’ Scam

Education Related:
*** Education as a Battleground
*** If You Have Not Been Taught to Think for Yourself, These Disinformation is Scary
*** Short Pink Floyd video and song - Education
Stanford Professor Declares: “Academic Freedom Is Dead”

Science and Misc Matters:
*** What Everyone Should Know About Science—but Doesn’t
*** Short video: Dr. Robert Malone on Mass Formation Psychosis
*** The Doctor’s Prescription For Mass Formation Psychosis
Robot Landlords Are Buying Up Houses
Archive Report: Shifting Sands — Keeping Count of Government Science: P-Value Plotting, P-Hacking, and PM2.5 Regulation

Ukraine:
*** Latest Developments in Ukraine: Dec 4th
*** Pray for the safety of the Ukrainian people
*** A well-rated source to make a Ukraine donation
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If You Only Have Time to Read a Few Select Articles:
*** Highlights from the Ron Johnson COVID vax meeting
*** Retired Medical Doctor Exposes Deceptive Statistics Used for Vaccines and Drugs
*** Not Even N95 Masks Work To Stop Covid
*** Report: Climate activists "waging war on the mind"
*** MIT Climate Scientist Dr. Richard Lindzen Rejects ‘Climate Change’ As ‘A Quasi-Religious Movement Predicated on An Absurd ‘Scientific’ Narrative’
*** Vanguard Drops Out Of Climate Initiative As Reaction Against Woke Investing Continues
*** “All-the-Above” is No Energy Policy — It’s Merely Politics
*** Report: Millions of bats are slaughtered annually by onshore wind turbines
*** Economic Realities Dash Biden’s Offshore Wind Plans
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Forced labor from China’s Uighur Muslims “behind global supply of solar panels”

Renewable Power’s Big Mistake Was a Promise to Always Get Cheaper

‘Truth-seeking’ (anti-woke) University of Austin raises $100 million

Analysis of RNC Spending Since 2017 Shows Millions Were Spent on Private Jets, Limousines, Luxury Retreats, Broadway Shows

Latest Developments in Ukraine: Dec 18th

COVID-19 — Repeated Important Information:
My webpage (C19Science.info) with dozens of Science-based COVID-19 reports

World Council of Health: Early COVID-19 Treatment Guidelines

FLCCC Long COVID Treatment Protocol

COVID-19: What You Need To Know (Physicians for Informed Consent)

If you have received a COVID-19 injection, here’s how to Detox

Place Your US Order for Free At-Home COVID-19 Tests

COVID-19 — Therapies:
The Timeline of Major Battles In the Global War on Ivermectin - Part 2
The Timeline of Major Battles In the Global War on Ivermectin - Part 3

COVID-19 — Injections:

Highlights from the Ron Johnson COVID vax meeting

Video: Senator Ron Johnson Hosts Expert Forum on Covid Vaccines

What will it take for the media and public health bureaucrats to admit the mRNA vaccines have failed?

Rasmussen poll shows the COVID vaccines are not safe

Show me data showing the unvaccinated are worse off!

What Happens If You Refuse “Vaccinated” Blood?

Dr. Ryan Cole gives his insights into the contents of Covid injections

Celine Dion was disabled from a Known Side Effect of the COVID vaccine

Peer-Reviewed Study: People Died From mRNA-Vaccine-Damaged Hearts

Facebook’s COVID ‘Vaccine’ Fact-Checkers are Funded by Vaccine Drug Companies

COVID-19 — Injection Mandates:

Defense Bill to Require Pentagon to Rescind Military Vaccine Mandate in Major GOP Victory

It’s time the Pentagon ended its covid vaccine mandate for the military
NYS judge brings federal lawsuit against court system over vaccine mandate
Students Get College Injection Mandate Repealed

COVID-19 — Masks:
*** Not Even N95 Masks Work To Stop Covid
Health Officials Are Eager To Reinstate Face Masks This Winter

COVID-19 — Models and Data:
*** Retired Medical Doctor Exposes Deceptive Statistics Used for Vaccines and Drugs
The Tragedy of Avoidable Covid Deaths

COVID-19 — Misc:
*** Expert Dr. Robert Malone reinstated on Twitter after being banned over COVID "misinformation" policy
*** Fauci Deposition Transcript
I deposed Dr. Fauci for seven hours. Here's what I learned about 'science'
Dr. Collins, former NIH Director, blames misinformation for the US deaths of 300,000
Dialogue with a Narrative Believer
Intel community could be subject to subpoenas after stonewalling on COVID origins
Documents Uncover Secret Twitter Portal US Govt Used to Censor COVID-19 Content

Greed Energy Economics:
*** Renewable Power’s Big Mistake Was a Promise to Always Get Cheaper
Michigan, New York and Quebec Ratepayers Should Thank Ontario Ratepayers and Taxpayers for their Early Christmas Present

Renewable Energy Health and Ecosystem Consequences:
*** Report: Millions of bats are slaughtered annually by onshore wind turbines
Bat species native to Great Lakes on brink of extinction
Mega wind facility approved that can’t operate half the year

Renewables (General):
*** “All-the-Above” is No Energy Policy — It’s Merely Politics
*** When Accurate Data Are ‘Bad PR’
*** Report: The Dark Side of “Renewable” Energy
'Turbocharged’ Renewables: The IEA Hawking Its Wares Again
Wind and Solar Disappoint in Asian Energy Haven
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Wind Energy:
*** Economic Realities Dash Biden’s Offshore Wind Plans
*** Wind Power Opposition: It’s a Conspiracy!
Wind Energy: Anticyclonic Gloom
Europeans Dominate First West Coast Wind Auction
British PM Flip-Flops On Windmills: Bring ‘Em On
Tucker Carlson: Biden’s Wind Policies Are Killing Whales

Solar Energy:
*** Forced labor from China’s Uighur Muslims “behind global supply of solar panels”
*** Updated Report on Solar Realities
Developer told to prove panels for approved solar facility aren’t linked to slave labor
Video: Hundreds of acres of forest to be removed for NYS solar project
California wildfire smoke dimmed solar energy in 2020
Utility Regrets (Small)...but Growing Larger

Nuclear Energy:
*** It’s Time the Green Movement Stopped Demonizing Nuclear
*** Report: US scientists make major breakthrough in limitless, zero-carbon fusion energy
*** Scientists have made a breakthrough in fusion — but don’t get carried away
Advanced Nuclear Plants Poised to Benefit from Inflation Reduction Act, Retiring Coal Plants

Fossil Fuel Energy:
*** Study: Natural gas is a wellspring for our energy future
*** The Iron Law Of Electricity Strikes Again
TVA Continues the Shale Revolution by Converting Coal to Gas
Heating Oil Reserves Also Now Threatened by Biden
Dimock Signals Death of Journalism as the Inquirer Sells Out
The factual case for fossil fuels
FERC Chairman Glick to exit agency by early January, setting up possible tied-vote deadlocks

Electric Vehicles (EVs):
*** Electric Car Pipe Dreams No Substitute for Reality
*** Short video: Electric cars in one minute
Short video: Democrats Want an Electric Car Mandate When 80% Of Our Electricity Comes From Fossil Fuels

EV Automaker lays off hundreds of workers, blames high cost of making cars

Report: Let The Market Drive Electric Vehicle Sales

Manmade Global Warming — Some Deceptions:
*** Report: Climate activists "waging war on the mind"
*** MIT Climate Scientist Dr. Richard Lindzen Rejects ‘Climate Change’ As ‘A Quasi-Religious Movement Predicated on An Absurd ‘Scientific’ Narrative’
*** Are we finally reaching peak climate hysteria?
*** Video: The Great Climate Con—Jordan Peterson & Alex Epstein

It’s madness, madness, madness, there is no climate emergency

To End Climate Lunacy, Stop Treating Warming & CO2 Hysterically

Investigative Climate Reporting by Journalist is Disinformation

Elevated Living Standards Contradict Climate Doomsayers

Manmade Global Warming — Misc:
*** Are Carbon Taxes a Good Idea? Happer and Everett versus Hartley
*** Vanguard Drops Out Of Climate Initiative As Reaction Against Woke Investing Continues
*** The State of the Climate – Based on Real Observations - Professor Ole Humlum

Video: Data shows there’s no climate catastrophe looming – climatologist Dr J Christy

Republicans Launch Antitrust Investigation Into Climate-Obsessed Corporate ‘Cartel’

Valentina Zharkova: “in next 30 yrs, global warming prob. will be last thing in our mind”

Climate Change Lockdowns? Yup, They Are Actually Going There…

Global Poll Shock: Four in 10 People Believe Climate Change is Mainly Due to Natural Causes

US Elections:
Election-Integrity.info (10 major election reports by our team of experts, plus much more!)
*** Series on ERIC
*** Key Provision of Constitution in Play as Supreme Court Hears Election Case
*** The Albert Sensor Systems: How Government and a 501(c)3 Tracks Real-Time Election Data in 98% of the US

Election-fraud corruption is deeper than anyone can imagine
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Key Provision of Constitution in Play as Supreme Court Hears Election Case
Dem’s New campaign tool: Monetizing friends
8 Ways to Reinvigorate Our Electoral Process
Ten Reasons Why The Election System is Broken and Must Be Fixed

US Election — State Issues:
*** Citizen’s Guide to Building and Election Integrity Infrastructure
*** Ohio Victory: Legislation Requires Photo ID, Strengthens Free & Fair Elections
Kari Lake Rejects Arizona Election Results as She Previews Legal Fight
Kari Lake’s Lawsuit
Why Maricopa County’s ballot printers failed on Election Day
RNC, Arizona AG nominee file lawsuit contesting certified results, point to ‘errors and inaccuracies’
Are States Leaking Voters’ Data?
We watched a New York ballot ‘audit.’ What we saw was a sham

Misc US Politics:
*** Dems erupt over Sinema leaving Democratic Party
*** Analysis of RNC Spending Since 2017 Shows Millions Were Spent on Private Jets, Limousines, Luxury Retreats, Broadway Shows
*** Here Come the Trump 2024 Alternatives
Does Trump Really Want to be President Again?
The Lawsuit Lobby: Allies on the Left
Michelle Obama: Censor-in-Chief

Societally US:
*** What Happened To Our Civility?
*** ESG Is A Plague Upon Our Houses and Our Future
Celebrate the Quiet Change that Affects Everything
New Landmark Medical Report Proves More Guns Do Not Cause More Crime

Religion Related:
*** Critically Thinking About Christmas
Parents and media go after Christmas traditions, 'It’s getting annoying'
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Education Related:
*** Who’s to Blame When Students Fail a Course?
*** 'Truth-seeking' (anti-woke) University of Austin raises $100 million
The Age of Conformity Has Led to the Edge of Hell on Earth
Ideological Compulsion at the UNC School of Journalism
The Strange Attack on Blind Reviewing

Science:
*** Critically Thinking About the Con Known as "Psychology"
*** John Droz: Science is being very systematically and aggressively attacked
How the feminist mafia is controlling science funding
We are headed for a dark age in science

Misc Matters:
*** Short video: Ultra High Speed Cameras: Filming the Impossible
What is ChatGPT and why does it matter? Here's what you need to know
Lensa, the AI app everyone's using that creates artsy self portraits, explained
Tech-savvy criminals use Apple AirTags to stalk and steal from victims

Ukraine:
*** Latest Developments in Ukraine: Dec 18th
*** Pray for the safety of the Ukrainian people
*** A well-rated source to make a Ukraine donation

— Continued in 2023 —
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